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Editorial After Historicism

The word "historicism" has, since the 1950s, been somewhat uneasily
associated with a theory of historical determinism on the one hand, and
a relativistic eclecticism on the other. While Karl Popper has seen in
historicism a teleological theory of history that has, for him,
totalitarian implications, Nikolaus Pevsner has warned against what he
regarded as a "return to historicism" in the work of the late fifties, by
which he meant a return to the eclectic, stylistic allusionism of the
nineteenth century. Popper was, of course, referring to those idealizing
schemes of historical development that, following Hegel, saw history as
some giant impersonal force replacing God or Providence as the
implacable instrument of human destiny. Pevsner, however, was using
the word in an entirely different sense simply to denote a resurgence of
historical "quotation" of the sort that Modernism had thought to ward
off once and for all by a combination of abstraction and the machine
aesthetic. "Historicism" for Popper represented a "poverty," a flattening
of the pluralistic nature of human existence; for Pevsner it signalled a
lack of "authenticity," a betrayal of the manifest conditions of
modernity as proclaimed by the Modern Movement.

These two negative understandings of the nature of historicism, while
apparently mutually opposed, in fact both refer to the sense of the word
as it first occurred in English as a translation of the German
Historismus and the Italian storicismo. Here the sense of the word was
entirely positive, derived from the perception, common to historians like
Ernst Troeltsch and Friedrich Meinecke and philosophers like Benedetto
Croce, that a new vision of history had been developed in the nineteenth
century. With its roots in the "Scienza Nuova" of Vico and the careful
philology of Leopold von Ranke, this historiography (generally called
the German Historical School) was thought, in the 1920s and 1930s, to
constitute the very essence of modernity: opposed to the Natural Law
philosophies of the Renaissance and the universalizing rationalism of
the Enlightenment, it held that the characteristics of each historical
event were unique and particular, that they were to be understood, not
through any preconceived system ofjudgment, but solely through the
standards of their own time. The idea of a uniform and constant rule,
permeating the universe as a whole and governing the life of natural
species as well as that of mankind, was in historicism overthrown in
favor of a vision that concentrated on the individual nature of each age,
according to values derived from inside the period itself. The "science"
of nature and the "science" of human institutions, culture and society
were for ever separated; not only was the object of study different, but
the methods utilized to understand each were radically opposed. Rather
than searching for a universal causation for natural and human
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phenomena, historicism stressed the understanding of human historical
events on their own terms, Underlying this sense of historical specificity
was of course the quasi-organic notion of unity proposed by the
Romantic Movement, a unity constituted at any one time by an
individual, an institution or culture, which was immediately manifested
by every production of that culture. Styles, languages, social forms, laws
and customs were all, in each period and place, bound to each other as
symptoms of a "character" which was unique to that age and to no
other.

Here we can see the intimate relations of historicism as a theory of
2 historical enquiry to nineteenth century stylistic eclecticism. For the

assumption that each age possessed its own style allowed each style so
identified to be assimilated to the values and ethical standards ascribed
to that age. Each different style became in some way, thereby, an
emblem of its society, a reflection of the morality and historical
meaning of eventsl like language itself, a style lyas seen as revealing and
"standing for" its speakers. Styles, historically understood, were thus
loaded with the "meaning" of their societies and might be used as
"signs" of that meaning. Abstracted as they were from their original
conditions of formation, the historical styles signified, as it were, by
themselves. Behind the eclecticism of a Piranesi, a Pugin or a Morris,
lay this idea of history: that the style was endowed with authenticity by
virtue of the historical idea of the society that first gave birth to it. This
"idea," at once historically specific and morally redolent, was carried by
the style of its time; so much so, indeed, that the style alone might act,
in another time, to stimulate the re-birth of the original social and
moral conditions of its first formulation. Style and society were linked
like cause and effect-a neat reversal of the terms of historicism, but
one logically derived from its premises. In this sense, Pevsner, himself a
historicist historian, is correct in viewing the apparent eclecticism of the
fifties as a return to nineteenth century historicism.

But, according to the tenets of historicism itself, such a "return" was
bound to be "inauthentic." While the phenomena of nineteenth century
eclecticism might be understood, as Hegel himself pointed out, as deeply
rooted in the individualistic and autonomous position of the post-
Romantic artist, that of the twentieth could be explained with no such
ease. For had not the Modern Movement called for, and to a large extent
produced, an art entirely characteristic of the modern age? Had it not,
by breaking decisively with the "styles," and rejecting the weight of
tradition, forged a new language consistent with the demands of the new
epoch? Had it not, indeed, finally fulfilled the latent requirements of
historicism itself, that the style and the age be in perfect harmony? The
recognition of a specifically modern zeitgeist was after all an essentially
historicist act. This all the historians of the Modern Movement in the
twenties, thirties, and forties recognized; they were, after all, themselves
deeply historicist in their methods and preconceptions. The predictions
of nineteenth century historiography were seemingly being dramatically
confirmed by events. Emil Kaufmann, writing his celebrated essay
"From Ledoux to Le Corbusier" did not have to elaborate the point that
was obvious from his title: that the intimations of bourgeois modernity,
found in the "abstract" forms of Ledoux, had found their appropriate
resolution in Modernism. The internal laws of history had once again



demonstrated their truth; the architect was simply an agent of their
implacable development. From these presuppositions, and others linked
to them in the Hegelian canon, came the "method" of the first historians
of modern architecture as they searched for "origins" of ideas and
forms, tried to follow their "development" and culmination in a phase of
history that itself was called a "movement."

The Post-Modernist age has, we are continually reminded, no such easy
faith in the laws of historical development, nor so strong a belief in the
authenticity of abstraction as the basis of modern expression. As the
utopia of the Modern Movement has come under social attack, so its
aesthetic has been criticized as lacking those dimensions of humanistic
reference, of pluralistic statement, that might prevent what many have
seen to be the "creeping totalitarianism" of Radiant City. The reaction,
as Pevsner noted, has been toward a revival of historically based images,
quotations from historical styles, assimilation of "contextural" incidents
in literal and realistic ways. As Collage City, the visual counterpart of
Popper's "piecemeal" reformism, replaces Radiant City, and as the
direct emulation of classical or gothic motifs gradually covers the bare
surfaces of Modernism, we have to recognize that, despite any nostalgia,
the aesthetic of the twenties and thirties has itself become a style of the
historical past, consumed and implicated by the very history it sought to
suspend.

This is not, however, to say that the premises on which this new
allusionism is based are themselves any more soundly formulated
historically than those of Modernism. Indeed, they rely absolutely on the
very fiction promulgated by Modernism that it had succeeded in
breaking with the past; they demand the myth, so dear to the avant-
garde of the twenties, that a rupture, a discreet shift had been effected
between the old eclectic world and the brave new one. For "Post-
Modernism" self-consciously tries to "heal" that break, overcome that
"rupture"; in the search for consolation, or, more cynically, for ever-
renewable consumable images, it turns to the "history" of architecture,
its "rich tradition" of meaning and form, as if, in disinterring the signs
of a homely past, the deserted present might once more be domesticated.
But while the myths of the Modern Movement are thereby sustained
while being challenged, the "Post-Modern" architects and their
ideologues are no longer served by the same theory of history, the
historicism, that once gave meaning to eclectic and Modernist alike. The
historical city and its historical architectures are referred to, but
without the coherent framework of ideology that, in the late eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, endowed specific styles with overtones of
particular politics and moralities, or in the early twentieth century, that
gave sense to the Modernist project. We cannot, then, with Pevsner, see
the recent rash of historical allusions as a simple "return" to
historicism. Not only the conditions for referring to the past, but the
very possibilities for ideological signification, are profoundly different.

o
J

In one sense this difference has to be blamed on the prior existence of
Modernism itself. By asserting the primacy of abstraction-with all the
attendant values of spatial or volumetric order, typologies of pure form,
geometric absolutes-Modernism did, in some way, "end" the possibility
of an architecture firmly based on an historical style. Not only were the



outward forms of expression changed, but the entire mode of
recognition, of seeing relations and perceiving meaning was turned
inside out. For as long as historical architectures had been the source of
the styles-since the Renaissance that is-architecture had been
constructed, so to speak, out of elements and their relations that were
already formulated. However one might interpret, re-compose or
juxtapose them, the codes were known, available in history; that is why,
in the most general way, it is possible to talk of the "classical language"
of architecture operating as a grid of known elements and already tried
combinations. Archeology and invention might provide new
combinations, even new elements and motifs, but the "lexicon" and the

4 "grammar" were already in existence. Thus Mannerism and Baroque,
the Rococo, were so many neologisms; even Gothic when it entered the
canon in the early nineteenth century, was subjected to an ordering of
its parts that corresponded in every way with the previous ordering of
the classical Orders. This is why Neo-Classical and Gothic styles seem
virtually interchangeable throughout the nineteenth century, in the
work of, for example, Charles Barry or Schinkel. A common system of
representation bound together all the styles of traditional architecture,
one that easily adapted to shifts in compositional practice or ideological
stance.

Modernism broke decisively with this system of architecture. Where all
the historical styles no matter how different from each other ultimately
spoke to each other within a grand scheme of historical taxonomy,
Modernism proposed an end to speech about and through, history. Thus
any historical allusion now is bound to be seen against, as it were, a
"backdrop" of abstraction; it no longer partakes of a style in the system
of which it takes on meaning. It has to be seen as an addition, a distinct
motif, brought from the outside into a code of making and reading
architecture that recognizes it as different, as foreign. Isolated from the
context that originally gave it meaning, it takes on the characteristics of
a sculptural attribute, a fragment, a "found-object" re-used from a
distant past. This is true also even for those attempts at a holistic
revival of architectural style; Modernism was also, as it never ceased to
proclaim, a way of working aesthetically with new and different
material conditions, of making and production. Together with the
"nature of materials," so the system of fabrication-socially,
economically and practically-altered drastically in the Second
Industrial Revolution. The muteriol conditions for the making of style
no longer existing, the very details of any revived version are reduced to
the level of signs, or shapes. Venturi has recognized this in the patently
cut-out character of the "Ionic" capital at Oberlin; at another, faintly
ridiculous extreme, the "images" of Thomas Gordon Smith can never be
anything other than cartoons of a long forgotten language. And if the
insubstantial "reproduction" of images is, however perversely,
celebrated for its own sake, then, even as in the first age of industrial
reproductibility, the ascription of kitsch can hardly be avoided.

There was, of course, a tension, present within the modes of expression
of the Modernist avant-garde from the beginning, between the purely
abstract formalism of, for example De Stijl or some versions of
Constructivism, and the more literal use of referential objects or motifs
common to Dadaism and Surrealism. Where the former "worked on the



language" to provoke meaning by means of displacements, distortions,
inversions-all the deaiees articulated by Formalist critics-the latter
relied for its effect on the displaced nature of found objects, the
transpositions that utilized realist images in dreamwork and artistic
practice alike. Should we then see the displaced motifs of architectural
history-the shattered pediments, the fragments of rustication, key-
stones, and capitals as so many surrealist objects? Are the realist
allusions of the present simply a continuation of a thoroughly Modernist
tradition? Again, it would seem that both conditions and intention are
radically different. The surrealist, armed with the transgressional power
of the unconscious and the instruments by which to work on the mind
provided by the new psychoanalysis, set out to shock the world, to break
old institutional forms, to insert the questions of uncertainty, chance,
disruption against any affirmation of positive, solid reality. The Post-
Modernists cannot be said to follow such a demanding and ascetic credol
concerned with softening, absorbing, and wrapping shock, their images
may look "surrealist" but they have precisely the opposite function.

We cannot ignore then the pre-existent mode of seeing and formulating
that is Modernist; but equally we cannot claim to have overcome
historicity. As Manfredo Tafuri has remarked, although the recent
attempts to establish typologies and modes of analysis that are
"structuralist" seem to suspend history and temporality in favor of the
timeless, the categorical, and the systematic, such an anti-historicism
can easily, like that of the eighteenth century before, be itself
historicized. The work of Michel Foucault is an example of thought
which, while it continuously resists the grand schemes of historicism,
nevertheless situates its "archeology" in a profoundly historicized
matrix. The very perception of a difference between a pre-Modernist
world and a post-Modernist one relies on a high degree of historical self-
consciousness.

To dream of the restoration of a happy past, in the face of an empty
present, has ever been the tendency of the modern avant-gardes. The
utopias of Enlightenment, the rural arcadias of Rousseau, Fourier, and
Morris, and the urban fantasies of the last hundred years, have all been
set in a timeless world of mythical serenity, bathed in never setting
sunlight. They have all sought to suspend history. In so doing they have
at the same time refused any self-conscious historicity in their presentl
Walter Benjamin noted the similarity of these returns to a primal origin
with the futures for which they provide the model. In each case they
have returned to earth as the consumable dreams of the middle classes
losing in the process any implied critical qualities they may have gained
from their first confrontation with reality. Whether, in this era of
disenchantment with the consumed effects of modern utopias, we try to
remedy appearances with new and colorful wrappings or eyen dream yet
again of a bonded, pre'industrial state in images of a city built of stone
and inhabited by its builders, we are simply hastening this process of
production and consumption. Neither the stage sets of a-historical pasts
nor the reproduction of their ornaments will do more than "paper over
the cracks." History, taken as allusion or idealized content provides no
solutions.
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From Structure to Subject:
The Formation of an Architectural Language

Mario Gandelsonas

The Foundation of Language
The establishment of society can be seen as the establish-
ment of order through conventions, or more specifically,
the establishment of a language through symbolic codes.l
Before order, before Ianguage, there exists a primal chaos
where there are no rules for marrying, building, eating;
in this chaos, which precedes society, there is only an
infinite field of potential for manipulation of the individual
and collective realms from the verbal to the sexual. The
systematization and institutionalization of rules in these
domains, the making of rules, involves at once a repres-
sion ofchaos, ofthe amorphous, and an invention ofsocial
codes of a 'language' of kinship relations, a 'language' of
m1'th, or a'language' which expresses the spatial organi-
zation of a tribe.2

In its primitive stages, society, in order to become truly
social, initially performs rituals and enacts sacrifices
which, while they might seem to be chaotic acts that stand
against any instinct tornard the preservation of the spe-
cies, and against the nature of society itself, nevertheless
are in themselves creative and symbolic.3 Indeed sacrifice
is to be seen as a constructive action: its victims become
the first symbols of man's struggle against nature, of the
formation of the first culture, and thereby of language.
The symbols of sacrifice, and the symbolic representations
of language have in common their systematic character.
In the end, sacrifice, instead of giving rise to further
violence, represents the violence of culture through a ri-
tualized and symbolic act, thus exorcizing the urge for
violence in fact, and articulating an order similar in every
\Aray to that of a language.a

Such a concept of sacrifice, founded in anthropological
understanding, can be used not only to describe the initial
establishment of a language or social practice, but also a
situation where a new Ianguage or practice replaces an
old one, where a new order is created to supersede a
perceived anterior chaos: a humanist order against a re-
ligiously clominated one, a relativist vision in the face of
humanism, and so on. In architecture, two moments can
be isolated in history where the foundation of a new lan-
guage was preceded by a kind of ritual sacriflce. The

establishment of a classical language and a theoretically 7

organized practice of architecture in the Renaissance im-
plied the death of the medieval architect-builder who, in
Alberti's definition, "w'orked with his hands," in favor of
the new rational architect who r,l.orked "with his mind."s
Similarly, at the beginning of this century, the establish-
ment of modern architecture against nineteenth century
eclecticism, the foundation of an architecture vvhich "had
nothing to do with the styles," in Le Corbusier's terms,
sacrificed stylistic variety to a high vision of abstraction.6

In both circumstances the aim was to produce a systematic
organization of the codes of architectural practice, to de-
fine an apparently finite and stable number of forms and
their correlated meaning within a closed system; that is,
to create the illusion of a language. But whereas in clas-
sicism a fully constituted Ianguage in this sense can be
observed in the way in which the elements of antiquity,
deployed in an entirely new way, sustained a grammatical
framework, in modernism the linguistic organization was
essentially illusory. For while modern architecture appar-
ently promoted a new symbolic organization, it did not
create the conditions for its systematic development.
Functionalism, the dictum "form follows function," said
much about the origin of signs but little about their nature;
it proposed new'words' but no rules for their combination,
no grammatical framework for their use. Where the rules
of the language were finite, those of functionalism were
in constant flux, varying in response to changing needs,
changing aesthetic preference, and individual interpreta-
tions. Equally, where the traditional nature of the 'sign'
was a shape that related in a conventional way to a mean-
ing, functionalism implied a natural, ideally transparent,
and motivated relation between the expression and the
content of its signs, an evident utopia in the face of the
socially determined nature of functionalism itself.

Ultimately, the 'functionalist' sign differed little from its
classical counterpart; shapes were derived not from func-
tion itself, but from other disciplinary references-from
machine technology and Cubist aesthetics-in order to
suggest a functional meaning. Such a relativistic approach
could neither establish a finite vocabulary nor its grammar
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8 and syntax-the necessary components of a speciflc ar-
chitectural language.

The understanding of the limitations of functionalism has
led, in the last decade, to a strong reaction against modern
architecture and its aspirations toward an architectural
language. This reaction has taken two entirely opposed
forms, both of which propose an extension of the tradi-
tional conceptions of language or, in other terms, of the
traditional modes of generating meaning in architecture.
The first, in its most extreme form characterized by the
theory and practice of Roberl Venturi, advocates a rein-
statement of a multivalent and eclectic language which
superficially is not unlike that constituted by the 'styles'
of the nineteenth century. This position stresses the gen-
eration of signs themseives, understands in a critical way
the nature of conventional meanings, and relishes the com-
plexity of a plurality of meanings however organized in
the whole.

The second reaction, most clearly represented by the
work of Peter Eisenman, tries to address the more basic
questions of language, the grammatical questions.T What
are the limits, qualitatively and quantitatively, to the lex-
icon of architectural signs; what makes certain configu-
rations architectural; which shapes can or cannot be used?
And more important, how should they be articulated? The
open condition in which there exists no syntactic criteria
for the language and no definitions of its formal structure
is, in the theory and practice of Eisenman, challenged by
a rigorous assessment of the failure of modernism to gen-
erate its ovgn coherent terms. Where in Venturi we find
a reaction against the singular nature of the architectural
sign (classical or modernist) in order to see it as a more
complex entity, but rn'ithout much concern for the under-
lying structure of language, in Eisenman we find a reac-
tion against the architectural sign itself, and in particular
the idea of the meaning of the sign, in order to concentrate
on the generation of a linguistic structure. In the process
of establishing this structure Eisenman sacrifices not only
functionalism, but humanism itself, attempting to create
an entirely other order, a new language.8

The Concept of Stntcture
The model of language adopted by Eisenman is, as is well
known, structuralist: it derives from his personal reading
of the theories of Chomskye and, as we have noted pre-
viously, such a model allows him to generate systems of
relations among architectural forms hitherto precluded by
the classical or modernist canon. The legitimacy of apply-
ing a linguistic model which rn'as originally developed to
explain creativity in language (the ability of a speaker to
create an inflnite number of sentences) to architecture
may be demonstrated in two ways. First it may be seen
as a natural result of architecture's concern rvith formal
and semantic organization, that is with the arrangement of
forms and meanings, and second it may be related to the
convention that has permitted generations of architectural
theorists, from Alberti to Le Corbusier, to refer to the
'language' of an architecture and utilize gryammatical and
rhetorical categories in turn to supply terms of structure
and meaning to their art.

The speciflc adoption of Chomsky's model of language,
however, allows Eisenman to go beyond any previously
established linguistic'analogy'. It first and foremost pro-
poses on behalf of the architect a competen ce or knorn ledge
of his object, 'architecture'. Then it clearly distinguishes
between a deep (conceptual) and a surJace (perceptual)
structure for the language, where, as opposed to the func-
tionalist ideal, deep and surface structure do not neces-
sarily coincide or become transparent to each other. Fi-
nally it suggests an equivalence of'deep structure' and
'syntax' as a basis for a formal conception of architecture
that reacts against the perceptual, relativistic realm of
conventional meanings.

Eisenman's linguistic structuralism is in these terms an
attempt to criticize the generally held notions of 'meaning'
in architecture, to make the definition of architecture os
language stand against the evident lack ofrigor in present
theoretical discourse, against the purely subjective and
non-measurable aspects of architecture. Accordingly he is
initially drawn to concentrate his attention on the only
objectiue material provided by architecture, that is Jbrm
itself. Considering form in its syntactic capacity, Eisen-



man sees it to be ordered according to speciflc laws inter-
nal to architecture and not derived from notions outside
itself.

Traditionally, meaning in architecture was delivered by
means of a process which moved from an understanding
of the form toward an understanding of the expected use

of the form. Eisenman, in his anti-functionalism, attempts
to enclose all meaning within the form, so that the mean-
ing becomes intransitive. In such a condition any meaning
coming out of the form has to be reincorporated within
that form; where the semantics of use are denied, forms
are no ionger a "means toward an end," a representation
of something, but an end in themselves. They constitute
part of a formal domain, structured according to finite and
specific rules, prescribing particular lines of action. In
order to understand Eisenman's particular conception of
syntactic structure we must first analyze the nature of
the architectural sign, that is, the specific relation be-
tween form and meaning as conceived by classical and
modern architecture. Since Alberti, the sign 'door' has
been recognized as a distinct configuration within a larger
system of shapes-a particular formal solution to opening
a vertical plane between two spaces, permitting both their
separation and connection. Signs like this one generally
imply the coupling of an expression with a content. The
expression of this content then characterizes the sign's
form. In this case the content is the system of social
actions, such as movement from one space to another.
Both the expression (form) and the content (the action)
fuse to generate binary oppositions: door/wall; present
place/future place; separation/connection; stasis/passage.
The sign 'doo1, like other signs, is never an isolated en-
tity. It becomes a sign in the context of codes, in opposition
to other signs which are also part of the larger system.
Doors then acquire their meaning of actual passage within
a context of a code of openings, through their opposition
to windows, for instance, which represent only visual pas-
sage. Staircases, which represent vertical passage, are
seen in opposition to the horizontal passage suggested by
doors and windows.lo In architecture a door becomes a
sign as the provisional result of coding rules, which estab-
Tish transitory relationships between elements of expres-

sion and elements of content.rl However the analogy of I
architecture as language is imprecise. The conventions of
a language are rigid and they are accepted as such. In
architecture rules are transitorg and not mandatory. Ar-
chitectural signs are different from the linguistic signs

because they are not socially accepted facts. For example,
in certain periods of architecture one flnds distinct differ-
ences between doors and windows, while in other periods
these differences disappear. Or, one flnds the same
expression fusing with different content at different times:
the Greek cross plan is both church and house (Villa Ro-
tunda); or the same content fusing with different expres-
sion: the idea of house is expressed by both the Palladian
and the Corbusian villa. However, such a description does
not completely define the architectural sign since the ac-
tual and virtual prescriptions which determine the shape
of the wall, the door, the spaces are not considered. The
sign is dependent not only on pre-linguistic conditions
such as gravity or the necessary size of the door, but also
on qeneral linguistic conditions such as opposition of ver-
tical and horizontal, of opening and barrier, etc. There
are also more specifi,c formal conditions. In classical ar-
chitecture the door could exist as an opening in the wall;
it could be square or round; it could emphasize the vertical
or the horizontal. Similarly the top of a door could be
square or round. These options articulated a formal par-
adigm which not only allowed the recognition of the con-
ventional shape of a door-the triangular Mayan doors
would seem an anomaly-but also provided the potential
for a system of contrasts and hierarchies----e.g. central
versus lateral doors-or a system of rhy'thmic differ-
ences----€.g. the organization of alternation of round/
square. These are the conditions not only inherent to
content as a system of actions but also to Ianguage itself.
Therefore the expression of the architectural sign re-
quires the definition of aformal coding system.

However in architecture the formal system has never
been deflned in a rigorous and exhaustive way, as for
example has the formal system in music. Architects have

always worked with fragments of systems rather than
with a complete language. The logic of the system of
meanings and functions generally imposed itself on the



2 House 1. Peter Eisenman,
1967 - 1 9 68. Anonometrtc d,rawtng.
3 House II. Peter Eisenman,
1969- 1970. Aronom.etric drawing.
! House III. Peter Eisenman,
1 969 - 197 1. Axonometric drawing.
5 House IV. Peter Eisenman, 1971
Anonometric drawing.
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formal system and in so doing provided only the illusion
ofan explanation or a theory. Thus, a reading offunctions
seems to suggest that the forms are a product of function;
but in fact this is not the case. Functional logic has a
quality of inexorable presence since functional needs,
worldly or symbolic, are the original impetus of architec-
ture. For example, a house is supposed to suggest and
allow certain uses, rn'hich are systematically structured
according to oppositions and sequences. A house is not
just a place where one opens a door, enters, and remains.
It is a system and a sequence of elements that provide a

fine gradation of public, semi-public, and private spaces,

separated and connected in sequences which go from
purely public-the entrance door-to purely private. The
oppositions public/private, interior/exterior, and staying/
moving, and the articulation of a sequence to cohfigurate
these within a functional logic established by social and
cultural conventions, constitute the system that in most
times provided the logic for architectural form. As a result
there has hardly ever been in classical or modern archi-
tecture, a formal system in its own terms-as a true
Ianguage demands. And the feeling of unity transmitted
by previous architectural buildings is an illusion produced
by a unity of materials or building techniques rather than
the conceptual unity which we find in language systems.
For instance, one system interrelates r,l'alls and columns;
another system differing openings---doors, windows, or
staircases; a third system proportions; a fourth system
rhy'thms; a fifth the vertical and horizontal organizations;
etc. And these partial systems are rarely articulated
within an overall system, despite the professed acceptance
of the classical and moderrr dogmas of unity.

In his first four houses (figs. 2-5) Peter Eisenman at-
tempted to recapture the idea of unity embodied in the
first theoretical discourses of both classical and modern
architecture, those of both Alberti and Le Corbusier. He
attempted to produce this unity with a totally sttttctured
fot'mal system. In order to do this he worked with form
as an autonomous entity, i.e., architecture as'spatial mu-
sic'. In doing so he attempted to present his architecture
as devoid of meaning, as pure expression. However, the
attempt to eliminate meaning completely is ultimately an

impossible task---cven in music, an art form which initially 11

seems to be removed from semantic considerations. For
in music a sound, when considered in the context of a

musical system, denotes itself. It also denotes a position
opposed to other positions in the system. This opposition
is not sufficient to create a sign, but it does denote a series
of possibie moves and in some way stands for them. It
announces a foreseeable musical situation, and a potential
solution.'2 This characteristic alloll's us to consider sound

as syntactic signs and thus to modify the notion that
sounds in music are not a language because they do not
convey meanings, because music is pure expression with-
out content. Rather sounds can be considered signs be-

cause a single sound can be seen as the expression of a
content, one sound in a series of sounds, suggesting other
possible simultaneous sounds and predicting possible se-

quences of development. In this context music can be

considered a language. In these houses Eisenman seems

to posit that something similar rn'ould occur in architecture
if the normal or reguiar architectural sign could be re-
duced to a pure syntactic sign.

The suntactic system in the first houses (fig. 6), then, is
initially defined as a structure of syntactic sigrrs seen as

an interplay of empty positions and binary oppositions.
There are t$'o differences that distinguish these signs
from classical ones. Traclitionally the architectural sign is
an entity-a meaning or function which belongs to a dif-
ferent realm: conceptual or social for someone. In Houses
I and IV one confronts signs-shapes-rvhich do not refer
to 'something else' or to someone but only to other shapes.
Second, while the sign is traditionally a dual entity that
relates a form to a meaning, or an expression to a content,
the syntactic signs in Houses I to IV are signals, that is,
singular entities u,hich become signs only through their
relationship to other signals.r3 For exampie, a square is
a shape which only becomes a sign u,hen seen in relation-
ship to another square or to a circle-the sign value then
being equal or different. These signals have no value or
syntactic meaning in themselves; their value is purely
relational. The shape-signals thus acquire a syntactic
meaning only when they occupy a position within the
formal svstem.



6 Ho'use N. Peter Eisenman, 1971

Aronometric diagrams.

12 In Eisenman's architecture the process of design is a proc-
ess of research into formal structures and shapes which
do not exist prior to the design. At the beginning there
is an idea that is both formal and conceptual, and the
design becomes an obsessive search for the corresponding
shape. The 'idea' is the organizing force; it is the energy
which determines the design of a structure of empty po-
sitions which will be occupied by shapes. In each of the
stages of this process in which the goal is to arrive at a
set of shapes, every shape acquires first a syntactic mean-
ing in contrast to other shapes that may or may not be
present in the final design. The shapes that are actually
present in the design can be assigrred two different kinds
of meaning, which represent two conditions of architec-
tural language. Unlike the formation of traditional signs
which are coupled with actual or virtual functions and
thus read as doors or rooms, they are not generated from
any functional logic, and so in order to become architec-
tural, that is, to avoid being merely sculptural, they must
postulate an alternative syntactic system which still
serves as a support for such functional meaning. More
important, Eisenman's syntactic system incorporates the
capacity to ouercome th,e functionaL meaning so as to go
beyond that meaning to suggest intrinsic architectural
notions. At every stage there are rules that permit the
selection of what can be called correct configurations and
the discarding of the inappropriate ones. 'Correct' in his
terms is not to deal with beauty or meaning. Eisenman
selects not only those shapes that are most consistent
with the stmcture but also the ones which transmit in the
most direct way the idea that he is trying to develop
through the house. The aim of the process is to find a law,
a general rule that will combine each of the partial moves
or stages into a continuous uninterrupted sequence expla-
natory of the process from simple beginning to a complex
end.. Tltis Law of deueLopment is formaL and sltouLd be

independent of any functonaL interpretation, or in other
terms, the functional meanings are never contained in
explanatory notions. With this approach design is con-
cerned with syntax, and not with semantics, which is
assumed to be known and which is seen as just the cul-
tural, conventional attribution of functions to forms.

o
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14 Tlre Subject of Architecture
But the Chomskian notion of syntax that allows Eisenman
to deny functional meanings and more generally the se-
mantic domain is in no way a purely internal notion of a
complete and self-referential structure. As opposed to the
classical concept of syntax which focuses on the sttacture
of language itself Chomsky's model focuses on the szb-
ject's knotoledge (ini.;rition) of the structure of language
and its capacity to generate infinite numbers of sentences.
The introduction of the subject into linguistic theory in
this way as an explanation for language generation
changes completely the structuralist view of language
which is seen no more as a static inventory or lexicon but
rather as a productive capacity of the speaking subject.

When such a model is turned toward architecture, it im-
mediately becomes clear that despite the traditional con-
centration on the object and its internal relations in theory
and practice, there has emerged at least since the eight-
eenth century a more or less conscious understanding of
the implications and place of the subject. While never
mentioned as such, and endowed with different names-
reason, intuition, genius, consciousness, and so on-this
'latent subject' has in its different forms been used in
aesthetics to define the most important general princi-
pleAeauty-and the different stages in the process of
architectural composition by which beauty is to be
achieved. Thus, in his E\Aments et Th1orie de
l'Architecture, summarizing a century and a half of theo-
retical development, Julien Guadet defined beauty as a
direct relation to the question of the conscious subject:
"Beauty is the splendor of the truth. Art is the means
given to a man to produce beauty; art is thus the pursuit
of beauty in the truth and by the truth. In the arts of
imitation, truth is nature: in the arts of creation, in ar-
chitecture most of all, truth is less easilv defined: never-
theless for me I would translate it by one word: conscious-
ness. If for the painter and the sculptor truth is in the
external world, for us it resides within ourselves."ra The
subject as origin and determinant of the architectural ob-
ject is omnipresent in nineteenth century doctrine-in the
development of the Romantic movement's insistence on
individual feeling. Beauty, one of the general principles of

architecture, is defined as the "splendor of truth," which
in architecture is not understood as in the other arts as
"imitation of nature," but rather as the consciousness of
the subject who creates and views. But the subject, as
embodied in the notion of the designing architect, is also
implied in the very notion of com,position, since the ar-
chitectural idea is itself generated by the subject's intui-
tion-"the true genesis of the artistic idea"-as Guadet
continues: "Reasoning and criticism, of which I pretend to
make no abstraction, will come in their turn, in order to
control your conception; because, after you have imagined
you must know how to be the proper judge of your imag-
ination." Thus the subject is, in classical theory, articu-
lated systematically (in the theory of beauty) and geneti-
cally (through composition) within the organizational
structure as a whole. Beyond this, of course, an allusion
to the subject is always implicit in any definition of the
object of architecture as a technical practice; whenever'
we note an appeal to "intuition," "reason," "invention" in
architectural treatises, the subject is always present.

In classical architecture, from the Renaissance on, the
deflnition of both subject and object is allowed for by the
idea of representation (fig. 7): thus geometrical perspec-
tive per"rnits 'reality' to be seen as if through a window
(Alberti) "where an imaginary piece of glass combining
the qualities of firmness and planeness with that of trans-
parency . . . operates . . . as agenuine projectionplane."rs
Representation is itself complemented by the notion of
the sign-something representino something else for
so?neone-and it is these two realms that work to propose
a specific place for the subject. Together perspective and
sign organize the visual and verbal domains so that the
subject may be developed in an imaginary dimension at
the point of a visual pyramid intersected by the projection
plane.

But while in painting reality is represented through spe-
cffic distortions of the two dimensional image (figs. 8, 9)
in architecture representation is, so to speak, doubled.
For architecture provides the real context where repre-
sentation-theatrical or painterly-is made possible, is
realized; at the same time it is itself a representational
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22-32 Actual plans of Andrea
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18 3L Combinations of elements:
buildings resulting from uartous
combinations of horizontaL and
uefiical elements. J. N. L. Durand,
1809.
35 Combinations of elements:
continuous usalkway. J. N. L.
DuraruJ, 1809.
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art. For Alberti, it represents the underlying structure of
nature mediated by musical proportional intervals and the
natural processes of creation.l6 The notion of represen-
tation, however, presupposes a transparent, neutral me-
dium that permits the referent, what is referred to, to
shine through clearly. When the medium is a painting or
a building this transparency is always clouded by the
interjection of the medium itself. The medium is ever
substituting itself for the referent, excluding the real,
communicated message in favor of the imaginary, the fic-
tive world inside the medium. In classical architecture,
and especially in the period from Palladio to Durand, this
concentration on the medium tends to take over, acting
to displace interest from the building in its relation to the
exterior world (which it represents) toward the internal
organization of the object itself. And at the point when
this object (architecture) becomes clearly, and almost au-
tonomously, defined in its systematic interrral, formal re-
lations then does the subject take on a ciear configuration.
In linguistic terms the deflnition of an organization as a
normative system, which in architecture would be the
constitutive rules of the object, implies at the same time
its subject.lT Two examples, taken from the classical tra-
dition but representing opposed positions with respect to
the question of the organization of building and its process
of design, will serve to clarify this point. On the one hand
there is Palladio who, while paying homage to the Alber-
tian idea ofarchitecture representing nature, does so only
after having described the orders in terms of their sys-
tematic numerical properties; the representational rela-
tionships embodied in their genetic description (the rep-
resentation for example of the male or female body) are
not in fact made explicit. In Palladio (figs. 10-33), beauty
is no longer seen in terms of the linkage between building
forms and nature through the mediation of music, but
rather as an integral part of the buildings themselves. On
the other hand, three centuries later, there is Durand,
who, in taking this concentration on the object even fur-
ther-to its 'logical' conclusion--develops an entirely dif-
ferent notion of architectural organization. In Durand
(figs. 34, 35) the very notion of representation itself, to-
gether with all related notions such as the properties of
the orders, is criticized and abandoned. Design for Durand

is reduced to a pure combinatory system based on inven- 19
tories of elements or units and rules for their selection
and combination into larger units or parts and finally into
building types. This is a completely different attitude to
the notion of type than that of Palladio, for whom the
definition of type still holds to a different and more tra-
ditional concept of unity. The identification of the ,villa' in
Palladio thus serves as a 'macro-unity'1s that allows for
formal research by establishing asyntactic d,omain where
forms might be transformed but meaning remains by and
large unchanged.

As the object is subjected to differing forms of organiza-
tion, so the subject shifts: in Palladio the process of formal
transformation within an established type implies the ex-
istence of a creatiae subject present in the terrn,inaen-
zione' used by Palladio to describe both built and unbuilt
designs. In Durand, on the other hand, the subject is
reduced to zero, any combinatory creativity being seen as
a structural property of the system, a system organized
as a language, where shapes act as signifiers of functional
signs.

In effect, Palladio and Durand represent not so much
fundamentally opposed interpretations, but more, two do-
mains of language itself, domains that express the artic-
ulation between the linguistic structure and the structure
of the speaking subject.le Thus in linguistics, Saussure,s
structuralist theory of Ianguage based on the linguistic
sfgzr describes its combinatory properties in terms of a
taxonomic activity which more or less excludes the subject
who realizes the language (langue) in speech (parote).
There is, in this theory, no implied creativity, even as
there is no implied creativity in Durand's lexical approach;
there is only classifi.cation. According to the theory of
Chomsky, however (a theory anticipated in part by that
of Humboldt), creatiuitg in the normal use of language, as
well as its potentially infinite extension, resides in the
sentence where the subject can be observed and analyzed.
The subject of syntax for Chomsky is the subject of the
imaginary, even as imagination offers for Palladio a gen-
erative device within the sy'ntax of the chosen type.
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The modern period subjected the classical idea of subject
to a deep transformation or mutation; the impact of mod-
ernism on architecture was to deprive it of its (classical)
language, and to propose instead a search for a new sym-
bolic organization. The idea of a transformational practice
operating on a singular, well defined language was aban-
doned for research into the nature of language genesis
itself. The rules represented in classical architecture by
the orders, the notion of beauty, and rational Cartesian
principles are abandoned and replaced with an ideology
that stresses the importance of relationships rather than
shapes, leaving architecture with a highly diffuse lexicon
and an entirely new syntax (fig. 36).

In this context the subject is forced into a new creative
role where the domain of the unconscious is re-articulated
with that of the imaginary. Not just the originator of the
process of imagination, it becomes omnipresent, the cen-
ter of focus of architecture itself. Architectural struc-
ture-the object-now becomes more and more deter-
mined by the subject. Thus in Le Corbusier architecture
is defined almost solely in terms of the presence of the
subject, its formal organization and beauty, described as
the function of a subject, stratified so that the body, the
dimension of the imaginary, and the unconscious are ab
ticulated within the formal dimension: "The Architect, by
his arrangement of forms, realizes an order which is a
pure creation of his spirit; by forms and shapes he affects
our sense to an acute degree and provokes plastic emo-
tions; by the relationship which he creates he wakes pro-
found echoes in us, he gives us the measure of an order
which we feel to be in accordance with that of our world,
he determines the various movements of our heart and of
our understanding; it is then that we experience the sense
of beauty." zo

The Subject in tlte Work of Eisenman
Reacting to the explicit subjectivity of the Modern Move-
ment, Eisenman, in his early work at least, refused any
explicit mention of the subject; and because its sponta-
neous presence is not controlled by the theory of syntax
which only acknou,ledges it'laterally', this lacuna has re-
mained unnoticed. But, as we have pointed out, any the-

ory that stresses the object of architecture so clearly of Zl
necessity implicitly deflnes a subject. And in Eisenman,s
work the subject has been there from the beginning; its
presence is not excluded as in the lexicon of Durand, or
the classificatory theory of Saussure, but, with its archi-
tectural knowledge it acts more like that quasi-theoretical
subject of Chomskian linguistics. Its role is twofold. First
it acts as a heuristic device, the inaentor of the syntactic
process. Second it operates to test or control the intro-
duction of shapes by means of its architectural intuition.
As such a subject marks its presence in the production of
form as creation and it would seem to differ little from
that understood in classicism or its mutation in modern-
ism. But whereas classicism as we have seen directed its
concern toward representation, to and with the subject's
implied presence at the point of the visual pyramid op-
posing the imaginary screen, and modernism, despite its
implied critique of perspective, hardly escaped its limits,
the architecture of Eisenman is concerned with commu-
nication. In his work, the form is supposed to establish
a linear communicational relation with the interpreter-
user, that is, to address his capacity to read visual config-
uration, to be clearly recognized and understood.

This opening toward communication is in fact literallv
manifested in the first four houses by means of a vertical
layering of their spatial structure, a layering which allows
for a linear and sequential relationship to be established
between man and building, between, that is, an upright
subject standing on a horizontal plane and the house-ob-
ject. The organization of sequential arrangements pro-
vides a dual network to which the elements belong. First,
sequences have stages where an element interrelates with
other elements so that the formal elements are not rec-
ognizable in themselves, but rather in terms of the sys-
tematic relationships linking them to other elements. Sec-
ond, there is the interplay of elements opposed to other
elements that belong to a different stage within the se-
quence. The role of the sequence of vertical planes is also
twofold. First, the linearity of elements, clusters, and
events produces a drastic reduction of the multiple di-
mensions of architectural space to just one. Consequently
the anxiety produced by the newness ofthe formal vocab-



22 ulary and formal operations is balanced by the reduction
of the natural anxiety produced by the multiple dimen-
sions that charactertze spatial architecture texts. Second,

a homology is established between the visual spatial lin-
earity and the linearity of the theoretical explanatory dis-
course. This makes a parallel between the visual devel-
opment and the verbal discourse. Now the possibilities
are not only a one-way explanation from a beginning to
an end but also a reverse interpretation from the end in
order to reconstruct the starting point. At least there is
a strong illusion that it is possible that one can reconstruct
this process. The visual linearity can be seen as the mark-
ing of another linearity-the theoretical discourse, an at-
tempt to produce an exhaustive and reversible explana-
tion of the complete design process.

The importance of this process resides in its ability to
allow any element in any stage of the sequence to be

derived from a previous and similar stage. A flowing dis-
course is established which develops immediately from
simple to complex, general or abstract to specific or con-

crete, conceptual to perceptual; which is in the end equiv-
alent to Chomsky's understanding of deep to surface
structure. And the adherence to Chomsky's model is com-

plete, especially as it pertains to the generative capacities
of the subject, defined by Chomsky, and allowed for by
Eisenman. The static repertory of a Durand which denied
the existence of a subject has been put in motion, and the
subjective, intuitive, and mobile observer of modernism
has been displaced to the level of theory. But while Ei-
senman's subject has lost the new and dialectical arbicu-

lations between the object and the 'social' proposed by
modern architecture, and by no means falls into the static
and entirely autonomous zero degree of a Durand, in its
retention of a generative imagination, it, perhaps recuper-
ates something of the Palladian notion. We are confronting
a condition where a demonstrably new object exists side

by side with an old subject. The implications of this are
twofold. The object, the syntax, acts as an explanatory
model when the problem is stated in such a way as to
allow the exploration of syntactic mechanisms articulated
to a Cartesian, imaginary subject-a preconscious mech-
anism-which operates on the basis of logical propositions

and judgment. But the model, precisely because it refuses
any theoretical incorporation of the notion of subject, can-

not explain situations that cannot be controlled in an ex-
haustive way within the structural system. This inevitably
leaves the door open to semantic notions and to the work-
ings of the unconscious, which in Metz's terms always
takes advantage of the weakening of repression to "break
and fragment the crystalline signifying surface of the im-
aginary subject."2l

De-Composition
While in the first four houses Eisenman was able to hold

this door closed by an apparently rigorous closure of the
system, a number of contradictions gradually emerge in
the later work (figs. 3740), contradictions which finally
result in the 'explosion' of the system itself. For the sys-

tem as proposed initially, not being static and entirely
passive in its essential characteristics, proposes its own
development, its own 'evolution' at the hands of its 'speak-
ing subject'; the questions of unity and linearity at first
addressed with such single-mindedness are themselves
put into question as the work develops. Thus the com-

municational notion of vertical layering, a one-way linear
concept, is, in House VI juxtaposed to another notion. In
this house the spatial structure is given a dual character
which tries to combine a notion of layering with the more
traditional notion of centrality: it develops aspects of both
a sequential progression of space but is at the same time
an investigation of centrality. While sequences imply lin-
earity-a beginning, an end-<entrality does not imply
one beginning but rather the superimposition of several
readings, parallel but not causally related.

The superimposition of those two-linearity and central-
ity-in House VI produces a highly complex situation,
where the possibility of linear exhaustive and reversible
readings, as in the previous houses, becomes impossible.
Here the implied linearity of the process of communica-
tion-from complex to simple, conceptual to perceptual,
deep to surface-finally breaks down; no dominant read-
ings are any more possible in this condition of Iogical
contradiction; the assumption that the reader of the mes-

sage can enter a reversed situation and go through it from



beginning to end at the same time reconstructing the
message in the process, is denied by the urge toward
centrality. Of course the move toward the retention of
centrality is in itself a product of Eisenman,s self-critical
design process. Linearity is evidently only one way of
sttucturing a system; the comprehensive model-which
Eisenman seeks--demands its alternative, and this by
means of the introduction of a notion of what Eisenman
calls "the architectonic." This architectonic is no more
than that knowledge which defines the conscious or pre-
conscious subject ofarchitecture, a subjectwho knous the
limits of linearity as being only one of the many possible
formal notions in architecture, who knows that a compre-
hensive theory has to be able to deal with all of them. But
this subject immediately begins to resist the unitary re-
duction of architecture to language, and begins a process
of testing th,e theory, of falsifying the mod,el, a process
latent in House V, and fully evident in House VI, which
will result in an entirely new structure being proposecl.

The elements of this auto critique are many: there is the
internal criticism of contradictions, proposed didactically
in Houses V to VIII; there is aiso the 'external' critique;22
but most important has been a second sacrificial reaction
of Eisenman himself. Where first he sacrificed function-
alism, now he sacrffices 'post-modernism'. In his impor-
tant essay "Post-Functionalism," he outlines a new strat-
egy.23 In this text he realizes that his work implicitly
embodies and preserves the 'humanism' of both classical
and modern architecture, together with the notions of a
subject as 'originating agent', of a simple origin, of unity,
of a hierarchical structure. Criticizing-that is going be-
yond these notions-Eisenman utilizes Foucault's notion
of the uanishing subject of post-humanism, calling for an
entirely ne\v approach to the subject of architecture, and
a burial of the humanist subject. This, significantly, is the
first time that the subject becomes an explicit part of
Eisenman's discourse; but it is also significant that it is
just as quickly repressed by precisely Foucault,s subject
that has already uanish.ed.

This theoretical position is almost immediately trans-
formed into a material object of architecture, an object

tr1

37 HouseV. Peter Eisenman, 19ZZ
Axonometric drawing.
38 House VI. Peter Eisenman,
1 972 -1 9 7 6. Aronometrtc drawing.
39 HouseVIIL Peter Eisenman,
1973. Aronomctric drawing.
L0 House X. Peter Eisenman,
1 9 7 5 - 1 9 77. Aronom,etric drawing.
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24 u'hich rvhile attempting to retain the bounclaries of the
s1 ntactic domain nevertheless tvorks to criticize the orig-
inal forms of Eucliclian geometry, the Cartesian spatial
gricl, in order to open up the system to the new, ideolog-
ically basecl shapes. This object becomes House X.

The starting point of this object is Eisenman's realization
of the 'humanist' content of the forms he used in previous
buildings-precisely the Cartesian grid, the geometric
elements of point, line, and plane-and that any critique
of humanism necessarily proposes a transformation of
these forms, and thereby the humanistic ideological no-

tions they embody. On the surface, House X still utilizes
elements, syntactic signs, and syntactic codes very similar
in appearance to those of the previous houses; but in the
way in which these signs are erpressed a significant
change can be noted. The starting point of the architec-
tural process and its finishing point are radically trans-
formecl; there is a crucial change in the idea of unity
involved, in the consistent ancl exhaustive system which
was once the basis for communication. The agent of this
change, and that of Eisenman's critique of humanism in
general, is the notion of de-corrtposition.

In the earlier houses Eisenman, in conserving the classical

idea of u,nity, also conserved its natural corollary, the
classical notion of compositiorz, a notion whereby the prin-
ciples of architecture, its elements, and their comparative
analysis are all directed toward a process-composition-
u,'here form is createcl ancl cleveloped. In Guadet it is
defined as "the bringing together in a same whole the
different parts."2a Eisenman in the first houses assimi-
lated this idea to that of grammar, transforming the parts,
the elements, into new types of signs, and criticizing
rather than follou,ing historical precedent. Composition,
even as the classical subject, remained latent in the new
process. But a criticism of classical humanism presupposes
a clemolition of all its concepts and practices; against the
humanist device of composition, Eisenman for the first
time introduces its post-humanist opposite, de-composi-
tiott.

been assimilated to the notion of structure, the critical
introduction of de-composition was bound to affect the
basic structural concepts of Eisenman's architecture. De-

composition completely overturns not only the synchronic
aspects of the system, but also its diachronic, historical
relations, not only the systematic aspects within the syn-

chronic structure but also the processual ones.25 Thus the
simple and unitary starting points of the first houses are
in House X criticized by a process of fragmentation
marked by the L-shaped conflguration taken as the begin-
ning: in itself this is a .fraometif, whose use procluces

'disjunctive' readings inside and out.

The L-shapes configurate an origin, a starting point which
is more complex than any other previous house. In doing
this, Eisenman is criticizing the idea of a development
from simple to complex, a notion that helped to sustain
the symmetry between the design and the reading of his

first houses. However, the L-shape is also critical of the
notion of starting from a complex situation which cloes not
allow for systematic development as in the case of Venturi
and his followers. That the L-shape can be seen as a

fragment of a prior, simpler condition; it implies a simple

operation such as a subtraction or an addition of simpler
shapes. Moreover, in House X the complexity which is

critical of the notion of unity and structure does not play

a role only at the stafting point but also in the end prod-
uct. The house is not a single house anymore, but a set of
four fragmentary houses which produce an empty center
as a symbol for the loss of unitY.

This fragmentatiotr in lhe end operates to criticize the
s;'stem itself, to erode the overall structure proposecl in
the earlier work-a syntactic level which was developed
in order to repress any externally derived motifs, any
levels of cultural meaning. The criticism of structure and

unity, the introduction of decomposition, finally work to-
ward the opening that has continually been resisted; they
open the door to a semantic play where form is given a
value beyond that of the purely syntactic. Thus the Carte-
sian grid, becoming a fragment, is elevated to more than
a simple formal device: in House X it becomes a u'ay of
giving shape to technical material requirements (ioints),Since the notion of composition in the first hou-se-q hacl



it becomes a cage. This cage made of a screen material
occupies one of the four quadrants of the house. This
useless space has a major role within the conceptual struc_
ture of the house. It represents in itself the piimary sim_
ple shape of the cube which is not seen anymore as an
origin but rather as a complex intermediary figure in the
specific logic of the house. It sets up a series of contradic_
tory readings within its quadrant in the relation betu,een
the solid L and the void cube. As a quaclrant it is anom_
alous in relation to the other three: the relationships are
in general established between pairs, and the cage sug_
gests a very different organization based on the opposition
1 versus 3. Through this cage the prison of rationii Cafte_
sian geometry has been synbolized: the message of the
humanist critique has been endou,ed with rhetorical force.

A similar critical move can be seen in Eisenman,s attack
on the diachronic, historical levels of the earlier work.
While in House VI for example, the question centers
around the horizontal plane, which, not locatecl anymore
where it should be (under our feet), floats suspenied in
the air as a conceptual index of ground floor ancl roof; in
House X this 'critique' of the Dom-ino scheme has been
itself reversed: the horizontal slabs have become vertical
walls, and the implied vertical transparent walls have
become horizontal u,inclou's. Where the floating planes of
House VI left the possibility of vertical windor,r,s, in House
X we stand on top of rvindows ancl our eyes can see no
longer perspectively ancl horizontally, but oniy biank
walls.

At first u,e might see little conceptual difference between
the upside-down staircase in House VI marking the cen_
tral horizontal plane as datum and the inverted Dom-ino
scheme in House X. But in the first the reference leads
one to the understanding of its str"ucture, while in the
second case it misleads one. The reason for the misleading
is that the house is trying to say that it is possible tha-[
there is not just one stmcture, that there is no unitv or
reversibility betu,een design and interpretation . , . House
VI is complex but peaceful. House VI gives clues to the
reader, albeit very different ones, nevertheless real clues.
House X gives false clues. It makes one work to interpret

these clues, only to realize that they are false clues. This
is because the clues are directecl toward interpreting ar_
chitecture in a traditional way; and this house is slruc_
tured in a different way. The false clues signify the death
of rationality and humanism.

The inuersiort of the Dom-ino scheme is the symbolic
expression of the anti-humanist ideology proposed in
"Post-Functionalism." It sets up the po.iiUitity for the
relocation of the position of the subject in relation to the
new condition created by House X where there is not a
single structure anymore but rather fragments of struc_
ture, which can be linked or chained in different ways.

It is in the critique of humanist representation itself that
House X proposes its most radical opening: the ,normal,,

'rational' Cartesian subject of classical architecture is fi_
nally exploded by the speciflc mode ofrepresentation cho_
sen for House X-the axonometric mod,e\. In traditional
terms, the axonometric is an abstract two_climensional
drawing that allows us to ,see' the three-dimensional ob_
ject in two. It does not pretend to provide a naturalistic
image of the building but simply to depict the more ob_
jective presence of every element or aspect in the building
and their relationships. These relations are measurablel
since there are no dimensional distortions as a product of
the artificial vanishing point of perspective. That is, the
axonometric truthfully provides knowledge about a cer_
tain reality of the object; through scale recluctions it rep_
resents the additional dimension of space to the knowledge
provided by plan and section. But the axonometric model
of House X is a three-dimensional construction made to
provide the image of a tu,o-dimensional drawing. It does
not provide knou'ledge of the object in a dimensional
sense; it is not about reality, but about fiction; it provides
phantasmagoric images-a sequence of anamorphisms_
among which the 'right'image is very difficult to discover.
It makes the'normal'image appear to be an anomaly (fig.
41): we perceive it only at the instant where we see the
false image-the model as a two-dimensional drawing_
while the 'abnormaf images are in fact the only ones that
describe the true nature of the three-dimensional object,
the model (fi+. 42).

25
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11 , +2 House X. Peter Eisenman,
1975 -197 7. Aronometric model.
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28 On each of these levels, the critique of process, of syn-
chrony, of diachrony has ended by proposing a series of
open endings, or rather'spaces'left between the rational
fragments deployed in order to make the critique. At
these points the system is invaded, inevitably and irrev-
ocably, by implications that stem from outside the system
itself. No longer can the structure resist the semantic
dimension: the '1', the vertical walls, the cage, the model,
all call to be read as units of meaning that derive their
signification not from their syntactical positioning, but
from external referents, in this case the systems and
structures under criticism. In recognizing the ideological
content of humanism, Eisenman has been forced into an
ideologically based critique of it. Without a boundary es-

tablished by a totalizing system, the symptoms of this
ideology, like some unconscious lapses, 'intrude' in the
voids.

This returns us to the notion of sacrifice established at the
beginning of the essay: a sacrifice which in Eisenman's
work has been twice repeated, first of functionalism, then
of the humanist traces within the first supplanting order.
We have said that sacrifice involves the establishment of
rules, of an order, and we have seen these rules and this
structure established in the first instance as a language
or syntax in the first houses. We have seen that the unity
implied in this language is then sacrificed to its opposite
as a self critique. But there is another aspect to sacrifice
in itself that has to be recognized in order to explain, at
Ieast partially, the openings and intrusions into the second
gesture, openings which the initial act served for a while
to suppress.

Simultaneous with the moment of sacrifice there is also a
spontaneous appearance of ceremonies, which are neither
Iogical as languages are-that is, they cannot be seen as

rational acts-nor are they completely irrational. They
are aesthetic-artistic or poetic-ceremonies and they be-
long to a parallel practice. The role of such artistic or
poetic ceremonies is the representation of sacrifice itself.
In a sense, these ceremonies are constituted from the
residual energy of chaos, which is never completely chan-
neled by the ordering of the other symbolic systems im-

posed in the establishment of society and language. It is

an energy in ercess of the systematic order of language;
and it generates Ad.

Art then is the process whereby the extra energy of chaos

is transformed into a specific symbolic practice. It is par-
allel to, and a by-product of, the channeling of ritualized
violence into the establishment of language and society.
As such it appears as an area of production where the
subject works in a transgressive way with the notion of
rules as a limit; it is a practice where pre-linguistic rela-
tions dominate: that is, the marking of discontinuities in
different materials, the establishment and articulation of
connections by displacements and condensations. In its
transgression of language and judgment, the frontier be-

tween true/false is shaken, and truth is no longer a ref-
erence to an object identifiable outside of language but
rather to the process of constmction of the object itself.

So, the'unexplained intrusions' in Eisenman's more recent
architecture are the result of the action of an energy now
liberated from the constraints of the imaginary, of the
preconscious rational subject ofsyntax, and marking itself
by writing a second text on the house, fragmenting the
meanings in a specific manner not controlled by the de-
compositional theory.
December 1978
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Theory

Functionalism Today

Theodor W. Adorno
TrarusLated by Jane O. l{eurnatt and. John H. Smith

I woulcl first like to express my gratitude for the confi-
dence shou.n me by Adolf Arndt in his invitation to speak
here toclay. At the same time, I must also express m1,,
serious doubts as to rvhether I really have the right to
speak before you. MAtier, expertise in both matters of
handicraft and of technique, counts in your circle for a
great deal. And rightly so. If there is one iclea of lasting
influence which has developed out of the Werkbund move-
ment, it is precisely this emphasis on concrete competence
as opposed to an aesthetics removed ancl isolated from
material questions. I am familiar with this dictum from
my own mbtier, music. There it became a fundamental
theorem, thanks to a school which cultivated close per-
sonal relationships with both Adolf Loos and the Bauhaus,
and r,vhich was therefore fully aware of its intellectual ties
to objectivity (Sachlichkeitl,tt in the arts. Nevertheless,
I can make no claim to competence in matters of architec-
ture. And yet, I do not resist the temptation, and knoq-l-
ingly face the danger that you may briefly tolerate me as
a dilettante and then cast me aside. I do this firstly be-
cause of my pleasure in presenting some of my reflections
in public, and to you in particuiar; and seconclly, because
of Adolf Loos's comment that while an artwork need not
appeal to anyone, a house is responsible to each and every-
one.1 I am not;,et sure rvhelher this statement is in fact
valid, but in the meantime, I need not be holier than the
pope.

I find that the style of German reconstruction fills me with
a disturbing discontent, one which many of you may cer-
tainly share. Since I no less than the specialists must
constantly face this feeling, I feel justifled in examining
its foundations. Common elements between music and
architecture have been cliscussed repeatedly, almost to
the point of ennui. In uniting that which I see in architec-
ture with that which I understand about the difficulties in
music, I may not be transgressing the law of the division
of labor as much as it may seem. But to accomplish this
union, I must stand at a greater distance from lhese sub-
jects than you may justifiably expect. It seems to me,
however, not unrealistic that at times-in latent crisis
situations-it may help to remove oneself farther from
phenomena than the spirit of technical competence woulcl

usually allow. The principle of "fittingness to the material,, g1
(Materialgerechtigkeit)(2) rests on the foundation of the
division of labor. Nevertheless, it is advisable even for
experts to occasionally take into account the extent to
which their expertise may suffer from just that clivision
of labor, as the artistic naivet6 underlying it can impose
its olr'n limitations.

Let me begin u,ith the fact that the anti-ornamental move-
ment has affected the "purpose-free" atis (ztteckJreie
Kiinste)tz) as well. It lies in the nature of artworks to
inquire after the essential and necessary in them and to
react against all superfluous elements. After the critical
traclition declined to offer the arts a canon of right and
\r,rong, the responsibility to take such considerations into
account lvas placed on each individual work; each had to
test itself against its ou'n immanent logic, regardless of
u,hether or not it u,'as motivatecl by some external pur-
pose. This was by no means a ne\lr position. Mozari,
though clearly still standard-bearer and critical repre-
sentative of the great tradition, responded in the following
u,'ay to the minor objection of a member of the royal
family-"But so many notes, my dear Mozart"-after the
premier of his "Abduction" u-ith "Not one nole more, Your
Majesty, than was necessary." In his Critique oJ'Ju,d,g-
ment, Kant grounded this norm philosophically in the for-
mula of "purposiveness rvithout a purpose" (Zweckntiis-
sigkeit ohrrc Ztaeck). The formula reflects an essential
impulse in the judgment of taste. And yet it does not
account for the historical dynamic. Based on a language
stemming from the realm of mater.ials, tvhat this language
clefines as necessary can later become superfluous, even
terribly ornamental, as soon as it can no longer be legiti-
mated in a second kincl of language, w,hich is commonly
callecl style. What rvas functional yesterclay can therefore
become the opposite tomorrow. Loos w.as thoroughly
aware of this historical dynamic contained in the concept
of ornament. Even representative, luxurious, pompous,
and in a certain sense, burlesque elements may appear in
certain forms of art as necessary, and not at all burlesque.
To criticize the Baroque for this reason would be philis-
tine. Criticism of ornament means no more than criticism
of that which has lost its functional ancl symbolic signifl-



1 (frontispiece) Ernst Bloclt, (Left)

and Tlteodor W. Adorno (rtght).

32 cation. Ornament becomes then a mere decaying and poi-
sonous organic vestige. The neu' art is opposed to this,
for it represents the fictitiousness of a depraved roman-
ticism, an ornamentation embarrassingly trapped in its
ornn impotence. Modern music and architecture, by con-
centrating strictly on expression and construction, both
strive together with equal rigor to efface all such orna-
ment, Schtlnberg's compositional innovations, Karl
Kraus's literary struggle against journalistic cliches, and

Loos's denunciation of ornament are not vague analogies
in intellectual history; they reflect precisely the same in-
tention. This insight necessitates a correction of Loos's
thesis, which he, in his open-mindedness, would probably
not have rejected: the question of functionalism does not
coincide with the question of practical function. The pur-
pose-fre e (zw e c kfr e i) and the purpo s eful (z,to e c k g ebunde t r.)

arts do not form the radical opposition which he imputed.
The difference betr.l'een the necessary and the superfluous
is inherent in a rvork, and is not defined by the work's
relationship-or the lack of it-to something outside itself.

In Loos's thought and in the early period of functionalism,
purposeful and aesthetically autonomous products were
separated foom one another by absolute fact. This sepa-
ration, which is in fact the object of our reflection, arose
from the contemporary polemic against the applied arts
and crafts (Kunstgewerbe).(a' Although they determined
the period of Loos's development, he soon escaped from
them. Loos was thus situated historically between Peter
Altenberg and Le Corbusier. The movement of applied
art had its beginnings in Ruskin and Morris. Revolting
against the shapelessness of mass-produced, pseudo-indi-
vidualized forms, it rallied around such new concepts as

"will to style," "stylization," and "shaping," around the
idea that one should apply art, reintroduce it into life in
order to restore life to it. Their slogans were numerous
and had a powerful effect. Nevertheless, Loos noticed
quite early the implausibility of such endeavors: arlicles
for use lose meaning as soon as they are displaced or
disengaged in such a way that their use is no longer
required. Art with its definitive protest against the dom-
inance of purpose over human life suffers once it is re-
duced to that practical level to which it objects, in Hdld-

erlin's words: "For never from now on/Shall the sacred
serve mere use." Loos found the artificial arb of practical
objects repulsive. Similarly, he felt that the practical re-
orientation of purpose-free art would eventually subordi-
nate it to the destructive autocracy of profit, which even
arts and crafts, at least in their beginnings, had once

opposed. Contrary to these efforts, Loos preached for the
return to an honest handicraft(S) which would place itself
in the service of technical innovations without having to
borrow forms from art. His claims suffer from too simple
an antithesis. Their restorative element, not unlike that
of the individualization of crafts, has since become equally
clear. To this day, they are still bound to discussions of
objectivity.

In any given product, freedom from purpose and pur-
posefulness can never be absolutely separated from one

another. The two notions are historically interconnected.
The ornaments, after all, which Loos expulsed with a

vehemence quite out of character are often actually ves-

tiges of outmoded means of production. And conversely,
numerous purposes, like sociability, dance, and entertain-
ment, have filtered into purpose-free art; they have been
generally incorporated into its formal and generic laws.
Purposefulness without purpose is thus really the subli-
mation of purpose. Nothing exists as an aesthetic object
in itself, but only within the field of tension of such sub-

Iimation. Therefore there is no chemically pure purpose-
fulness set up as the opposite of the purpose-free aes-

thetic. Even the most pure forms of purpose are nourished
by ideas-like formal transparency and g::aspability-
which in fact are derived from artistic experience. No
form can be said to be determined exhaustively by its
purpose. This can be seen even in one of Schdnberg's
revolutionary works, the l'irst Chamber Symphony,
about which Loos wrote some of his most insightful words,
Ironically, an ornamental theme appears, with a double
beat recalling at once a central motif from Wagner's "G6t-
terdimmerung" and the theme from the First Movement
of Bruckner's Seventh Symphony. The ornament is the
sustaining invention, if you wi1l, objective in its own right'
Precisely this transitional theme becomes the model of a
canonical exposition in the fourfold counterpoint, and



thereby the model of the first extreme constructivist com-
plex in modem music. Schdnberg's belief in such ma-
terial was appropriated from the Kunstgewerbe reli$on,
which worshiped the supposed nobility of matter; it still
continues to provide inspiration even in autonomous arb.
He combined with this belief the ideas of a construction
fitting to the material. To it corresponds an undialectical
concept of beauty, which encompasses autonomous art
like a nature preserve. That art aspires to autonomy does
not mean that it unconditionally purges itself of ornamen-
tal elements; the very existence of art, judged by the
criteria of the practical, is ornamental. If Loos's aversion
to ornament had been rigidly consistent, he would have
had to extend it to all of art. To his credit, he stopped
before reaching this conclusion. In this circumspection, by
the way, he is similar to the positivists. On the one hand,
they would expunge from the realm of philosophy any-
thing which they deem poetic. On the other, they sense
no infringement by poetry itself on their kind of positiv-
ism. Thus, they tolerate poetry if it remains in a special
realm, neutralized and unchallenged, since they have al-
ready relaxed the notion of objective truth.

The belief that a substance bears within itself its own
adequate form presumes that it is already invested with
meaning. Such a doctrine made the symbolist aesthetic
possible. The resistance to the excesses of the applied arts
pertained not just to hidden forms, but also to the cult of
materials. It created an aura of essentiality about them.
Loos expressed precisely this notion in his critique of
batik. Meanwhile, the invention of artificial products-
materials originating in industry-no longer permitted the
archaic faith in an innate beauty, the foundation of a magic
connected with precious elements. Furthermore, the cri-
sis arising from the latest developments of autonomous
arl demonstrated how little meaningful organization could
depend on the material itself. Whenever organizational
principles rely too heavily on material, the result ap-
proaches mere patchwork. The idea of fittingness to the
materials in purposeful art cannot remain indifferent to
such criticisms. Indeed, the illusion of purposefulness as
its own purpose cannot stand up to the simplest social
reality. Something would be purposeful here and now only

if it were so in terms of the present society. Yet, certain 33
irrationalities-Marx's term for them was/oux frais-are
essential to society; the social process always proceeds, in
spite of all parbicular planning, by its own inner nature,
aimlessly and irrationally. Such irrationality leaves its
mark on all ends and purposes, and thereby also on the
rationality of the means devised to achieve those ends.
Thus, a self-mocking contradiction emerges in the om-
nipresence of advertisements: they are intended to be
purposeful for profit. And yet all purposefulness is tech-
nically defined by its measure of material appropriateness.
If an adverlisement were strictly functional, without or-
namental surplus, it would no longer fulfill its purpose as

advertisement. Of course, the fear of technology is largely
stuffy and old-fashioned, even rea'ctionary. And yet it
does have its validity, for it reflects the anxiety felt in the
face of the violence which an irrational society can impose
on its members, indeed on everything which is forced to
exist within its confines. This anxiety reflects a common
childhood experience, with which Loos seems unfamiliar,
even though he is other-wise strongly influenced by the
circumstances of his youth: the longing for castles with
long chambers and silk tapestries, the utopia of escapism.
Something of this utopia lives on in the modern aversion
to the escalator, to Loos's celebrated kitchen, to the fac-
tory smokestack, to the shabby side of an antagonistic
society. It is heightened by outward appearances. Decon-
struction of these appearances, however, has little power
over the completely denigrated sphere, where praxis con-
tinues as always. One might attack the pinnacles of the
bogus castles of the moderns (which Thorstein Veblen
despised), the ornaments, for example, pasted onto shoesl
but where this is possible, it merely aggravates an already
horrifying situation. The process has implications for the
world of pictures as well. Positivist art, a culture of the
existing, has been exchanged for aesthetic truth. One
envisions the prospect of a new Ackerstrasse.G\

The limits of functionalism to date have been the limits of
the bourgeoisie in its practical sense. Even in Loos, the
sworn enemy of Viennese kitsch, one finds some remark-
ably bourgeois traces. Since the bourgeois structure had
already permeated so many feudalistic and absolutist



34 forms in his city, Loos believed he could use its rigorous
principles to free himself from traditional formulas. His
writings, for example, contain attacks on awkward Vien-
nese formality. Furthermore, his polemics are colored by
a unique strain of puritanism, which nears obsession.
Loos's thought, like so much bourgeois criticism of cul-
ture, is an intersection of two fundamental directions. On
the one hand, he realized that this culture was actually
not at all cultural. This informed above all his relationship
to his native environment. On the other, he felt a deep
animosity toward culture in general, which called for the
prohibition not only of superficial veneer, but also of all
soft and smooth touches. In this he disregarded the fact
that culture is not the place for untamed nature, nor for
a merciless domination over nature. The future of Saclt-
lichkeit could be a liberating one only if it shed its bar-
barous traits. It could no longer inflict on men-whom it
supposedly upheld as its only measure-the sadistic blows
of sharp edges, bare calculated rooms, stairways, and the
like. Virtually every consumer had probably felt all too
painfully the impracticability of the mercilessly practical.
Hence our bitter suspicion is formulated: the absolute
rejection of style becomes style. Loos traces ornament
back to erotic symbols. In turn, his rigid rejection of
ornamentation is coupled with his disgust with erotic sym-
bolism. He finds uncurbed nature both regressive and
embarrassing. The tone of his condemnations of ornament
echoes an often openly expressed rage against moral de-
linquency; "But the man of our time who, out of inner
compulsion, smears walls with erotic symbols is a criminal
and a degenerate."2 The insult "degenerate" connects
Loos to movements of which he certainly would not have
approved. "One can," he says, "measure the culture of a
country by the amount of graffiti on the bathroom walls."3
But in southern countries, in Mediter"ranean countries in
general, one finds a great deal. In fact, the Surrealists
made much use of such unreflected expressions. Loos
would certainly have hesitated before imputing a lack of
culture to these areas. His hatred of ornament can best
be understood by examining a psychological argument.(7)
He seems to see in ornament the mimetic impulse, which
runs contrary to rational objectification; he sees in it an
expression which, even in sadness and lament, is related

to the pleasure principle. Arguing from this principle, one
must accept that there is a factor of expression in every
object. Any special relegation of this factor to art alone
would be an oversimplification. It cannot be separated
from objects of use. Thus, even when these objects lack
expression, they must pay tribute to it by attempting to
avoid it. Hence all obsolete objects of use eventually be-
come an expression, a collective picture of the epoch.
There is barely a practical form which, along with its
appropriateness for use, would not therefore also be a
symbol. Psychoanalysis too has demonstrated this prin-
ciple on the basis of unconscious images, among which the
house figures prominently. According to Freud, symbolic
intention quickly allies itself to technical forms, like the
airplane, and according to contemporary American re-
search in mass psychology, often to the car. Thus, pur-
poseful forms are the language of their own purposes. By
means of the mimetic impulse, the living being equates
himself with objects in his surroundings. This occurs long
before artists initiate conscious imitation. What begins as

symbol becomes ornament, and finally appears superflu-
ous; it had its origins, nevertheless, in natural shapes, to
which men adapted themselves through their artifacts.
The inner image which is expressed in that impulse was
once something external, something coercively objective.
This argument explains the fact, known since Loos, that
ornament, indeed arbistic form in general, cannot be in-
vented. The achievement of all artists, and not just those
interested in specific ends, is reduced to something incom-
parably more modest than the art-religion of the nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries would have been
willing to accept. The psychological basis of ornament
hence undercuts aesthetic principles and aims. However,
the question is by no means settled how art would be
possible in any form if ornamentation were no longer a
substantial element, if art itself could no Ionger invent
any true ornaments.

This last difficulty, which Sachlichkeit unavoidably en-
counters, is not a mere error. It cannot be arbitrarily
corrected. It follows directly from the historical character
of the subject. Use----or consumption-is much more
closely related to the pleasure principle than an object of



artistic representation responsible only to its own formal
laws; it means the "using up of," the denial of the object,
that it ought not to be. Pleasure appears, according to the
bourgeois work ethic, as wasted energy. Loos's formula-
tion makes clear how much as an early cultural critic he
was fundamentally attached to that order whose manifes-
tations he chastised wherever they failed to follow their
own principles: "Ornament is wasted work energy and
thereby wasted health. It has always been so. But today
it also means wasted material, and both mean wasted
capital."a Two irreconcilable motifs coincide in this state-
ment: economy, for where else, if not in the norms of
profitability, is it stated that nothing should be wasted;
and the dream ofthe totally technological world, free from
the shame of work. The second motif points beyond the
commercial world. For Loos it takes the form of the re-
alization that the widely lamented impotency to create
ornament and the so-called extinction of stylizing energy
(which he exposed as an invention of art historians) imply
an advance in the arts. He realized in addition that those
aspects of an industrialized society, which by bourgeois
standards are negative, actually represent its positive
side: "Style used to mean ornament. So I said: don't la-
ment! Don't you see? Precisely this makes our age great,
that it is incapable of producing new ornament. We have
conquered ornament, we have struggled to the stage of
non-ornamentation. Watch, the time is near. Fulfillment
awaits us. Soon the streets of the cities will shine like
white walls. Like Zion, the sacred city, heaven's capital.
Then salvation will be ours."s In this conception, the state
free of ornament would be a utopia of concretely fulfilled
presence, no longer in need of symbols. Objective truth,
all the belief in things, would cling to this utopia. This
utopia remains hidden for Loos by his crucial experience
with Jugendslil: "Individual man is incapable of creating
form; therefore, so is the architect. The architect, how-
ever, attempts the impossible again and again-and al-
ways in vain. Form, or ornament, is the result of the
unconscious cooperation of men belonging to a whole cul-
tural sphere. Everything else is art. Art is the self-im-
posed will of the genius. God gave him his mission."6 This
axiom, that the artist fulfills a divine mission, no Ionger
holds. A general demystification, which began in the com-

mercial realm, has encroached upon art. With it, the ab- 35
solute difference between inflexible purposefulness and
autonomous freedom has been reduced as well. But here
we face another contradiction. On the one hand, the purely
purpose-oriented forms have been revealed as insufficient,
monotonous, deficient, and narrow-mindedly practical. At
times, of course, individual masterpieces do stand out; but
then, one tends to attribute the success to the creator's
"genius," and not to something objective within the
achievement itself. On the other hand, the attempt to
bring into the work the external element of imagination
as a corrective, to help the matter out with this element
which stems from outside of it, is equally pointless; it
serves only to mistakenly resurrect decoration, which has
been justifiably criticized by modern architecture. The
results are extremely disheartening. A critical analysis of
the mediocre modernity of the style of German reconstruc-
tion by a true expert would be extremely relevant. My
suspicion in the Minima MoraLia that the world is no
longer habitable has already been confirmed; the heavy
shadow of instability bears upon built form, the shadow
of mass migrations, which had their preludes in the years
of Hitler and his war. This contradiction must be con-
sciously grasped in all its necessity. But we cannot stop
there. If we do, we give into a continually threatening
catastrophe. The most recent catastrophe, the air raids,
have already led architecture into a condition from which
it cannot escape.

The poles of the contradiction are revealed in two con-
cepts, which seem mutually exclusive: handicraft and
imagination. Loos expressly rejected the latter in the con-
text ofthe world of use: "Pure and clean construction has
had to replace the imaginative forms of past centuries and
the flourishing ornamentation of past ages. Straight lines;
sharp, straight edges: the craftsman works only with
these. He has nothing but a purpose in mind and nothing
but materials and tools in front of him."7 Le Corbusier,
however, sanctioned imagination in his theoretical writ-
ings, at least in a somewhat general sense: "The task of
the architect: knowledge of men, creative imagination,
beauty. Freedom of choice (spiritual man)."8 We may
safely assume that in general the more advanced archi-



36 tects tend to prefer handicraft, while more backward and
unimaginative architects all too gladly praise imagination.
We must be wary, however, of simply accepting the con-
cepts of handicraft and imagination in the loose sense in
which they have been tossed back and forth in the ongoing
polemic. Only then can we hope to reach an alternative.
The word "handicraft," which immediately gains consent,
covers something qualitatively different. Only unreason-
able dilettantism and blatant idealism would attempt to
deny that each authentic and, in the broadest sense, ar-
tistic activity requires a precise understanding of the ma-
terials and techniques at the artist's disposal, and to be
sure, at the most advanced level.

Only the artist who has never subjected himself to the
discipline of creating a picture, who believes in the intui-
tive origins of painting, fears that closeness to materials
and technical understanding will destroy his originality.
He has never learned what is historically available, and
can never make use of it. And so he conjures up out of
the supposed depths of his own interiority that which is
merely the residue of outmoded forms. The word "han-
dicraft" appeals to such a simple truth. But quite different
chords resonate unavoidably along with it. The syllable
"hand" exposes a past means of production; it recalls a
simple economy of wares. These means of production have
since disappeared. Ever since the proposals of the English
precursors of "modern style" they have been reduced to
a masquerade. One associates the notion of handicraft
with the apron of a Hans Sachs, or possibly the great
world chronicle. At times, I cannot suppress the suspicion
that such an archaic "shirt sleeves" ethos survives even
among the younger proponents of "handcraftiness"; they
are despisers of art. If some feel themselves superior to
art, then it is only because they have never experienced
it as Loos did. For Loos, appreciation of both art and its
applied form led to a bitter emotional conflict. In the area
of music, I know of one advocate of handicraft who spoke
with plainly romantic anti-romanticism of the "hut men-
tality." I once caught him thinking of handicrafts as ster-
eotypical formulas, practices as he called them, which
were supposed to spare the energies of the composer; it
never dawned on him that nowadays the uniqueness of

each concrete task excludes such formalization. Thanks to
attitudes such as his, handicraft is transformed into that
which it wants to repudiate: the same lifeless, reified rep-
etition which ornament had propagated. I dare not judge
whether a similar kind of perversity is at work in the
concept of form-making when viewed as a detached op-
eration, independent from the immanent demands and
laws of the object to be formed. In any case, I would
imagine that the retrospective infatuation with the aura
of the socially doomed craftsman is quite compatible with
the disdainfully trumped-up attitude of his successor, the
expert. Proud of his expertise and as unpolished as his
tables and chairs, the expert disregards those reflections
needed in this age which no longer possesses anything to
grasp onto. It is impossible to do without the expert; it is
impossible in this age of commercial means of production
to recreate that state before the division of labor which
society has irretrievably obliterated. But likewise, it is
impossible to raise the expert to the measure of all things.
His disillusioned modernity, which claims to have shed
all ideologies, is easily appropriated into the mask of the
petty bourgeois routine. Handicraft becomes hand crafti-
ness. Good handicraft means the fittingness of means to
an end. The ends are certainly not independent of the
means. The means have their own logic, a logic which
points beyond them. If the fittingness of the means be-
comes an end in itself, it becomes fetishized. The hand-
worker mentality begins to produce the opposite effect
from its original intention, when it was used to fight the
silk smokingjacket and the beret. It hinders the objective
reason behind productive forces instead of allowing it to
unfold. Whenever handicraft is established as a norm to-
day, one must closely examine the intention. The concept
of handicraft stands in close relationship to function. Its
functions, however, are by no means necessarily enlight-
ened or advanced.

The concept of imagination, Iike that of handicraft, must
not be adopted without critical analysis. Psychological
triviality-imagination as nothing but the image of some-
thing not yet present-is clearly insufficient. As an inter-
pretation, it explains merely what is determined by imag-
ination in artistic processes, and, I presume, also in the



purposeful arts. Walter Benjamin once defined imagina-
tion as the ability to interpolate in minutest detail. Un-
deniably, such a definition accomplishes much more than
current views which tend either to elevate the concept
into an immaterial heaven or to condemn it on objective
grounds. Imagination in the production of a work of rep-
resentational art is not pleasure in free invention, in crea-
tion ex nihilo. There is no such thing in any art, even in
autonomous art, the realm to which Loos restricted imag-
ination. Any penetrating analysis of the autonomous work
of art concludes that the additions invented by the artist
above and beyond the given state of materials and forms
are m;tniscu\e and of limited value. On the other hand,
the reduction of imagination to an anticipatory adaptation
to material ends is equally inadequate; it transforms imag-
ination into an eternal sameness. It is impossible to as-
cribe Le Corbusierrs powerful imaginative feats com-
pletely to the relationship between architecture and the
human body, as he does in his own writings. Clearly there
exists, perhaps imperceptible in the materials and forms
which the artist acquires and develops something more
than material and forms. Imagination means to inneruate
this something. This is not as absurd a notion as it may
sound. For the forms, even the materials, are by no means
merely given by nature, as an unreflective artist might
easily presume. History has accumulated in them, and
spirit permeates them. What they contain is not a positive
law; and yet, their content emerges as a sharply outlined
figure of the problem. Artistic imagination awakens these
accumulated elements by becoming aware of the innate
problematic of the material. The minimal progress of
imagination responds to the wordless question posed to it
by the materials and forms in their quiet and elemental
language. Separate impulses, even purpose and immanent
formal laws, are thereby fused together. An interaction
takes place between purpose, space, and material. None
of these facets makes up any one Ur-phenomenon to which
all the others can be reduced. It is here that the insight
furnished by philosophy that no thought can lead to an
absolute beginning-that such absolutes are the products
of abstraction---cxerts its influence on aesthetics. Hence
rnusic, which had so long emphasized the supposed pri-
macy of the individual tone, had to discover finally the

more complex relationships of its components. The tone 87
receives meaning only within the functional structure of
the system, without which it would be a merely physical
entity. Superstition alone can hope to extract from it a
latent aesthetic structure. One speaks, with good reason,
of a sense of space (Raumgffihl) in architecture. But this
sense of space is not a pure, abstract essence, not a sense
of spatiality itself, since space is only conceivable as con-
crete space, within specific dimensions. A sense of space
is closely connected with purposes. Even when architec-
ture attempts to elevate this sense beyond the realm of
purposefulness, it is still simultaneously immanent in the
purpose. The success of such a synthesis is the principle
criterion for great architecture. Architecture inquires:
how can a certain purpose become space; through which
forms, which materials? All factors relate reciprocally to
one another. Architectonic imagination is, according to
this conception of it, the ability to articulate space pur-
posefully. It permits purposes to become space. It con-
structs forms according to purposes. Conversely, space
and the sense of space can become more than impover-
ished purpose only when imagination impregnates them
with purposefulness. Imagination breaks out of the im-
manent connections of purpose, to which it owes its very
existence.

I am fully conscious of the ease with which concepts like
a sense of space can degenerate into clich6s, in the end
even be applied to arts and crafts. Here I feel the limits
of the non-expert who is unable to render these concepts
sufficiently precise although they have been so enlight-
ening in modern architecture. And yet, I permit myself
a certain degree of speculation: the sense of space, in
contradistinction to the abstract idea of space, coffe-
sponds in the visual realm to musicality in the acoustical.
Musicality cannot be reduced to an abstract conception of
time-for example, the ability, however beneficial, to con-
ceive of the time units of a metronome without having to
listen to one. Similarly, the sense of space is not limited
to spatial images, even though these are probably a pre-
requisite for every architect if he is to read his outlines
and blueprints the way a musician reads his score. A sense
of space seems to demand more, namely that something



38 can occur to the artist out of space itself; this cannot be

something arbitrary in space and indifferent toward
space. Analogously, the musician invents his melodies,
indeed all his musical structures, out of time itself, out of
the need to organize time. Mere time relationships do not
suffrce, since they are indifferent toward the concrete
musical event; nor does the invention of individual musical
passages or complexes, since their time structures and

time relationships are not conceived along with them. In
the productive sense of space, purpose takes over to a
large extent the role of content, as opposed to the formal
constituents which the architect creates out of space. The
tension between form and content which makes all artistic
creation possible communicates itself through purpose es-

pecially in the purpose-oriented arts. The new "objective"
asceticism does contain therefore an element of truth;
unmediated subjective expression would indeed be inad-
equate for architecture. Where only such expression is
striven for, the result is not architecture, but filmsets, at
times, as in the old Golem film, even good ones. The
position of subjective expression, then, is occupied in ar-
chitecture by the function for the subject. Architecture
would thus attain a higher standard the more intensely it
reciprocally mediated the two extremes-formal construc-
tion and function.

The subject's function, however, is not determined by
some generalized person of an unchanging physical nature
but by concrete social norms. Functional architecture rep-
resents the rational character as opposed to the sup-
pressed instincts of empirical subjects, who, in the present
society, still seek their fortunes in all conceivable nooks
and crannies. It calls upon a human potential which is
grasped in principle by our advanced consciousness, but
which is suffocated in most men, who have been kept
spiritually impotent. Architecture worthy of human
beings thinks better of men than they actually are. It
views them in the way they could be according to the
status of their own productive energies as embodied in
technology. Architecture contradicts the needs ofthe here
and now as soon as it proceeds to serve those needs-
without simultaneously representing any absolute or last-
ing ideology. Architecture still remains, as Loos's book

title complained seventy years ago, a cry into emptiness.
The fact that the g::eat architects from Loos to Le Cor-
busier and Scharoun were able to realize only a small
portion of their work in stone and concrete cannot be

explained solely by the reactions ofunreasonable contrac-
tors and administrators (although that explanation must
not be underestimated). This fact is conditioned by a social

antagonism over which the greatest architecture has no
power: the same society which developed human produc-
tive energies to unimaginable proportions has chained
them to conditions of production imposed upon them; thus
the people who in reality constitute the productive ener-
gies become deformed according to the measure of their
working conditions. This fundamental contradiction is
most clearly visible in architecture. It is just as difficult
for architecture to rid itself of the tensions which this
contradiction produces as it is for the consumer. Things
are not universally correct in architecture and universally
incorrect in men. Men suffer enough injustice, for their
consciousness and unconsciousness are trapped in a state
of minority; they have not, so to speak, come of age. This
nonage hinders their identification with their own con-

cerns. Because architecture is in fact both autonomous
and purpose-oriented, it cannot simply negate men as they
are. And yet it must do precisely that if it is to remain
autonomous. If it would bypass mankind tel quel, then it
would be accommodating itself to what would be a ques-

tionable anthropology and even ontoloSy. It was not
merely by chance that Le Corbusier envisioned human
prototypes. Living men, even the most backward and

conventionally naive, have the right to the fulfillment of
their needs, even though those needs may be false ones.

Once thought supersedes without consideration the sub-
jective desires for the sake of truly objective needs, it is
transformed into brutal oppression. So it is with the ao-

LontA gbnbrale against the uolontb de tous. Even in the
false needs of a human being there lives a bit of freedom.
It is expressed in what economic theory once called the
"use value" as opposed to the "exchange value." Hence

there are those to whom legitimate architecture appears
as an enemy; it withholds from them that which they, by
their very nature, want and even need.



Beyond the phenomenon of the "cultural lag," this anti-
nomy may have its origin in the development of the con-
cept of art. Art, in order to be art according to its own
formal laws, must be crystallized in autonomous form.
This constitutes its truth content; otherwise, it would be
subservient to that which it negates by its very existence.
And yet, as a human product, it is never completely re-
moved from humanity. It contains as a constitutive ele-
ment something of that which it necessarily resists.
Where art obliterates its own memory, forgetting that it
is only there for others, it becomes a fetish, a self-con-
scious and thereby relativized absolute. Such was the
dream of Jugendstil beauty. But art is also compelled to
strive for pure self-immanence if it is not to become sac-
rificed to fraudulence. The result is a quid pro quo. An
activity which envisions as its subject a liberated, eman-
cipated humanity, possible only in a transformed society,
appears in the present state as an adaptation to a tech-
nology which has degenerated into an end in itself, into a
self-purpose. Such an apotheosis of objectification is the
irreconcilable opponent of art. The result, moreover, is
not mere appearance. The more consistently both auton-
omous and so-called applied art reject their own magical
and mythical origins and follow their own formal laws, the
greater the danger of such an adaptation becomes. Art
possesses no sure means to counter such a danger. Thor-
stein Veblen's aporia is thus repeated: before 1900, he
demanded that men think purely technologically, causally,
mechanistically in order to overcome the living deceit of
their world of images. He thereby sanctioned the objec-
tive categories of that economy which he criticized; in a
free state, men would no longer be subservient to a tech-
nology which, in fact, existed only for them; it would be
there to serve them. However, in the present epoch men
have been absorbed into technology and have left only
their empty shells behind, as if they had passed into it
their better half. Their own consciousness has been ob-
jectifled in the face of technology, as if objective technol-
ogy had in some sense the right to criticize consciousness.
Technology is there for men: this is a plausible proposi-
tion, but it has been degraded to the vulgar ideology of
regressionism. This is evident in the fact that one need
only invoke it to be rewarded from all sides with enthu-

siastic understanding. The whole situation is somehow 39
false; nothing in it can smooth over the contradiction. On
the one hand, an imagined utopia, free from the binding
purposes of the existing order, would become powerless,
a detached ornament, since it must take its elements and
stmcture from that very order. On the other, any attempt
to ban the utopian factor, like a prohibition of images,
immediately falls victim to the spell of the prevailing or-
der.

The concern of functionalism is a subordination to useful-
ness. What is not useful is assailed without question be-
cause developments in the arts have brought its inherent
aesthetic insufficiency into the open. The merely useful,
however, is interwoven with relationships of guilt, the
means to the devastation of the world, a hopelessness
which denies all but deceptive consolations to mankind.
But even if this contradiction can never be ultimately
eliminated, one must take a first step in trying to grasp
it; in bourgeois society, usefulness has its own dialectic.
The useful object would be the highest achievement, an
anthropomorphized "thing," the reconciliation with ob-
jects which are no longer closed off from humanity and
which no longer suffer humiliation at the hands of men.
Childhood perception of technical things promises such a
state; they appear as images of a near and helpful spirit,
cleansed of profit motivation. Such a conception was not
unfamiliar to the theorists of social utopias. It provides a
pleasant refuge from true development, and allows a vi-
sion of useful things which have lost their coldness. Man-
kind would no longer suffer from the "thingly" character
of the world,(8) and Iikewise "things" would come into
their own. Once redeemed from their own "thingliness,"
"things" would find their purpose. But in present society
all usefulness is displaced, bewitched. Society deceives us
when it says that it allows things to appear as if they are
there by mankind's will. In fact, they are produced for
profit's sake; they satisfy human needs only incidentally.
They call forth new needs and maintain them according
to the profit motive. Since what is useful and beneficial to
man, cleansed of human domination and exploitation,
would be correct, nothing is more aesthetically unbearable
than the present shape of things, subjugated and inter-



40 nally deformed into their opposite. The raison d'6tre of all
autonomous art since the dawning of the bourgeois era is
that only useless objects testify to that which may have
at one point been useful; it represents correct and fortun-
ate use, a contact with things beyond the antithesis be-
tween use and uselessness. This conception implies that
men who desire betterment must rise up against practic-
ability. If they overvalue it and react to it, they join the
camp of the enemy. It is said that work does not defile.
Like most proverbial expressions, this covers up the con-
verse truth; exchange defiles useful work. The curse of
exchange has overtaken autonomous art as well. In au-
tonomous art, the useless is contained within its limited
and particular form; it is thus helplessly exposed to the
criticism waged by its opposite, the useful. Conversely in
the useful, that which is now the case is closed off to its
possibilities. The obscure secret of art is the fetishistic
character of goods and wares. Functionalism would like
to break out of this entanglement; and yet, it can only
rattle its chains in vain as Iong as it remains trapped in
an entangled society.

I have tried to make you aware of certain contradictions
whose solution cannot be delineated by a non-expert. It
is indeed doubtful whether they can be solved today at
all. To this extent, I could expect you to criticize me for
the uselessness of my argumentation. My defense is im-
plicit in my thesis that the concepts of useful and useless
cannot be accepted without due consideration. The time
is over when we can isolate ourselves in our respective
tasks. The object at hand demands the kind of reflection
which objectivity (Sachlichkeit) generally rebuked in a

clearly non-objective manner. By demanding immediate
Iegitimation of a thought, by demanding to knou, what
good that thought is now, the thought is usually brought
to a standstill at a point where it can offer insights which
one day might even improve praxis in an unpredictable
way. Thought has its own coercive impulse, like the one
you are familiar with in your work with your material.
The work of an artist, whether or not it is directed toward
a particular purpose, can no longer proceed naively on a
prescribed path. It manifests a crisis which demands that
the expert-regardless of his prideful craftsmanship-go

beyond his craft in order to satisfy it. He must do this in
two ways. First, with regard to social things; he must
account for the position of his work in society and for the
social limits which he encounters on all sides. This consid-
eration becomes crucial in problems concerning city plan-
ning, even beyond the tasks of reconstruction, where ar-
chitectonic questions collide with social questions such as

the existence or non-existence of a collective social sub-
ject. It hardly needs mentioning that city planning is in-
sufflcient so long as it centers on particular instead of
collective social ends. The merely immediate, practical
principles of city planning do not coincide with those of a
truly rational conception free from social irrationalities;
they lack that collective social subject which must be the
prime concern of city planning. Herein lies one reason
why city planning threatens either to degenerate into
chaos or to hinder the productive architectonic achieve-
ment of individuals.

Secondly, and I would like to emphasize this aspect to
you, architecture, indeed every purposeful art, demands
constant aesthetic reflection. I know how suspect the word
"aesthetic" must sound to you. You think perhaps of pro-
fessors who, with their eyes raised to heaven, spew forth
formalistic laws of eternal and everlasting beauty, which
are no more than recipes for the production of ephemeral,
classicist kitsch. In fact, the opposite must be the case in
true aesthetics. It must absorb precisely those objections
which it once raised in principle against all artists. Aes-
thetics would condemn itself if it continued unreflectively,
speculatively, without relentless self-criticism. Aesthetics
as an integral facet of philosophy awaits a new impulse
which must come from reflective efforts. Hence recent
artistic praxis has turned to aesthetics. Aesthetics be-
comes a practical necessity once it becomes clear that
concepts like usefulness and uselessness in art, like the
separation ofautonomous and purpose-oriented art, imag-
ination, and ornament, must once again be discussed be-
fore the artist can act positively or negatively according
to such categories. Whether you Iike it or not, you are
being pushed daily to considerations, aesthetic consider-
ations, which transcend your immediate tasks. Your ex-
perience calls Molidre's Monsieur Jourdain to mind, who



Notes

discovers to his amazement in studying rhetoric that he
has been speaking prose for his entire life. Once your
activity compels you to aesthetic considerations, you de-
liver yourself up to its power. You can no longer break
off and conjure up ideas arbitrarily in the name of pure
and thorough expertise. The artist who does not pursue
aesthetic thought energetically tends to Iapse into dilet-
tantish hypothesis and groping justifications for the sake
of defending his own intellectual construct. In music,
Pierre Boulez, one of the most technically competent con-
temporary composers, extended constructivism to its ex-
treme in some of his compositions; subsequently, how-
ever, he emphatically announced the necessity of
aesthetics. Such as aesthetics would not presume to herald
principles which establish the key to beauty or ugliness
itself. This discretion alone would place the problem of
ornament in a new light. Beauty today can have no other
measure except the depth to which a work resolves con-
tradictions. A work must cut through the contradictions
and overcome them, not by covering them up, but by
pursuing them. Mere formal beauty, whatever that might
be, is empty and meaningless; the beauty of its content is
Iost in the pre-artistic sensual pleasure of the observer.
Beauty is either the resultant of force vectors or it is
nothing at all. A modified aesthetics would outline its own
object with increasing clarity as it would begin to feel
more intensely the need to investigate it. Unlike tradi-
tional aesthetics, it would not necessarily view the concept
of art as its given correlate. Aesthetic thought today must
surpass art by thinking art. It would thereby surpass the
current opposition of purposeful and purpose-free, under
which the producer must suffer as much as the observer.
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Translators' Notes:
(1) The "Neue Sachlichkeit" movement, one of the main post-
expressionist trends in German art, is commonly translated as
"New Objectivity." The word sachlich, however, carries a series
of connotations. Along with its emphasis on the "thing" (Sache),
it implies a frame of mind of being "matter of fact," "down to
earth."
(2) Gerechtigkeil implies not just "flttingness" or "appropriate-
ness," but even a stronger legal or moral 'Justice."
(3) The word Zweck appears throughout Adorno's speech, both
alone and in various combinations. It permeates the tradition of
German aesthetics since Kant. While it basicallv means "our-
pose," it must sometimes be rendered in English as "goal+' or
"end" (as in "means and end," MitteL und Zweck). Hence there
is a certain consistency in Adorno's use of the word which cannot
always be maintained in English.
(4) Kunstgewerbe caries perhaps more seriousness than "arts
and crafts." It covers the range of the applied arts.
(5) The word, Handwerk inGerman means both "handwork" and
"craftsmanship" or''skill." Because Adorno later emphasizes the
"hand" aspect, we have decided on "handicraft."
(6) The reference here is unclear. It means literally "Field (or
Acre) Street." Perhaps he is referring to a real street, a move-
ment, or a historical place or event. We have not been able to
trace it.
(7) It is unclear in the original text to what extent the following
argument is Adorno's or Loos's. We have tried, to some extent,
to maintain the ambiguit.y.
(8) The word, Ding ("thing") is also attached to numerous tra-
ditions in German thought and therefore has a certain philo-
sophical or poetical iriportance (hence the "thinglineis of
things"). Heidegger and Rilke, for example, both tried"to elevate
the notion of Ding to a new essential and existential status.

Figure Credits
1 Photograph of Bloch from Ernst Bloch, Man On, His Own
(New York: Herder and Herder, 1970); photograph of Adorno
from Theodor W. Adorno, Tert ! Kritik (Muiich: GmbH,
1977) taken by Wolfgang Haut.
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Postscript

Roberbo Masiero
Translated by Diane Ghirard"o

42 "You are me," wrote Adolf Loos to Ludwig Wittgenstein.
Wittgenstein on his first journey to Finland did not reject
Karl Kraus's journal Fackel. Schtrnberg wrote to Karl
Kraus in a dedication to his Harmonielelwe, "I have
learned more from you than one should if one wants to
remain autonomous." Kraus dedicated his Zeitstrophan
book to Loos. Loos was to say in his Rundfrage iiber Karl
Kraus, "He stands on the threshold of a new age and
indicates to mankind that their path is far removed from
God and nature." Wittgenstein is acknowledged in Loos,
and Schdnberg in Kraus and Loos.

The young Adorno arrived on this turnabout Viennese
scene (whose map of relationships was to be greatly ex-
tended and articulated) during the 1920s, and his work
was to be marked by it. His cultural itinerary began with
his reading of Kassner (fantasy as comprehension of phy-
siognomy), the tragic visions of Paul Ernst (in his own
way a student of Weininger), the young Luk6cs (taken to
task by Adorno during the 1930s), and the rethinking of
history and sociology of music in Karl Bticher and Paul
Bekker; and he found a center of theoretical elaboration
in the Har"monielelre and music of Schirnberg. Wittgen-
stein, Kraus, Loos, and many others in the Viennese uni-
verse would similarly become 'occasions', 'stimuli', and

's5,rnptoms', in relation to particular 'places' in his own
critical development, in his own critical theory.

But Adorno was not a man to forget, as he demonstrated
in Parua Aesthetica, the collection of essays that contains
"Functionalism Today." Yet in his critical theory these
Viennese figures are in no way cited as exemplars. This
can be justified only if one supposes that in spite of their
mutual identification, Adorno on the one hand sensed his
substantial differences with the radical operation of
Schbnberg's aesthetics, and on the other was affirming his
own overcoming of that Viennese universe who so fasci-
nated him. Similarly the relationship between Loos and
Adorno must be understood within the context of the
'universe' of turn-of-the-century Vienna and Adorno's ef-
forls to overcome the theories of, for example, Loos; ef-
forts which Adorno made throughout the early period of
his participation in the Institute for Social Research at

FranKurt, the American period marked by his Minima
Moralia, and that of his subsequent return as director of
the Institute in Frankfurt.

Adorno initially seized upon Vienna as a privileged place

of 'culture'. That culture was swollen with the various
differences among the disciplines, extending to Musil's
production of Tlrc Man Without Qualities. Adorno would
have been able to initiate a critique of the culture; how-
ever, he insistently denied all functioning of truth in the
critique of culture, precisely in the name of the autonomy
of disciplines, an autonomy that signified and signifies
distance and the relative possibility of judgment.

In this Adorno practiced his attachment to an unresolved
Kantian affirmation that goes like this: "It is possible to
posit the factual character of the disciplines without men-
tioning the noumenal." In other words, the disciplines are
disciplines precisely because their foundations are in an-
other area, are inexpressible. The factual character of the
disciplines rests in their very thinking. So it was for
Schtinberg as a musician and, though only in part, for
Loos as an architect.

The moralistic-therapeutic critique of culture tends to reu-
nify the criticism of the foundations with the criticism of
the discipline itself (its sociological actualization). It does

not come to terms with autonomy, which is at once a
product of and a reason for the social division of labor.
But here is the first substantial difference. While for
Schtinberg the function-principle is entirely within the
abstraction of music, for Loos the function-principle has
mystical Enlightenment bases. The autonomy of Schtrn-
berg's music embraces the total criticism of society, its
absolute detachmenU in the architecture of Loos, through
the unitary recompositioning of the function-principle, it
is once again subjected (even if in a tragic way) to the
principle of heteronomy.

We can use one of Benjamin's propositions to attempt a

synthesis of the process extending from Loos to Adorno:
"Loos's principal object . . was to separate the work of
art from the object of use, just as Kraus's principal scope



was to hold the work of art separate from information."
Benjamin's affrrmation ends up being entirely paradoxical
with respect to traditional interpretations of both Loos
and Kraus, but it has a profound content of truth and can
also synthesize Adorno's position in this context.

According to this scheme, the work of art would tend
increasingly to ineffability, to the inexpressible (Symbol-
ism, Rilke, . . .), to that which becomes possible only by
its "liberation" from the function implicit in objects of use.
What permits the ineffability of art would be precisely
the expansion of the form as a result of a function. In this
sense the ineffable is not the final point of bourgeois art
but a stage toward the autonomy of art as a maximum of
estrangement, and its ineffability is present in all aes-
thetic phenomena ofthe bourgeois era, thanks to the total
dependence of function on the means of production and on
the dialectic of market-production.

Technics guarantees the expansion of the forrn-function
relationship. It has served as the medium for the produc-
tion of meaning ever since the aesthetic of the eighteenth
century. More precisely, the Enlightenment utopia was
realized in the unity of technics and meaning, and the
ideology of progress operated on it. The content of tech-
nics was the very content of progress (it mattered little
if its "reason" was based on the pure form of production).
At the same time, precisely to the extent that the foun-
dation of technics was considered only in its autonomy
and in relation to the form of production, the entire uni-
verse of forms, the entire memory, the entire past could
rise to the bounds of reproducibility. To Loos, the modern,
its surroundings, that which had to be combated, pre-
sented itself as the r,l.ill to revive old forms or else to
invent them again. He grasped (and this is very impor-
tant) that there rn as no substantial difference between the
two choices. His answer was radical and opposed the au-
tonomous content offunction, never invoking ends beyond
those of simple use. He reproposed 'values' not in their
form but in their substance, as inexpressible. To design
a building 'technical correctness' and the 'right human
approach' were sufficient. Spontaneity guaranteed cor-
rectness and rightness. Moreover, the relationship be-

tween form and function had to'be revealed'not explicitly 43
(this was a great Enlightenment illusion) but as an act of
will of the thing itself, as a 'manifestation'.

Clearly to Adorno this would have seemed non-dialectical
thinking. In fact the immediate sociological result of this
Loosian 'aesthetic' suggests a chain between thought and
action that can be sustained only by way of a silently
metaphysical and anti-dialectical presupposition: God pro-
duces the artist, the artist the epoch, the epoch the ar-
tisan, the artisan the button. If part of the nineteenth
century drama is connected to the processes of the geno-
cidal destruction of the artisan in industry, with a relative
degree of 'nostalgia', Loos illusorily resolved it by seeming
to give rational dignity to artisan work (in accordance
with the sense of the epoch that the artist cannot partic-
ipate since he is not understood and is excluded from it)
which from private neuroses (those of the Biedermeier)
must be transformed into pure rationality (must renounce
ornament). This reconciliation offered against the com-
monplace occurs through the existence of a 'superior
sphere': that ofthe possible spontaneity ofthe relationship
form-function. The result with respect to 'aesthetics'
would be to represent from the beginning the sublime
. . . to make it a science, with a pact not to mention the
noumenal.

Another consequence of Benjamin's proposition is this:
once the separation between object of use and object of
art is accomplished, through the ineffability of art, all the
divisions between the arts collapse. This does not entail
a rationalist re-edition of the Wagnerian Gesamtkunst-
uterk so much as a real and true pre-Hegelian regression
which would be entirely unacceptable to Adorno. It would
be falling back into the universe of utopia without being
able to support it by a plan. For Loos a radical hatred of
otrtament, of the superduous, was inevitable. But for
Adorno, while this hatred was justifiable with respect to
a moral, what moral, he asked, could exist where the
supetfluous was transformed into the necessary? And
what 'rigo/ does an analysis have that excludes, in the
form of hatred, precisely that which produced it?



44 If it is true, as Loos affirms, that ornaments do not permit
invention, it is also true that the "phenomenon he an-
nounced now wants to be expanded" (the entire language
cannot be invented), expanded by accomplishing the
transformation (unthinkable for Loos) of the work of art
that is purely constructed, nar"rowly objective, "sworn
enemy of anything that knows the applied u6s"-pr€-
cisely the applied arts by virtue of their mimesis of func-
tional forms. The more that is invented the more uncertain
it is that one can invent. Loos grasps the tragedy of the
modern, seeking to resolve the aporia between that which
becomes and that which submits to laws of identity and
recognition, by means of a metaphysical refoundation of
values (which permits the astonishing evolution of his
design thought). In this he is not at all the precursor of
the technological "animus" of the Bauhaus, even though
he sought to liberate the object of use from the ineffable
(that is, from the aesthetic-in this his criticism is always
social) by means of a real and true ethic of silence and
from the guaranteed spontaneity of a well-wrought affir-
mation only apparently similar to the flnal proposition of
Wittgenstein's Tro,ctatus: "to remain silent about that
which one cannot speak." Adorno, by contrast, knows that
from this ineffable there can be no liberation; rather, in
it one can realize, also through technics, the reawakening
of that which has been forgotten.

For Adorno the task of art is to introduce chaos into order;
for Loos the task of art is to introduce order into chaos
through the separation of works of art from objects of use
and through the silent recognition of that which produces
both form and function.



Formative Education, Engineering Form, Ornament

Ernst Bloch
Translated bg Jane O. Neutman and, John H. Smith

Part One
We also take on the form of our surroundings. Not only
does the man make his world, but the world makes the
man. Homo faber and also homo fabricatusl-both are
equally true; they are dialectically interrelated. The very
way in which a chair causes us to sit has-at Ieast at
times-an effect on our general posture. And as for the
arrangement of the furniture in a room, as telling as it can
be of the arranger, at the same time it clearly contains
him and his guests in its form. So, for example, the more
approachable and gregarious personality is expressed in
the abundance of seats offered in his rooms. On the other
hand, even more telling is the room which lacks ample
chairs but whose walls are richly decorated with elevated
objets d'art. Hence the manner in which objects fill a space
generally reflects the manners of those who are served by
them.

barely past as a social era. Through its products, it became 4b
clear how our so-called artistic taste should, not taste; nr
it we saw bad taste. Nothing should be as it was then,
when the payuenu wore a false mask, when there were
coverings everywhere, stuffed Renaissance furniture,
overly high plaster ceilings, and plaster busts of Goethe
and Schiller around. Enough of all this; unless of course
such abominable kitsch-the petty bourgeoisie tapestry
circa 1880, the halberd with a tiny thermometer on its
plush post-was to be taken surrealistically, as a harmless
caricature. Of course, 6 la Werkbund-Bauhaus, such
things were and are not even under consideration; those
movements strove to liberate themselves from such un-
mitigated kitsch, not only aesthetically, but also morally,
out of honesty. And so, around the turn of the century
and into the following decades, there arose an asceticism,
partially indebted to socialism, against swindle and ex-
travagance, and absolutely anti-ornament. It was in-
tended to educate to pure purposive-functional form,B and
thereby to make the pure table, for example, sharp
against, as Adolf Loos said, the scabrous and cancerous
ornament. Indeed, every ornament became suspect, was
condemned for being scabrous and cancerous. This bol-
stered a general disgust with the epigonal nature and
decadence of the Griinderzeit, an aversion to its attach-
ment to long since faded, indiscriminately mimicked styles
that had lost their validity. But it never confronted the
question of whether the social h,abitus, which had posited
the decayed charm of the Griind,erzeit, in the meantime
had itself become any more honest. Or whether the or-
nament-free honesty of pure functionalisma might not it-
self be transformed into a fig Ieaf which concealed the not
quite so great honesty ofthe conditions behind it. In any
case, from this time on, knightly castles no longer served
as buffets, and entrances to railway stations i la palladio
were no Ionger built to mask ticket windows and train
tracks within.

Part Tltree
Of course, since there was suddenly a demand for more
reality than appearance, we were forced to give up our
most prized souvenirs. The reason, according to pure pur-
pose, was that after all this time a smooth spoon or some

Part Tuto
Ofcourse, these manners never depend solely on the taste
of the individual, of Mr. Jones or Mr. Doe. They are never
as individual as the name on the door, notwithstanding
any so-called personal touches. The most appropriate pos-
ture in the chair, as well as that of the chair itself, is
determined by the socialhabitus of an entire era, i.e., by
its fashion-determining class and, not least, by the petty
bourgeoisie's imitation of the taste of the ruling class, by
the latter perhaps most revealingly. This relationship is
most visible in the visible, in exterior and interior archi-
tecture, both of which dominate by imposing the forms of
those who dominate. This relationship, then, is what is
called style. Up until the first half of the last century,
there existed a relatively genuine architectonic style, i.e.,
one without the deceptions of a class which set the fashion
and its false creations. However, especially in the realm
of home decoration and construction, the appearance of
the nouueau riche botrgeoisie brought with it a decline in
craftsmanship, enduring mediocrity, and the swindle of
mechanical reproduction. This trend served that entire
counterfeit enterprise which can be called the Griind,er_
zeit2 of art history.

We are a direct result of this period even though it is



46 other implement would be easier to handle than a sense-

lessly decorated one. The small devices were there pre-

cisely to be useful, effort-saving; they and their own clear

form made the break with embellishments. Naturally,
"honest" clarity was praised above all in such desertions,

and ranged from naked stainless steel chairs to interior
walls of unplastered rough tiles. Yet it is still striking that
such thoroughly ornamental decorations as Oriental car-
pets are foregrounded with particular delight against the
background of such clarity. The "honest" was the trump
ever since the earlier Werkbund, even if its bareness

called attention to itself and required Kilims, Kirmans,
and Kazaks to disguise it. And yet, even granting that
this asceticism and deliberate purity without false ap-

pearances are self-consistent, the question persists; what
could this kind of honesty or even "new objectivity" 5 mean

in real terms? That is, in terms of a less clear, perhaps

even consciously opaque social life? The obscurity was

maintained even as anew clart| was being created outside

of the realm of the technical arts with their fig leaves and

shadowcasting light. Claudel once sang of the new cLartA,

"Into the waves of the divine light/the building master
places planfully/a stone framework like a filter/and grants

the whole construct the water of a pearl." Even then, no,

precisely then, the inhabitants though beautifully illumi-
nated in this transparency, could not yet discover their
new humanity, indeed nor even their old one. For espe-

cially in the built, exterior space of architecture, the pre-

existing life-forms clouded the water of the pearl, not only
in a narrow, social sense' but also technologically. The

accelerating pace, the desire to break all records, and the
restless annihilation of human interaction, all these intro-
duced an unprecedented problematization into the em-

phatic ctatiA of the Lichtstadt (radiant city) itself. So

much greenery, free space, hygiene, overview, serenity,
visible dignity had been projected. But time and again'

the conditions within its confines and those outside did
not conform to the same ideals, and the architecture could

not establish alone a small enclave of realized inhabitabil-
ity. The pace of work and its traffic, the objectification of
the means precisely by disassociating them from any pur-

pose, end, meaning, and humane use, have largely trans-
iormed our cities into a dangerous nightmare. In our

transformed cityscapes, man has remained-or more ac-

curately has become-at best peripheral to the measure

of things. Contradictions are deeply embedded. No hu-

manitarian planning or just regulation of work has yet
been able to manage even the chaos of the traffrc, not to
mention the termite existence in box houses. A modern

urban planner, Doxiadis, no romantic reactionary, bears

witness in his book Architecture in Transitioni mon-

strous, schematically rigid skyscrapers project out of a

raging sea of lacquered tin. This life and its built space

are clearly and painfully distant from the humanitarian
ctartb of the kind Le Corbusier had once intended for his

"new Attica" constructed in steel, glass, and light' And
time and again, in a realm of general alienation, where
clarity is merely an ideology of monotonous vacuity, pre-

cisely the purposively pursued form6 of implements and

buildings increasingly forfeits all differentiation involved
in differing formations of purpose.T Forms are no longer
differentiated humanely, true to purpose: bungalow, air-
port (minus runway), theater, university, slaughter
house-all are rendered uniform in the domineering form
of the glass box. An unquestionably high price has been

paid by this kind of clarity for its dissociation from the
patchwork of decorative kitsch of the Griinderzeit; geo-

metrical monotony, alienated from purpose, together with
an undernourishment of the imagination and extreme self-

alienation, all represented by this coldness, this vacuous

non-aura.

Part Four
From this arises another position, another posture; other
ideas begin to come to mind' It was implied above that
the Griind,erzeit has not yet been superseded if it still
serves as a necessary foil, if it is still allowed to dictate
the poverty of any richness, to force the hypocritical re-

action of total bareness. But this is no longer the archi-

tectural task, as it was for Loos, when an lrgentmedicina
mentis was needed against the raging scabs and cancers.

So it was too, and probably remains' a necessary remedy
in other places against a Red Griinderzeit and its corre-

sponding Stalinist style. And yet, something else, the

sentence published forty years ago in The Spirit of Utopia
is still valid: "Birth forceps must be smooth, but by no



means sugar tongs."8 This is valid, that is, for all birth
forceps. The strictly functionale irr'rplement serves and

emancipates us best, indeed only when it is free of deco-

ration. Art in general, furthermore, is not there for dec-

oration; it is in principle too good for that. And so it is
correct that art has been liberated foom this merely lux-
urious employment of decoration. However, this assertion
has nothing in common u'ith the application to all interior
and exterior architecture of forceps purity, which serves
only to elevate the depravity of ornamental imagination
so as to justifu the egg cartons or glass boxes. And we
must be reminded and warrred, objectively, again and

again: circumstances do not allow a general extension and
maintenance of the sanitary purity of pure functional-
ism.ro Sociologically, such purity, an ideological kind of
clarity, is and remains a distracting, deceptive smokes-

creen. It is not without reason that it occasionally joined
forces with other arts outside of architecture which also

strove for the smoothness of neoclassicism, as if the lat-
tey's extetrral regularity once and for all excused a lack of
imagination. It is true, of course, that genuine classicism,
ever since the nobler times of simplicity and peaceful
grandeur,rr had no special fecundity when it came to or-
naments. Yet now it plays a different role, accompanying
the supposedly pure geometrization arising in a void to-
gether with the artificially advanced death of ornament.
"Duke, this Mortimer happened to die conveniently," is
the line from Maria Stuafi; the same is true, mtttatis
mutandis, of the exultation upon ornament's death and
the synthetically manufactured lack of imagination. And
so, enough said on the ornamental wasteland, unique in
spite of everything, especially when compared to the pre-
cision enchanted forest of the primitive, of East Asian,
Islamic, Gothic, or Baroque art.

But will the limbs of this seriously paralyzed body ever
be revived? Is the laming seizure not even more shocking
and extraordinary since it has struck the once blooming
and comprehensive art of architecture? The problem is as

serious as it is urgent; perhaps it can be taken as a slight
sign of improvement that the superstitious ornament ta-
boo no longer wields such absolute power. At least not in
the way it did in Loos's day when it was in full strength

and was employed, albeit exaggeratedly, as a medicina 47

mentis. Increasingly architects may no ionger conceive of
themselves as joyfully excused from the demands of or-
namental architectural imagination. The formations of
their figures may finally indulge in the suspect wave and

sunflower contours of Art Nouveau, in which van de Velde
had his origins. The limbs, artifically paralyzed for so long,

are slowly reviving in the wave-like interior stair-ways of
Scharoun's Berlin Philharmonic Hall; the movement began

even earlier, in a completely different way, in the exterior
contours of Frank Lloyd Wright's buildings. In these ex-

amples, the constraints of the late-capitalist rat-race and

alienation are confronted with something significantly new

and different, namely the transition beyond the overall
railway-station characterlz of our existence. These are
mere beginnings, certainly, and they are constantly
threatened; they too often become calcified forms; a tem-
porary return of identity takes hold and architecture be-

comes for the first time merely a faceless screen' an anti-
flower. But now-and this is truly amazing-how is it
possible that at the same time, in the formation of the
same space, flve steps from the pale glass box, contem-
poraneous painting and sculpture wander off on an en-

tirely different path, become exorbitant?l3 It is not a

question here of their special caliber-which in some cases

was extremely high-but of the astonishing contrast ais
ci trzs the undernourished architectural imagination, of the
boldness, of the imaginative extravagance of these entire
genres. Even a quick pursuit of the high and low pointsla
of the movement leads unavoidably into an open, un-
marked, and therefore yet uncritical and uncriticized voy-
age for the imagination. A journey from the days of the
"Blue Rider" (1912), from both before and then after, from
Kandinsky, Franz Marc, de Chirico, Picasso, Chagall,
KIee, Max Ernst, from Archipenko, Boccioni, today
Henry Moore, Giacometti-to name but a few contrasts.
They retrieved exotic flora from theirjourney, ornamental
imagination. These artists avoided above all the danger of
a damnably perspicacious talent, which had only produced
a monotonv of form. In any case, the synchrony is pecul-
iar: an architecture which needed wings, and pictorial and
plastic arts which, if anything, could have done with some
ballast, given the emphatic repulsive force that has always



Part Fioe
But now: is this temporal coincidence of ice and fire mere
chance? In general, after all, there does exist a connection
between sober purification and the place made free by it
for something quite different, not unlike the relationship
between emancipation from the inessential made possible
by technological automatization and the lesiure achieved
thereby for the essential. And yet, if we look more closely
at the case at hand, it seems that the split between mere
dwelling cubiclesl6 and that which had once allowed those
buildings to participate in the fine arts (those which form
the essential)17 is a split out of context, without connec-
tion. But is, or better, does the split remain unmediated
if we take into account those signs which could be grouped
under the heading "march separately, but toward a united
front" (even if those signs were often undesired and cer-
tainly unused, above all, still unused architecturally)?18
This could form a possible, certainly not yet conscious
conspiracy which makes the temporal coincidence of the
dwelling machine and the excessive plastic and pictorial
arts in the end essentially more than mere chance. "Rail-
way-station character" already disappeared as a slogan;
but the more internal transition, namely of the unity of
the fine arbs as a whole, is still buried and obscure, another
contributing factor to the ornamental bareness of archi-
tecture. But Klee, of all people-yet not really of all peo-
ple-was at the Bauhaus; Lenbach could certainly never
have been there. Or, as another sign of rapprochement,
a Chagall painting hangs inappropriately, although not as
an absolutely foreign body, in the glass foyer of the new
Frankfurt theater; this is possibly a more authentic home
for it than in the epigonal rigidity of an old Kaiser Wilhelm
memorial church. And above all, an especially remarkable
simultaneity: in the midst of the first functionalistle build-
ings the Folkwang Museum was opened in Essen; it was

stuffed full of displays of expressionisms-only, of course,
in the company of primitive and atavistic art, apart from
any kind of metallurgic new world functions and forms.
To make up for this, however, purely technological forms,
especially metals, are extending increasingly further into
contemporary sculpture; we need only think of the per-
forated hollow tin statues by Henry Moore, or the stylized
fine mechanics of even as "literary" a sculptor as Zadkin.
To no less a degree, as Hans Curjel has correctly empha-
sized, the rebellion in form by Picasso, Kandinsky, Boc-
cioni, Kirchner, et al. has exerted an influence back on its
origins, on Werkbund and Bauhaus, on pure architecture
that focused only on the technical. However, the effect
has been limited to frame construction and can hardly be
said to have aroused a renaissance of ornament, except in
a few cases, here and there, where mere evolutionary
reform produced revolutionary reversals. This even took
place through the channel of literature; for example,
Scheerbart's influence on Bruno Taut. At least this new
frame painting did engender an inclination for what we
might call qualitative, as opposed to quantitative, con-
struction-to such an extent that, although the effort was
never pursued and in fact was even eradicated, veritable
living creatures intervened in and emerged from the lines
on the drawing board, from a geometry which did not
want to remain inorganic. There were a few hopeful
signs-but, as can be seen clearly in the conventional
figures of the high-rise and the newest of new Brasilia,
they have still never retrieved what was lost: the caresses
of a Muse. The juxtaposition of pure technology in archi-
tecture and the Chagallian in the isolated remaining fine
arts2o never overcame the mere contiguity of the lattey's
ability to facilitate and emancipate on the one hand and
the formerrs power of essence on the other.21

Part Six
Must it remain thus? Will disassociated formation22 never
again become allied? Must architecture alone stop being
an art, stop blossoming, indeed stop being as it once was?
That it has achieved marvelous feats of engineering tech-
nology there is no doubt; but formative imagination is
something else. This form of imagination is protean; its
everchanging ornamental features are experiments with

48 pushed them up and away from those ever-present fix-
tures, the leaden commercial buildings (even in Expres-
sionism they had shown signs, surrealistic traits, of their
flight away into upper, alternate, and underworlds.) And
so, the revealed skeletons of our architecture share space
with the literal extravagance of the other fine, but still
formative, arts.rs



us, not just with the skeleton within a building, or even
with the building as such. The present dichotomy, with
mechanical emancipation and its extension into architec-
ture on the one hand, and expressive abundance liberated
in the realms of painting and sculpture on the other, must
therefore not be made absolute, functionless, insurmount-
able. "March separately, but toward a united front": in
the era of transition, in our tmly formative,2s i.e., pro-
gressive productions, this should not degenerate into a
mere hardening of differences. The very simultaneous ap
pearance of engineering and expressive forms points to a
tertium, to a more fundamental unity underlying this un-
finished epoch. Its railway-station character proves to be
both tempting and open in terms of productive possibility,
both directing and experimental for each of the two fac-
tions of the fine arts2a created by it-whereby architec-
ture never wants to forget that it is a fine art. This Exodus
character,z5 as such able to unite only via a processive
utopian common denominator, offers a set of by no means
tranquil, least of all classicistic forms, to budding orna-
mentation. But even in the sphere of pictorial, plastic,
and architectural formations,26 all of the prevailing figu-
rines and figures, all ornamental forms, as details and as
wholes, are still through and through excerpts, depar-
tures, flights from themselves.2T Easily movable interior
spaces; anti-barracks in the city (an idea derived from
ships); spanning bridges, which aptly are called bold; pic-
torial, and sculptural ciphers as drawn lines in things
unfinished: all this touched the common point of orienta-
tion, inhabitability on the front where we now find our-
selves. And only this would again constitute a true hon-
esty of formation, a true justice done to function (but with
horizons), both of which gave rise to training in the mod-
ern technical arbs in the first place, and both of which, in
spite of insistent warnings from the realms of painting
and sculpture since the days of the "Blue Ridel' have
been missing from this training thanks to the sacrifinio
della fantasia.

Part Seuen
At this point, it is especially advisable to overshoot the
mark in order to hit it. Beauty and form which are more
than noble simplicity and serene grandeur: without a

doubt, this is the point at stake in the present discussion. 49
But in trying to educate by means of pleasing (thus in the
last analysis via classicistic, fixed forms) one must forget
that it was precisely the Nazis who built and painted
classicistically. One must also consider the young Goethe,
standing in front of the Strasburg cathedral in the middle
of classicism (to be sure the so-called genuine one), who
certainly had no conception of the purity of a glass sky-
scraper in New York. Indeed, expressly, beauty ir la
Greque as one of a kind did not exist for him; certainly he
did not consider beauty as the entrance way to or as the
boundary or fixity of a single principle of art. Instead, the
young Goethe discovered a startling principle which
arched over the gap between an as yet hardly known
primitive art and the Gothic. He daringly formulated this
sweeping proposal: "art is long in being formed28 before
it is beautiful, yet it is still true, great art, indeed often
tmer and more beautiful than the beautiful itself." This
statement, made by a man who was then still young,
appeared in what was a revolutionary period, i.e., one of
transcendent transition, when aesthetics provided for the
humanum. Today the over-arching category of primitive
Gothic has become self-evident; it has expanded and be-
come great through its sympathetic reception in modern
painting and sculpture, which have extended it to encom-
pass suspended forms and elastically dynamic space. It
has become a thoroughly ornamental style both pictorially
and sculpturally: Exodus, as it turns out. Hence the con-
clusion: he, Goethe, alone+xerting a rebellious influence
radically different than in the first periods of modern tech-
nological art----could reconcile architecture not with the
death of imagination usque ail fi,rrcm but with the other
fine arts,2e those which were truly qualified. Then, finally,
architecture would once again encompass the pictorial and
the plastic, become the main figure in the still "masked
decorations of our innermost form" which had already
been experimented with in painting and sculpture by Kan-
dinsky and Archipenko. All this returns time and again to
the problem of the new oraament, to sculptural excess-
in nuce when it blossoms in the details of a building, in
entelechia when it charactenzes the all-encompassing
principle of the entire building figure. The magnitude of
architecture's sculptural loss can be measured precisely



Notes

50 by the emptiness and lack of its oraamental force. There
is and remains an abrupt breach of contract, which his-
torically has never been fulfilled or terminated, a gap in
the by no means consummated entelechia according to
which architecture was conceived. Yet this breach can
and may not stay unmediated; on the contrary, Vitruvius's
postulated unity of uti\itas and uenustas (now of trans-
parent fullness)3o summons architecture more demand-
ingly than ever to the fronts-to reassume its still
recoverable position as the "city crown" (to use a concep-
tually modified version of Bruno Taut's term) of all the
optical fine and formative arts.31

Source Note: "Formatiue Education, Engineering Form, Or-
nannent" (Bildung, Ingenieurform, Ornament) was originally a
lecture giaen by Em,st Bloch at a meeting of the German Werk-
bund in Berlin on 23 October 1965. It was first published in
Gemnan in Werk und Zeit, 11112. Nou.lDec.,"1975.
This text is yublished here with the permission of Suhrkamp
Verlag, Frankfurt am Main.-Ed.

Translators'Notes: There were several basic problems oftrans-
Iation. First, the style is extremely elliptical. Many of the state-
ments in the original are in fact incomplete sentences. Some of
these have been preserved but many have been converted into
complete grammatical units. Second, the argument itself is el-
liptical. Some gaps were filled by the translators (every trans-
Iation is in part an interpretation), but where possible the logic
was fully maintained. Finally, the title already contains one of
the most difflcult problems of word translation. The German
word Bildung has been translated throughout as "formative
education." The word, however, is polysemic with numerous
connotations. It is derived from the verb bilden which means to
form, to shape, to take shape, to educate. The nounBild means
image or picture. Hencebildende Kiinste are the fine or pictorial
arts, literally the "fonning arts." Bild,ung implies then a kind of
growth, a process of education through formative experiences
(hence the genre of the Bi\dungsroman), and the end-product
of that education (culture, cultivation).
1. The flavor of the German is slightly lost here since Bloch uses
a proverbial expression which we could not match in English.
Unfortunately the characteristic mixture in Bloch's rhetoric of
intricate dialectics and colloquialisms is not really conveyed by
the Latinate English.
2. Literally "founder time," the term used to refer to the Ger-
man Empire at the end of the nineteenth century, according to
Gordon A. Craig's Gemnany: 1866-1915 (Oxford University
Press, 1978), p. 79, "named after the great manipulators who
'founded' gigantic enterprises on the basis of paper and little
else and who led millions of Germans in a frenzied dance around
the statue of Mammon that ended in exhaustion and, for many,
flnancial ruin."
3. "Education" here is Erziehung, the common word used for
school education. "Purposive-functional form" is Zweckform (lit-
erally "purpose-form"), and is generally translated as "function-
alism" throughout.
4. "Functionalism" is here Zweckform.
5. The movement Neue Sachlichkeit, one of the main trends in
German aft in the early twentieth century, is commonly trans-
lated as "New Objectivity." The word sachlieh however carries
a series of connotations. Along with its emphasis on the "thing"
(Sache), it implies a frame of mind, of being "matter of fact,"
"down to earth."
6. "Form" is here Gestalt, a slightly more neutral word than

to the purpose

useful."

and



10. "Functionalism" again Zweckform.
11. The phrase is taken from Johann Joachim Winkelmann's
"Thoughts on the Imitation of Greek Painting and Sculpture"
(1755). It characterizes the fundamental nature of Greek art and
was the guiding spirit of German classicism of the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth century.
12. " Railway-station characterJ' is B ahnhffiaftigk eit, liter ally
"railway-stationness. "
13. The use of the word "exorbitant" seems to rest on the Latin
etymology of the word (especially since Bloch uses Exorbitanten
and not the germanized version which would be more common).
Namely, exorbitare (from er + orbitus), "to go out of the track."
This is supported by the extended spatial and wandering met-
aphors in this passage.
14. "High and low points" loses the pun and creativity of the
German Hoch- und Tiefstaplerisches; thus a Hochstctpler is a
con-artist, while Tiefstdplehsch is an invention by Blirch (say,
high and low con-artists).
15. "Fine, but still formative arts" are thenoch bildende Kiinste
which were above (page 47) called by their individual names,
"pictorial and plastic."
16. "Dwelling cubicles" is even more drastie in German: Wohn-
maschinen, literally "dwelling machines."
17. "Fine arts (those which form the essential)" loses the pun
somewhat, namely bildende Kiinste des Wesentlichen, i.e.,
"forming (: fine) arts ofthe essential."
18. Again a proverbial expression or slogan, which translates
literally: "march separately, attack together."
19. "Functionalist" again Zweckform.
20. "Fine arts" again bildende Kiinste.
21. This seems to be a reversai of the position in Part Five and
below in the beginning of Part Six. In both those places he
implies that technology (functionalist principles as applied to
architecture) facilitated life, eased the burden of the inessential,
and hence made room for the essential (fine arts and their or-
namentation). Here he associated the emancipation with the
(Chagallian) fine arts and the concern for the essential with
architecture.
22. "Formation" is Bilden, the substantive of the verb.
23. "Formative" is the adjective bildend from the verb (literally
"forming").
24. "Fine art" here and in the next line again bildend,e Kunst.
25. "This Exodus character" is in German dieses Exodushafte,
literally "this Exodusness."
26. "Formations" again the substantive Bilden.
27. "Excerpts, departures, flights from themselves" is Auszuqs-
gestalten ihrer selbst. Auszug means excerpt or abstract, but it
is also the germanization of the word Exodus (the flight from
Egypt is the Auszug).
28. "Being foruned" is again the progressive form ofbilden (bil-
dend). Of course for Goethe, one of the founders of the Bil-
d,ungsroman tradition with his Wi\helm Meister, bilden was a
key aesthetic concept.
29. The opposition here is between Werkkunst ("work art,"
technical art") and bildend,e Kunst.
30. This parenthetical statement stands in an unclear relation-
ship to the "postulated unity," though it is probably in aposition,

a contemporary reformulation (utilitas-transparency, clarity; 51
u enu sta s 

-fiilness, 
richness).

31. "Formative arts" againbildende Kiinste.



Report of the Discussion with Theodor W. Adorno
from Werk und Zeit, November/December 1965

Translated by Jane O. Neutman and John H. Smith

52 "I don't believe that today there exists anything like for-
mative education through form."

Bloch's intention, according to Adorno, is essentially to
reintroduce into discussion the category of imagination
and thereby ornament, as well as all those things which
are at the hearb of the critique of the Werkbund move-
ment. He attempts this on the basis of his insight into an
unquestionably critical situation. He, Adorno, on the
other hand, reminds us that the concepts of imagination
and creativity, as well as all those categories which are
for Bloch related to the notion of utopia, ought not to be
considered merely as an addition, addendum, or desider-
atum. Rather these things, says Adorno, must be deduced
by coming to grips with the material itself. Thereby he
also wants to remind us of what he had said earlier con-
cerning the status of autonomous art, which has of course
changed ais-d,-uis the situation of expressionism forty
years ago in that it has in itself confronted the central
critique of appearance and illusion. He is therefore par-
ticularly pleased with Claus Bremerrs lecture in which
precisely this point was expressly emphasized.

The entire critique raised by the Werkbund movement
against ornament, and even further against aesthetic il-
lusion per se, exerts a unifying influence; this unification
extends today into the crisis of so-called autonomous art
and thereby infringes upon it in the most diverse ways.
This was made especially clear in the lectures dealing with
literature and theater. On the other hand, however, it
cannot simply be assumed that the very nature of the
materials or utilization necessarily gives rise to what could
be called shape or form. He knows well enough from his
own mbtier, music, that the attempt to develop forms
purely from the material is doomed to fail. Hence, we
have reached a true impasse: artisanry cannot succeed if
one proceeds purely from the material, nor will it succeed
solely on the basis of imagination or the addition of some
other outside force. He believes, therefore, that the most
significant task before us involves a rethinking of cate-
gories like imagination and craft,smanship, thus convert-
ing them into actual questions and approaches. In that
way it could be possible to rise above and get beyond this

situation, which otherwise leads not only to a state of
silence, but also to a state of homelessness in the literal
sense of the word-namely, a state in which building is
impossible.

The theme of the convention, Adorno continues, was ne-
glected in the majority of the lectures. Even in his own
it receded into the background, although he does feel that
it was still implicit in what he said. He wished to add a
word to this complex of ideas, however, and to formulate
his stance more pointedly and radically: namely, he does
not believe that there exists such a thing today as form-
ative education through or in form. He attempted to dem-
onstrate that the gap between the most advanced produc-
tion and the public is not merely a mental or spiritual
phenomenon, not a phenomenon of attitude or conviction;
instead it is related to the society in which we live, a
society which keeps its members in such a state of minor-
ity that they cannot even perceive (not to mention identify
with) their own expression, their own product, that which
actually corresponds to them. This implies that, as long
as we live within a society, we delude ourselves if we
believe that mere fonnative education will raise us above
this contradiction. Max Frisch once pointed out that some
of the most notorious and murderous Nazis, like Herr
Keitel and Herr Heydich, were, in their own way, people
who appreciated music;they evidently relaxed after a day
of slaughter by listening to recordings of Brucknels sym-
phonies not just with passion, but, and this is to be em-
phasized, with understanding. Adorno believes that this
situation has not changed. Once we realize that that which
we generally call culture has failed, failed in a radical
sense, once we realize that we have not been able to form
men in such a way as to make the most extreme, naked
temor impossible, then we must also give up hope that
such a pure cultural category as form could ever in, of,
and by itself essentially change mankind. Adorno states
in addition that he believes it is not the task of art to
participate in any tasks of formative education. He is
likewise extremely skeptical of any education that strives
to lead men to art or seeks to form them through art.
Rather it is the essential task of art to denounce this very
culture by means of the extreme logic of its form, i.e., in



its own language, a wordless language which borders on
silence (as in the tremendous work of Samuel Beckett).
Art must not convert itself into a part of culture and
thereby participate in this infamous game. If, then, art
does have a task, it is to resign from culture, rather than
to play along.

In response to the question of whether now is the time
for a ne,'1, aesthetic, we can only say it is both always and
never the time. But Adorno also wanted to emphasize
once again that he did not mean a traditional aesthetic
which would once again pompously proclaim some eternal
norms of pure form. Questions of aesthetics, as he envi-
sioned and endeavored to make visible in his own works,
are exclusively questions of reflection to which every ar-
tistic work, architectural, dramatic, or musical, must lead.
Every person working responsibly and productively today
knows that nothing can be taken as self-evident; each
individual must therefore account for the presumptions
underlying his own work. The moment of reflection must
be internalized. Aesthetics means nothing other than that
one emancipates this necessary self-reflection from ama-
teurism and pursues it just as one does a craft. For in
thought there exists the danger of amateurism and irre-
sponsibility, just as it exists in applied art or in any other
realm; it is all too common that practical artists demon-
strate a certain dilettantism precisely when practicing this
necessary reflection.

Such aesthetic questions and approaches must today be
integrated into production itself. Aesthetics may no longer
remain an academic science. This alone justifies the ap-
pearance of philosophers at this convention. All the while,
Adorno continues, he is fully aware that this was only a
first attempt, and that, in plain terms, it has not yet really
clicked. Without wanting to reduce his share of the guilt,
he does want to say to the honorable Max Bill that his
(Adorno's) efforts do follow their own logic and force; as
a philosopher one has little freedom of movement without
those intricately formulated and articulated propositions
which evidently met opposition in Bill. Precisely when an
individual is at home (as he would like to feel himself)
both in the material, in an artistic material, and in philos-

ophy, he recognizes that both deal with the same thing. 53
Just as today there exists little uniformity of style-and
he is of the opinion that the notion should be eliminated,
barred, prohibited-so too, he believes, there is little so-
called pluralism. Rather in these matters there is a latent
uniformity which he can only characterize as the uniform-
ity of the problem.

Therefore we must not write each other off, even if we
express ourselves in different languages. There will never
be an understanding if the one half thinks it is easy for
the other halfto speak so long as they do not roll up their
sleeves, while the other half thinks that the first does not
understand its finely spun thoughts. There will never be
any cooperation, for in reality both halves are saying the
same thing. And so he concludes that what he had said in
these insufficient, impromptu remarks served but one pur-
pose: to encourage us all now-with the necessary ruth-
lessness but also with the necessary humanity-to con-
cretize and pursue further those reflections which we have
here initiated.

Notes
Sotr,rce Note: This editorial report was published in Gemnan in
Werk und Zeit,_11112, NouemberlDecember 196i, together with
Ernst Bloch's "Btldung, Ingenieurform, Ornament" and other
transcri.pts of the meetlng of the German Werkbu,nd in BerLin,
23 October 1965.
Translators' Note: It should be mentioned that this whole ,,Re-
port" is writte! in indirect speech, a special German subjunctive
form ll'hich indicates that while sentences are not direct quota-
tions, they still constitute an exact account. Hence as is inditated
periodica-lly throughout, every sentence has an implied ,,Adorno
savs" before it.
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History

1 (froriispiece) Frettd's consultin g
roon, Berggctsse 19. ttitlt his chair
and.footstool behhtd the couch, lgJS

The Historical'Project'

Manfredo Tafuri
Translation by Diane Gltirardo and Stephert SurtarelLi

"Sotnetimes (but not always) there is a ,motnent durinq Ss
researclt when, as in a game of solitaire, aLL th,e pieces
begin to fall into pLace. But unlike the game of solitaire,
where the pieces are within reach and there is only one
.figure to compose (so that the eractittLde of the moaes is
precise and immediately controllable), in research the
pieces are only par.tially auaila.ble, and more than one
Jigure is tlrcoretically possible. In playing solitaire, one
always takes rtsks ?nore or less cottsciously, u,sing the
pieces Like bLocks in a toy construction, kit. For this rea-
son, the fact th.at euerytlting falls irtto place is an ambig-
uous clue: it is either completely rigltt or compLetely
wrong. In thc latter case, extenml ueriJlcatiort is replaced
by the selection or soltcitation (rnore or less deliberate) of
euidence, forcittg it to confirut the more or less erpLicit
presuppositions of the research. The dog thinks he bites
a bone and instead bites his tcril." l

In one of the few recent studies which has had the courage
to describe, not the olympian and definitive results of
research, but its tortuous and complex itinerary, Carlo
Ginsburg and Adriano Prosperi thus summarize the la-
byrinthine path of historical analysis and the dangers it
faces. But why present the architectural culture with the
problem of 'games of solitaire' in historiographic work? In
the first place, one could answer that we aim in this essay
to travel an indirect path toward an understanding of
what has been called the "language of architecture.,, To
those who pose the theme of architectural taritittg-.the
term 'language' seems in fact to be taken uniquely as
metaphor2-we u,ill present the problem of critical writ-
ing: is it not the task of criticism to constitute the histor-
ical specificity (and therefore the reality) of artistic writ-
ings? Does not historical writing possess a language of its
own which, perpetually in conflict with the plurality of
techniques of environmental formation, can function as a
kind of litmus test for discussions about architecture?

Only apparently, then, d.o tL,e speak obotd sonLething else.
All too often, taking sounclings arouncl the eclges of a
given problem, clo u'e discover. the most productive keys
for attacking it---especially if, as in the case of the one u,e



56 are about to consider, the problem seems overburdened breaks and multiplies the reiations that are at the basis

with ambiguities. of their reproduction?

Let us further clarify our theme. Architecture, language,
techniques, institutions, historical space: we are simply
lining up a series of problems (each endowecl with intrinsic
characteristics) on a thread strung in the void. Or can we
challenge and split up the 'terms' used in order to trace
them back to some subordinate or hidden structure that
will allow them to find a basis for common meaning? Not
by chance have we reduced to 'words' the body of histor-
ically stratifled disciplines. Every once in a while, in fact,
the critic's goodwill makes his bad conscience explode and

construct linear paths, which force architecture to trans-
migrate into language, language into institutions, and in-
stitutions into the comprehensive universality of history.
The question arises as to why it is so common now to offer
such illicit simplifications as truth.

After so many persuasive demonstrations of the impossi-
bility of translating architecture into iinguistic terms,
after the discovery-already in De Saussure-that lan-
guage itself is a "system of differences," afLer the obvious
appearances of institutions themselves have been called
into question, historical space seems to dissolve, to frac-
ture into pieces, to become a mere apology for multiplic-
ity, clisorder, and elusiveness, a space o.f dontinatiott. Is
this perhaps what flnally emerges from a good part of the
'Lacanian left' or from an epistemology of pure appear-
ance? And besides: is not architectural writing (this phan-
tasm which by now we have come to know as disjointed
and compoundecl within techniques unable to communicate
among themselves) itself an institution, a meaningful prac-

tice-a group of meaningful practices, a multiplicity of
projects for domination?

Is it possible to fabricate history from such'projects'with-
out departing from them, that is, without abandoning the
perspectival visions of history itself and without interro-
gating the condition of its existence? Is it still necessary
to remember that the giobai nature of capitalistic rela-
tionships of procluction is at once a condition of cohesion

and of diffraction of techniques, that the 'enigma of goods'

The historian discovering how unhomogeneous his mate-
rial is confronts a series of questions that go to the root
of historiographical labor, indisolubly uniting the question
of languages, techniques, sciences, architecture to that of
the languages of history. But what history? With what
long-term objectives?

The questions we are asking set out from a highly precise

assumption. History is seen as a'production', in all senses

of the term: it is a production of meanings, starting out
from the 'meaningful traces' of events; an analytical con-

struction u,hich is never definitive but alu,ays provisional;
an instrument for the deconstruction of a certain reality.
As such, history is both determined and determining: de-

termined by its own traditions, by the objects it analyzes,

by the methods it adopts; also determining its own trans-
formations as weli as those of the reality it deconstructs.
The language of histo4, implies and assumes the lan-
guages and techniques which operate and procluce reality.
It 'contaminates' those languages and techniques and in
turn is 'contaminated' by them. Once the dream of a

knowledge that is immediately identified with a power is
over, the constant struggle between analysis and its ob-
jects, their irreducible tensions, remains. And it is pre-
cisely this tension which is 'productive': the historical
'project' is aiways the 'project of a crisis'.r

"Interpretive knowleclge," wrote Franco Rella,a "has a

conventional character and is a production, posing o mean-

ing in-relation-to, and not discovering the meaning. But
rvhat is the limit of these operations, this activity? What
is the site of this relation? What stands behind the Fiktion
of the subject, the thing, the cause, being? What, finally,
can support this'appalling plurality'? The bocly.'The phe-

nomenon of the body is the richest, more meaningful (dezf-

Liclrcre), most comprehensible phenomenon: to present
(uoran,zustelleiz) methodically without cleciding anything
about its ultimate meaning'.s This is Lhe linttt of interpre-
tation, even the locus of de.scriptiort.. . . In fact, through
criticism and the 'plurality of interpretation' lve have ac-
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Drawing by Williant Reueley.
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quired the strength 'not to wish to contest the world,s b7
enigmatic and disquieting character', and in this way,
genealogy is revealed to be critical of values, having dis-
covered the original material, the body."

The problem of the 'construction' of the object--disci-
plines, techniques, analytical instruments, long-term
stmctures-is thus presented as being thrown into a state
of crisis. Immediately, the historian is faced with the
problem of the'origins' of the cycles and phenomena which
are the object of his study. But is it not precisely in the
study of iong-term phenomena that the theme of origin
appears to be a myth? However much of the "ideal types"
of Max Weber or the conceptual structures of Er"win Pan-
ofsky are presented as instrumental abstractions, do they
not posit the fundamental difference between beginning
and origin? And why oze beginning? Is it not perhaps
more 'productive' to refer to multiple 'beginnings,, ac-
know'ledging that where everything conspires to make one
recognize the transparency of a unitary cycle there is
instead concealed a web of phenomena which only pre-
tends to be recognizable in these terms?

Indeed the identification of the problem of history with
the discovery of mythical 'origins' presupposes that con-
sequence that everything is inscribed in a nineteenth cen-
tury positivism. In posing the problem of an ,origin,, I
presuppose the discovery of aJtnaL end point: a final point
which explains all, and which derives a given ,truth, or
primary value from its encounter with this originary
ancestor. Michel Foucault has already counterposed a his-
tory to be formulated as genealogg against such an infan-
tile wish to 'find the assassin'. "Genealogy," he writes,6
"does not oppose itselfto history as the Iofty and profound
gaze of the philosopher might compare to the mole-like
perspective of the scholar; on the contrary, it opposes the
meta-historical development of ideal significations and in-
definite teleologies. It opposes itself to the search for
'origins'. . . ." Not by chance, Foucault bases his,,archae-
ology of knowledge" on Nietzsche, an archaeology ,,com-

prised of discrete and apparently insignificant truths and
according to a rigorous method."7 To avoid the chimera
of origin, the genealogist avoids any suggestion of linear
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58 causality. But he thereby exposes himself to a risk caused
by the shocks and incidents, by the weak points or points
of resistance which history itself presents. There is no
constancy in such a genealogy, and above all no'rediscov-
ery' or 'rediscovery of oneself': "Science is not made to
understand but to dissect."8

So, in opposition to auirkliclte Historie, we seek an anal-
ysis capable of reconstructing the event in its most unique
and acute character, of restoring a disruptive character to
its irruption. And chiefly one that is able to "shatter that
which permits a consoling game of recognitions." Recog-
nition presupposes what is already known: the unity of
history-the subject to be recognized-is founded on the
unity ofthe structures it resls upon, and on the very unity
of its single elements. Foucault explains very clearly the
consequences of such a cruel "will to know" freed of con-

soling temptations: "Even in the greatly expanded form
it assumes today, the will to knowledge does not achieve
a universal truth; man is not given an exact and serene
mastery of nature. On the contrary, it ceaselessly multi-
plies the risks, it creates dangers in every area, it breaks
down illusory defenses, it destroys the unity of the sub-
ject, it releases those elements of itself that are devoted
to its subversion and destruction."e

This is exactiy what Nietzsche foretold in Aurora.
"Knowledge," he wrote,'0 "has transformed itself in us
into a passion r,l'hich fears no sacriflce, and in the last
analysis, which has only one fear, namely, extinguishing
itself." In Beyottd Good and Eail, he added that "inherent
in the fundamental institution of existence may even be

the fact that he who reaches perfect knowledge faces
annihilation." 1 1

But is not such a limit, such a mortal risk, the same one

that language runs when it desires to theorize itself per-
fectly? Is not the feignecl crystalline transparency of his-
tory analogous to that which Wittgenstein saw as the
prejudice of the crystalline transparency of language?

What guarantee do I have that breaking and dissociating
stratifications which I recognize as alreacly plural in them-
selves will not result in a dissemination that is a conclusion

I



in itselfl In the encl, by establishing differences and dis-
seminations, as Derrida does, I in effect risk facing the
'annihilation' Nietzsche predicted and feared. But perhaps
the real danger lies elseu-here. The danger incurred by
both Foucault's genealogies--of madness, clinics, punish-
ment, sexuality-and Derrida's disseminations is the re-
consecration of microscopically analyzed fragments into
nerv autonomous unities rvhich are meaningful in them-
selves. What then allou,s me to negotiate the transition
from a history written in the plural to a questioning of
this very plurality?

Undoubtedly both Nietzsche and Freud felt that theoret-
ical ianguage must include pluraiity: the plurality of the
subject, of science, of institutions. To discover that ian-
guage is only one \t'ay of organizing reality, u.e must take
advantage ofthe profound dissociation ofthis very realit1,.
It must be macle clear that history cannot be recluced to
a hermeneutics, that history's task is not to draw back
the 'Maja's veil' of truth, but rather to cut arvay the
barriers history itself erects, in order to proceecl and to
surpass itself. It is useiess however to identify such bar-
riers with the great Institutions. Po.w,er itself is plural: it
cuts across social classes, ideoiogies, and institutions. On
this u,e can still agree with Foucault: the place of the
Great Refusal does not exist. We must recognize it as
within the por,ver systems themselves.r2

In other words, one must be alert to the fact that there
is no perfect identity between institutions ancl systems of
po\\,er. Architecture itself, an institution, is anything but
a unitary ideological block. As u'ith other linguistic sys-
tems, its ideoiogies clo not operate in a linear fashion. It
is therefore correct to suspect that the criticism of archi-
tectural icleology, as it has been undertaken up to now,
has only taken account of the most apparent and imme-
diate features of this ideology: the refusals, removals, ancl
introspections which run through the body of architectural
writing. Nevertheless, to shift the inquiry from a text-
a work, as it is presented, in all its apparent accomplish-
ment-to a context is insuffrcient. The context squeezes
together artistic languages, physical realities, behavior,
urban and territorial dimensions, politico-economic dy-
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60 namics. But it is continually broken by 'technical inci-
dents': by tactical maneuvers which intersect obscurely
with grand strategies; by subterranean ideologies which
are nevertheless operative on an intersubjective level; and
by the reactions of different techniques of domination,
each of which possesses a specific but untranslatable lan-
guage.

This is what Simmel, in Metaph.ysics of Deatlz, recognized
in the fragment of a letter of Nietzsche: "the secret of
form is that it is a boundary; it is the thing itself and at
the same time, the cessation of the thing, the circum-
scribed territory in which the Being and the non-Being of
the thing are only one thing."r3 But form is boundary,
there is still the problem of plural boundaries, and of
caliing them into question. Not by chance did Simmel, in
his essay on "Le Modo," acknowledge that "the u'ay in
which it is given to us to understand the phenomena of
Iife makes us notice a plurality of forces at every point of
existence; we feel that each of them aspires to overcome
the real phenomenon, limits its infinity in relation to the
other, and transforms it into pure tension and desire."la
He adds later, "Precisely because the desire to go on with
the given, to be equal to the others and to do what the
others do is the implacable enemy of the desire to proceed
to new and specific forms of life, and because each of these
two principles extends by itself to infinity, social life ap-
pears to be the battlefield where every inch of territory
is contested and social ittstit,rLtiotts seem like those btief
reconciliations during uhich the antagon,isms o-f the prin-
ci,ples, conti.nui,ng to act, ltaue assutrt,ed an outwardform
of cooperct"tion." t5

The issue is not to validate, thrtlugh Simmel, the Freud
of Eros and Thanatos, or-a perverse but always possible
act-Deleuze and Guattari's metaphysics of desire.
Rather the task is to recognizethat the theme ofboundary
intrinsic to forms, of the litnits oJ latr.guages, is an integral
part of a historically determined crisis, beyond which (but
u'ithin the signs it has imposed on us) we are today obliged
to position ourselves. This is to say that one can only
speak about language knowing that there is no place from
which comprehensive fullness can arise, because such full-
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ness has been historically destroyed. The faiiure of a sci-
ence of signs in general----of a semiology capable of trans-
Iating one linguistic system into another-is thus
presented to us. It is possible to seek endlessly to make
De Saussure's "system of differences" coincide with that
of architecture, of the physical context, of non-verbal lan-
guages. One can try endlessly to exorcise the unrest pro-
voked by the perception of 'epistomological ruptures,, by
trying to recover, for example, the innocence of arche-
typal symbols: thus the pyramid, the sphere, the circle,
the ellipse, the Iabyrinth are installed as permanent struc-
tures of inexplicably mutant forms, until the archaeolo-
gist's anxiety can be placatecl in the recognition of an
'eternal return of the identical'. One could hardly translate
Nietzsche more radically than the readers of Cassirer are
capable of doing today.

The problem is rather to discover why such a need for
certainty is still present, and to ask whether such infantile
efforts to reconstruct a lost amplitude through clisen-
chanted words are not congruent with the privilege given
by Lacan to the pure materiality of the signifier. Nothing
remains but to await anall'sis of forms-the Borrominian,
Piranesian, or Corbusian ectoplasms would lend them-
selves per{ectiy to this game-as instantaneous arrivals
of the Subject, and their reunification as manifestation of
the word of the Other. The nostalgia for dialectical syn-
thesis, in other words, is nourished by terror in the face
of the 'differences' that dominate linguistic games and the
multifarious practices of power, and it is dispersed in
innumerable contrivances: the temptation to recover a
domestic focus in resuscitating-with the most under-
handed tools-the Kantian I think is inscribed in the his-
tory of a crisis which erects fragile fences against its own
direction of movement.

How much longer must we lament to those who are nos-
talgic for 'centrality' that at present there is really no
other possibility than to trace the history that leads to the
divorce between signifier and signified, to journey again
through the crisis of that unstable marriage and to con-
cretize its intimate structures?

To search for a fullness and an absolute coherence in the 61
interactions of the techniques of domination is therefore
to mask history: or rather, to accept the masks in rvhich
the past presents itself. Does not the 'crisis of ideology'
proposed by great bourgeois thought perhaps conceal the
appearance of signifying practices which are more deceit-
ful, hidden in the folds of techniques for the transforma-
tion of reality? And if this reality is the site of an unceasing
battle, wiil it not be necessary to penetrate it further in
order to bring to light what is, in itseif, least evident?

"Just because Napoleon was nothing," Marx writes,16 "he
could signify everything except himself. . . . He became
the collective name of all coalition parties. . . . The election
of Napoleon could be explained only by replacing a name
with its manifold meanings." In the place of one, then,
"manifold meanings." Only by assuming that this hidden
plurality is real is it possible to destroy the fetish that
condenses around a name, a sign, a language, an ideology.
With this, we return directly to Nietzsche. "Whenever
the primitives established a word, they believed they had
made a discovery (Entdeckunq); they had met a problem
and in the illusion that they had solued it, they created
an obstacle to its solution. Today, for every bit of knowl-
edge, one has to stumble across words which have become
as petrified and solid as stones. And one wiil break a leg
on them instead of a word."r7 Since the use of language
is a technique of domination, it should not be difficult to
bring Nietzsche's observation back to different tech-
niques. Marx's entire Contrtbution to the Critique of po-
litical Economy achieves a fiitering and a rewriting which
break "words petrified and solid as stones.,,

With such 'words', criticism-and not just architectural
criticism-repeatedly constructs impenetrable monu-
ments. The 'stones' are piled up: their multiplicity is con-
cealed by buildings that merely pretend to give shape to
a Borgesian 'imaginary library'. Or the reverse: alwavs
leaving to the 'stones' their unspoken corporeal nature,
caverns come to be excavated in their interstices. Criti-
cism thus obligates itself to superfluous journeys; the
phantasms which it encounters within the false space it
carefully delimits assume the most varied countenances-



62 urban analysis, typological analysis, semiological analy-
sis-but only so as to conceal the real interlocutor at the
bottom of the cavern: dialectical synthesis.

"There is currently a critique of dialectical synthesis,"
Cacciari noted recently,r8 "because this synthesis has

fallen into a state of crisis which has historically marked
an entire phase of development and of the contemporary
State. . . . If it is 'indecent' by now to speak of Politics in
metaphysical terms . . . or of its Language, perspectively
privileged, comprehensive,'panoptic'-it is equally inde-
cent to want to 'save' the forms of Politics as institutions
which are somehow 'autonomous' with respect to the pe-

culiar impermanence of other languages and with respect
to the constant transformation of 'techniques' in whose
universe Politics appears inexorably confined."

Architecture as politics is a myth by now so spent that it
is useless to waste words on it. But if Power-like the
institutions in which it takes bodily form-'speaks many
dialectics', the object of history is the analysis of their
'confrontation'. The construction of physicai space is cer-
tainly the site of a 'battle': an accurate urban analysis
amply demonstrates this. That such a battle is not total-
istic, that it leaves margins, remains, residues, is likewise
an incontestable fact. Here a vast field for inquiry opens

up: for inquiry into the limits of languages, the limits of
techniques, and the thresholds that'give thickness'. The
threshold, the boundary, and the limit'define': and it is in
the nature of this definition that the object so circum-
scribed immediately becomes evanescent. The possibility
of constructing the history of a forrnal language arises
only by destroying, step by step, the linear nature of that
history and its autonomy: traces, fluctuating signs, un-
healed fissures remain. The 'movement of the horse' be-
comes historical as a {game' completed in itself, and
thereby tautological. The 'many languages' of forms dis-
cover thus that the limits of form itseif do not enclose
monads casually floating in their 'divine' self-transforma-
tion. The boundary line-what the rigorous formalism of
Shklovsky or of Fiedler and Riegl has so wisely traced
within the verbai and figurative arts-is there to mark
the points of impact which condition the interaction of

meaningful practices and practices of power endowed with
specific techniques.

But when and why did it happen that the disciplines rec-
ogaized themselves so specifically as to end up untrans-
latable to one another, deprived of any transcendental
uniflcation? When and why was the autonomy of tech-
niques defined as a perrnanent crisis, a conflict among
languages and even among the various dialects within the
same language? In what way does it help us, in the field
of architecture, to acknowledge its increasingly radical
fragmentation from the eighteenth century on, in disci-
plinary areas that only a delayed idealism would like today
to bring back to an operative unity?

And beyond this, a new question: is it legitimate to pose

the question of when and why without subjecting to crit-
icism, always and anew, the theme of origin? We have
then returned in full to the question of genealogy as

Nietzsche proposed it: as'construction'in the true sense

of the word, an instrument (susceptible to modification
and to being consumed) in the hands of the historian.

Historical genealogy is presented with all the character-
istics of a labor, a deconstructive and reconstructive labor
which dispiaces the Nietzschean 'stones' and reunites
them, and produces meanings by removing the ones of-

fered. Jean-Michel Rey has astutely related the 'massive
omissions' that Nietzsche discovered in the formation of
Ianguages, values, and sciences to the work ofdeciphering
that Freud indicated as essential for analysis.re

"In the distortion of a text," Freud observed in Moses

and Monotheism,2o "there is something analogous to mur-
der. The difflculty does not consist in the perpetration of
the act, but in the elimination of the traces. It would be
necessary to restore to the word Enstellung Lhe double
meaning it has a right to, although today the custom might
be lost. This terrn should not only mean'modify the ap-
pearance of some thing', but also 'put elsewhere, move
(aerschieben) to another place'. This is why in numerous
cases of the alteration of a text, we hold it necessary to
find hidden somewhere, albeit modified and torn from its



context, what has been repressed (das Unterd,riickle) and
rvhat has been denied (das Verlergnete). Bat to recognize
it is not always easy."

Let us try to turn the discourse in upon itself. Are not
the language of history or the languages coclified by crit-
ical analysis also 'spoken' through a series of censures,
repressions, negations? Textual criticism, semantic criti-
cism, iconological readings, the sociology of art, Fou-
caultian genealogy, our own criticism-are not all these
so many techniques which only decipher by concealing the
traces of 'murders' more or less consciously perpetrated?
In other worcls, one could say that the ianguage of criti-
cism, the language which ought to'move and break stones'
is itself also a 'stone'. Hor,l,, then, can we use it so as to
prevent it from becoming the instrument of a holy rite?

Perhaps it is clear now where the danger lies in the anal-
ysis of a Blanchot, a Barthes, a Derrida. Wiilingly assum-
ing the plural aspects of objects which themselves are
written in the plural-literary works as human sciences-
the critical languages ofthese authors are prevented from
ever passing the threshold that separates language from
language, one power system from others. They can violate
works and texts, construct fascinating genealogies, hyp-
notically illuminate historical knots othervvise hidclen bv
an easy reading. But they have to negate the existence of
a histotica| s'pace. There is no doubt that the task of
science is to dissect and not to assemble. And there is
equally no doubt that the true supra-significant metaphor,
so much so that it turns out to be impenetrable, is the
linear nature of scientific discourse: a discourse which by
statute has eliminated every metaphor by itself. It is not,
therefore, the acceptance of metaphor and aphorism
within the historical sciences that we protest. The real
problem is how to clesign a critique abie constantly to call
itselfinto a crisis u,hile forcing realitv into a state ofcrisis.
Reality, that is, and not merely its individual segments.

Let us return to Marx: if values penetrate into ideologies
which clisplace initial needs, we can interpret such ideo-
logies as 'delirious representations' in a Freudian sense.
On the other hand, a delirious representation is a social

9 Sigmtutd Freu.d and h.i,s clcLughtet'

Anna, 1!)13.

10 Freud's Last house in HantpsterLd,
London.
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production. The history of German Social Democracy dem-
onstrates hou, the myths of 'fi'aternity' and peace split in
two the great Bismarckian strategy and the forces that
opposed it. But this myth also breaks and reunites the
strands of this same opposition as well as the different
meaningful practices. Lasalle, Kautsky, the various
Expressionist currents, the AktioTz group, Spartacism,
Berlin Dadaism, the utopianism of the Glaesetne Kette,
and the Arbeitsrat .filr Ktmst turn out to be 'spoken'
through instruments rich with interstices: interstices
through which we can penetrate to the grotesque populist
ideologies of Darre and Rosenberg. Should we really be
astonished to observe the affrnity between the supra-
mystical anarchism of Taut's Alpine Architecture and the
horrifiiing ideology of Bltd und Boclen? 2r Nevertheless,
these delirious representations turn out to be historically
necessary. Stitching up the 'discomfort of civilization',
they permit the survival of civilization itself. But insofar
as they act as dams restraining ebullient forces, if they
are not immediately shattered they become obstructions.
Historical analysis destroys such dams, but not to en-
courage improbable epiphanies of the individual or collec-
tive Subject, or to celebrate Masses for the floods ofdesire
finally free to explode.

As representation, history is also the fruit of a dismissai,
a negation. The problem is to make this negation aJtred
abstraction, so as to give theoretical r,r,ork direction. It is
no accident that Marx speaks of abstraction for the anal-
ysis of poiitical economy.

Fixed abstraction is so only when it knows its limits, that
is to say, if it continuously calls itself into question, if in
transforming and rupturing the materials of its own anal-
ysis-its own ideological dams-it transforms and rup-
tures itself and its language. Criticism therefore is a labor
in the true sense of the term, the more fruitful the more
it is conscious of its limits. But it is illicit to be pleased
with such consciousness.

After disintegrating the apparent unity of reality and dis-
placing the ideological barriers which conceal the com-
plexity of power strategies, we face the theoretical knot
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of how to construct a history that will reach to the heart
of these strategies, that is, their means of production. But
here a further difficulty arises: means of production nei-
ther erplaitt nor determine. They themselves are antici-
pated, retarded, or trar.ersed by current ideologies. Once
a power system is isolated, its genealogy cannot be offered
as a universe closecl within itself. Analysis must go else-
rvhere. It must make individual isolated fragments collide
with one another and put on trial the limits which it has
established for itself. As labor, in fact, analysis has no
end, as Freud recognizecl; it is infinite by nature.22

Here a neu' problem emerges: ideology never acts as
'pure' force. It not only'soils' and is'soiled' by praxis, it
also intertwines with other, often antithetical ideologies.
It could be said that ideologies act in groups and that they
expand in a capillary fashion in the construction of reality.
Negation of the subject, sacredness of the banal, Schop-
enhauerian mystical practices, devastation and reaffir-
mation of the material, celebration of the 'enigma of goods'
and exasperation before it: all are indissolubly interlaced
in the poetics of the negative avant-garde. The vision of
the work ethic translated into ascetic images, character-
istic of the 'radical' and constructivist architectural and
figurative currents, displaces the factors that compose
that interlacing; but the lleu,e SachLichkeit sinks its roots
in it, in that sublimated negative, in the macabre decom-
positions of Gottfried Benn's Morg,ue. The ideological im-
plications are not a closed issue: they may become so once
they have exhausted their historical tasks-as happens
today-revealing a viscosity that must be combatted, but
which first should be analyzed in its peculiar characteris-
tics.

We do not want to be misunderstood. We absolutely do
not mean to intone hymns to the irrational or to interpret
ideological bundles in their complex interaction as 'rhi-
zomes' in the manner of Deleuze and Guattari.23 We are
not being offhand when we say that it is necessary'not to
make rhizomes' with those bundles. However implicated
historical criticism is by the objects and phenomena it
analyzes, it must knolv how to balance on the razor's edge
between detachment and participation. This is where the

'fecund uncertainty' of analysis itself is located, its inter- 65
minableness, its need to return always and anew to the
material examined, and at the same time, to itself.

A neu'doubt occurs here. Recognizing that ideologies and
Ianguages-Nietzschean'stones' and Freudian'delirious
constmction5'-a1s social productions, one could fall into
a low-level idealism and argue that their theoreticai illu-
mination through pure historical analysis is capable of an
efficacious and operative dismissal.

It would be useless to tear into the methods of 'operative
criticism'-it is more correct to label the latter'normative'
to avoid potential ambiguities about our real intentions-
while leaving intact its basic principles. Any social pro-
duction does battle lgith alternative social productions:
this seems undeniable. Must we invoke a mystic, dialec-
tical exchange between the 'collective intellectual' and re-
structured disciplines? Is not that path which we cannot
be absolved from following perhaps again the traditional
effusion of subjective experiences within institutions left
unsusceptible to analysis and ultimately untouchable?

Perhaps it is not yet possible to offer valid and concrete
responses to our question: but it is important to grasp its
centrality for the present debate, and precisely to the
extent that it is an exquisitely political problem. Anyone
who does not want to mythicize'theoretical' space today
faces that unresolved question: the socialization and pro-
ductivity of historical space. Analysis and design: two
social practices divided and connected by a bridge that is
for now artificial. And here the disquieting theme of in-
tenninabLe analysis returns. Interminable for its internal
characteristics, for the objectives which as such it is
obliged to pose. To enter into praxis, such analysis is
forced to give itself boundaries, albeit partial and provi-
sional ones. Historical work, in other words, is obliged to
betray itself consciously: the final page of an essay or a
study is necessary, but it should be interpreted as a pause
which implies points of suspension. In any case, every
pause is more productive to the extent that it is pro-
grammed.
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Such labor, then, needs to proceed through time, con-
structing its own methods as supports which undergo pe-
rennial transfomation. What decides the mode of such
transformations is always the material on which it oper-
ates. History-like quintessential Freudian analysis-is
not just therapy. Calling into question its own materials,
it reconstructs them and continuously reconstructs itself.
So the genealogies which it traces are also themselves
provisional barriers, just as analytic work is by no means
sheltered from the conditionings of meaningful practices
or means of production. The historian is a worker 'in the
plural', like the subjects on which he labors. So there is
a linguistic problem in history. As criticism of meaningful
practices, it will have to 'remove stones' by removing its
own stones. Criticism speaks only if it also turns the doubt
with which it attacks reality onto itself. Per{orming its
own constructions, history slices with a surgeon's knife
into a body whose wounds should not be healed. But at
the same time, analogous unhealed wounds rend the sol-
idarity of historical constmctions and deny them the sta-
tus of 'truth'.

Analysis, then, reaches to the heart of a series of battles
and assumes the character of a struggle: against the temp-
tation to exorcise disease and 'recover', against its own
instruments and against contemplation. Every analysis is
therefore provisional. Every analysis only measures the
effects which it sets in motion in order to change according
to the intervening mutations. The certainties which his-
tory presents are therefore to be read as expressions of
removal. They are no more than defenses or barriers
which hide the reality of historical writing. They incor-
porate uncertainty: a'true history' is not something which
cloaks itself in the mantle of indisputable 'ideological
proofs', but which recognizes its own arbitrariness, and
sees itself as an (unsafe edifice'.

Such a characteristic of historiographical labor is meas-
ured, we repeat, by the processes it gives rise to. The
processes determine the validity of the provisional con-
struction, itself offered as something to be reinterpreted,
analyzed,, and superseded. But at this point the question
of the materials of history reappears. Fields of artiflcially
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pre-established inquiries stand out from history. They
deal l'"'ith sciences ancl techniques for transforming reality,
power systems, and ideologies. Every one of these fields
of inquiry presents itself u'ith a language of its own. What
this completely formalized language conceals is the tension
of its melting into a universal language, of its tettdency
totoard anoth,er. Are not the clistance which separates
words from things and the divorce of the signifier from
the signified (Nietzsche calls this the "mortal silence of
the sippr") perhaps instruments of differentiated porver
techniques? Is it u,orthwhile to limit oneself to comment-
ing on them: Do not dissecting them and revealing their
arbitrariness and hidden metaphors allow us to isolate
new historical spaces?

Historical space does not construct improbable bridges
between different languages and techniques remote from
one another. Rather it explores rvhat such remoteness
expresses, sounds out u,hat is presented as auoid, trying
to make the absence u-hich seems to fill that voicl speak.

It is, then, an operation u,hich descends into the inter-
stices of techniques and languages. Operating within the
interstices, the historian certainly does not aim to stitch
them up; rather he intends to explode what is attested
about the limits of languages. In this way historical labor
calls into question the problem of 'limits': it confronts the
division of Iabor in general, tends to expand its ou.n bor-
ders and designs the crisis o.f giuen techniques.

History as 'design of crisis', then. There is no guarantee
of 'absolute' validity in such a design: no 'solutions' in it.
One must learn not to ask history for pacifications, nor to
ask it to travel endless and rocky distances to stop in
astonishment at the borders of the enchanted forest of
language. The path must be abandoned in order to clis-
cover what lies between it and the other paths: the prac-
tice of power often occupies the unfathomable forest. This
must be shattered, cut, and trodden endlessly. We have
no illusions about the demystifliing power of historical
analysis in itself. There is no autonomy in its reshuffled
deck of cards and its attempts to change the rules of the
game. But as social practice-the practice of socializa-
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gle which calls its own connotations into question. Within
such a stmggle history must be prepared to risk: to risk
at least a provisional 'unfeasibility'.

How does one establish such premises as these in the
specific area of architectural writing? We have already
pointed out that in this area it would also be useful to set
up a "system of differences" and to identify a gamut of
diverse practices, each with its own history to be pieced
together by archaeological means. Let us go back to the
beginnings of our discussion: only in more felicitous mo-
ments-at least, for the historian--do architecture, tech-
nics, institutions, urban administration, ideologies, and
utopias come together in a formal work or system. Such
a coming together has often been called for by the intel-
lectual establishment, especially since the Enlightenment,
but only because the fragmentation of the classical ordo
has dispersed ancl differentiated the separate approaches
to the stmcture of the physical environment. Many his-
tories come to be written, for just as many different dis-
ciplines. But as far as architecture is concerned, it is often
found more productive to start with fragments and un-
realized ideas, with the purpose of putting back in their
contexts works which would otherwise appear to be with-
out meaning.

Don't failecl u.orks, unrealized attempts, or fragments all
pose problems usually masked by the "finished quality" of
u,orks that have attained the status of "texts" ? Don't
Alberti's "errors" in perspective or the "geometric games"
of Peruzzi actually serve more as examples of the diffr-
culties inherent to a Humanistic utopia rather than as
monuments in which one piacates the anxiety that
emerges from those unfinished attempts? And in order to
fully understand the dialectic that shapes twentieth cen-
tury avant-garde traclition, a dialectic drawn between the
extremes of the tragic and the banal, isn't it more useful
to go back to the dazzling buffooneries of the Cabaret
Voltaire than to examine works in which the tragic and
the banal are reconciled with reality?

The manipulation of forms always has an objective that



68 transcends the forms themselves: it is this constant "be-
yond architecture" that triggers the breaks from the past
by the "tradition of the new." It is precisely against such
a "beyond" that the historian is called upon to measure
himself. To forget this criterion is to risk sinking into the
quicksand of sublime mystifications on which rests the
monumental structure of the Modern Movement.

We are therefore bound to the unremitting task of disas-
sembly when confronted with the object of our research.
And research of this kind presupposes a chemical analysis
of that quicksand using reagents of an opposite nature.2a

AII this means putting emphasis on the dialectic that in
time comes to establish itself between concrete labor and
abstract labor, in the Marxian sense of both terms. In this
way architectural history may be read on the basis of
historiographical parameters relative to both the devel-
opment of intellectual labor and the development of the
modes and relations of production.

Architectural history thus comes to assume diverse re-
sponsibilities. On the one hand, it takes upon itself the
task of critically describing the processes that condition
the "concrete" face of planned invention-that is, it de-
scribes the autonomy of linguistic choices and their his-
torical function as a specffic chapter of intellectual history
and its modes of reception. On the other hand, it becomes
part of the general history of the structures and relations
of production: in other words, it takes shape "reacting"
accorcling to the development of abstract Labor.

In this light, architectural history will always seem to be
the fruit of an unresolved dialectic. The consideration of
the interrelationship between intellectual foresight,
modes of production, and modes of consumption ought to
make the apparent synthesis in any given work'explode'.
It is precisely where this synthesis is presented as a com-
pleted whole that it is most necessary to expose the dis-
unity, fragmentation, and "dissemination" of the work's
internal unities. From these dis-aggregated components
it will then be necessary to proceed to a separate analysis.
Consumer relations, symbolic horizons, avant-garde hy-

potheses, linguistic structures, methods of restructuring
production, advanced technology-all should then present
themselves stripped of the ambiguity ingrained in the
synthesis "demonstrated" by the work.

It is clear that no single methodology, when applied to
separate components in this way, will be able to take into
account the "totality" ofthe work. Instead, separate fields
such as iconology, political economy, history of thought,
of religions, of sciences, of popular traditions, will each be
able to make use of individual fragments of the disassem-
bled work. The work will have something to say for each
of these disciplines. For example, by taking apart a work
of Alberti, I should be able to shed iight on the foundations
of bourgeois intellectual ethics in formation, on the crisis
of Humanistic historicism, on the str"ucture of the fifteenth
century's world of symbols, on the structure of a partic-
ular commercial relation, and on the consolidation of the
new division of labor in the building trade. But no single
above component will serve to account for the whole work.
The critical act will consist of the 'reassembly' of the
separate foagments once they have been historicized. Ja-
kobson and Tynjanov, and later Karel Teige and Jan Mu-
karovsky, spoke of the continuous interrelation between
the linguistic and extra-linguistic series.2s The final his-
tortcization of the multiple 'non-linguistic' components of
a work will have, in this sense, two results: that of break-
ing the magic circle of language by obliging it to reveal
the foundations on which it rests, and that of permitting
the recovery of the 'function' of language itself.

But with this observation we have returned to our initial
assumption. To study how a language 'acts' means to ex-
amine its incidence in al1 the individual extra-linguistic
spheres touched upon by the 'dissemination' of the text.
At this point we are faced with two alternatives. Either,
like Barthes and la nouuelle crttiq'trc, we will take the
trouble to multiply the metaphors within the architectural
text, dividing and varying to infinity its "free valences,"
its specific "system of ambiguities"'26 or we lr,'ill resort to
factors external to the text, extraneous to its apparent
structure.



Both methods are legitimate; it depends only on the goals
one sets for oneself. I could choose to put myself in u,hat
we defined as the magic circle of language, transforming
it into a bottomless u'elI: this is u,hat so-called "operative
criticism" has been doing for some time, serving up, like
so much fast food, its arbitrary and pyrotechnical hair-
splittings of Michelangelo, Borromini, and Wright. But in
so doing I would have to be very clear that my objective
is not to write history, but rather to give form to a neutral
space in u,hich I would have floating, above time, a heap
of metaphors devoid of substance. In this case my only
concer^rr should be to be charmed, that is, pleasantly de-
ceived.

In the contrary case, I would have to measure the real
incidence of the language on the extralinguistic series to
which it is connected. That is, I would have to measure,
for example, in what way the introduction of the concept
of measurable figurative space is a reaction to the crisis
of the Renaissance bourgeoisie; or in what way the dis-
integration of the concept of form corresponds to the for-
mation of the new metropolitan universe; or in what way
the ideology of an architecture reduced to the status of a
"negligible object," a mere typology, a plan for reorgan-
izing the building industry, fits into a true perspective of
"alternative" city planning.2T The interrelationship of in-
tellectual labor and the conditions of production will serve,
in such a case, as a valid parameter for recomposing the
mosaic from the separated pieces scattered by the pre-
ceding analytical disassembly. Putting architectural his-
tory back into the area of the history of the division of
labor does not in any way imply a regression to a "',rrlgar
Marxism"; it does not imply neglecting the specific char-
acteristics of architecture itself. On the contrary, these
characteristics will be emphasized by a reading that would
situate---on the basis of verifiabie parameters-the real
import of planning decisions within the dynamic of the
production transformations that they either set in motion,
retard, or attempt to prevent. It is clear that an approach
of this nature should in one way or another respond to the
problem posed by Walter Benjamin when, inThe Author
as Producer, he gave secondary importance to that which
a work says about the relations of production, while giving

primary emphasis instead to the function of the same work 69
ruithin the relations of production.28

All this has two immediate consequences:
a) With respect to classical historiography, it necessitates
a review of the criteria by which we reconstruct historical
periods; the above-mentioned dialectic (concrete labor/
abstract labor) presents itself in a new light only where
it triggers a mechanism integrating intellectual foresight
with modes of production development. And it is the re-
sponsibility of historical analysis to recognize such an in-
tegration, with the goal in mind of constructing structural
cycles, in the fullest sense of the term.
b) With respect to the debate over the analysis of artistic
Ianguage, the proposed method diverts attention from the
area of immediate communication and directs it instead to
that of underlying meanings. That is, it makes it necessary
to measure the 'productivity' of linguistic innovations and
to subject the domain of symbolic forms to an analysis
capabLe of calling into question, at alL times, the ltistoric
Legttimacy of the capitalistic diuision of labor.

The need for such a revamping of analytical criteria is in
any case implicit in the central theme of our research: that
is, the historic role of ideology. Although it is usually
taken for granted, the role of ideological superstructures
in the writing of history remains relatively unexplored;
there remains, in fact, an open field for investigating the
historical interpretations of ideology's concrete interven-
tions in the real. And it seems to be of pressing urgency
that the ambiguous face of the super-structure not be left,
to itself. That is, it must be prevented from multiplying
ad infinitum in the absorbing game of mirrors that it
presupposes as its own specification. But this is possible
only if we succeed in entering the enchanted castle of
ideological forms armed with a filter that functions as an
efficient antidote to hypnosis.

The parameters proper to a history of the laws permitting
the existence of architecture are thus proclaimed to be
capable of unraveling the intricate, traveled routes that
lead to utopia-for the purpose of tracing, in outline form,
"the horse's moves" institutionalized by poetic language.



70 Indeed, it is precisely this that Viktor Shklovsky empha-
sized when, in discussing the course of poetic language,
he spoke of "the horse's moves."2e Like the zigzag move-
ments of the horse in a game of chess, the semantic struc-
ture of the poetic process "swerves" away from the real,
sets in motion a process of "alienation" (as Bertolt Brecht
well understood), and organizes itself like a per-petual
"surreality."30 AIi the energy of a philosopher like Max
Bense is concentrated on defining the relations between
such a "surreality" and the technological universe from
which it issues and to which-the case of avant-garde art
is a prime example-it returns as the stimulus to contin-
uous and permanent innovation.

But here it is also necessary to make clear distinctions.
To define ideology tout court as the expression of false
intellectual consciousness is useless, to say the least.

No single work, not even the most failed or pedestrian,
succeeds in 'reflecting' a preexistent ideology. What with
all the theories of "reflection" and "mirroring" the game
has been over for a ll'hile now. But the 'swerving' that a

work carries out with respect to all that which is other
than itself does in fact smack of ideology, even if the forms
that it takes are not ciearly articulated. But it should be
possible to reconstruct the specific structure of these
forms-bearing in mind, however, that between the ide-
ologies incorporated into the work's signifiers and the
current mode of ideological production there always exists
a margin of ambiguity.

The recognition of how this swerving 'functions' with re-
spect to the real will instead be more immediate: that is,
we should recognize both the means by which the work
maintains its "artistic distance" from the real world and
the conditions which permit the existence of this distance.

To all this should be added a further consideration. The
most outstanding accomplishment of the gTeater part of
avant-garde art and architecture has been that of reduc-
ing, to the point of nullifying, that "swerving" or distance
between the u'ork and all that is other to it-between the
object and its conditions ofexistence, production, and use.

Once again, the ideologies invoked in support of, or un-
derlying, the practice of architecture break down into
many facets, inviting a detailed critical operation. In op-
position to a purely documentary ideology that shapes
itself upon the existing order, at least three other types
of ideology present themselves in history:
a) a 'progressive' ideology-typical of the late nineteenth,
early twentieth century avant-gardes-which aclvances

the theory of a worldwide embracing of the real: namely,
the avant-garde ideology which refused any sort of me-
diation (and of which Fortini has spoken3t) and which, in
the final outcome, found itself fighting the mediation of
consensus (consensus came to regard this approach as

pure "propaganda");
b) a 'regressive' ideology: that is, a "utopia of nostalgia,"
expressed most accurately, from the nineteenth century
on, by all the different forms of anti-urban thought, by
the sociology of Ttinnies, and by the attempt to oppose
the neu' commercial reality of the metropolis with pro-
posals tending to recuperate mythologies of anarchistic or
"communal" origin;
c) an ideology which specifically calls for the reform of
primary institutions necessary to urban, territorial, or
building management, and which anticipates not only ver-
itable structural reforms, but also new modes of produc-
tion and a different order to the division oflabor: here we
are speaking of, for example, the American progressive
tradition, the thought and u'orks of Oimsted, Clarence
Stein, Henry Wright, and Robert Moses.

The above classifications are not based on abstractions but
on historical example. To repeat, ideologies always exert
their influence in relation to one another, often overlap-
ping each other, and sometimes they reverse themselves
completely as they run their historic course. A typical
case is that of anti-urban ideology which, through the
work of Geddes and Unwin and their confluence in the
Conservationist and Regionalist trends in the America of
the 1920s, takes an unforeseen course with the establish-
ment of the modern techniques of territorial planning.

In this way, also, a single body of u,orks-the example rif
Le Corbusier is particularly apt here----can be judged ac-



cording to a number of diverse criteria, presenting itself
at once as one chapter in the rvhole development of the
avant-garde and as an instrument of institutionai reform.

But it is rather important not to confuse different levels
of analysis. That is, we must examine with differentiated
methods products which exert an influence in different
ways on the productive order. Let us specify further: one
could always perform a purely linguistic anaiysis of set-
tlements like Radburn or the Greenbelt cities of the New
Deal. But a method such as this-the only valid one for
giving a factual account of the u'ork of Melnikov or Stir-
ling-would prove to be inadequate for the task of cor_
rectly placing these ideas in their proper context, that is,
within the relationship betu'een the institutional revamp-
ing of the economic management of public workers ancl
the manifestation of this revamping within the builcling
industry.

To those u,ho might accuse us of methodological eclecti-
cism, we should respond that they are unable to accept
the role of transition (an ambiguous one to say the least),
which by now has become an important part of the frag-
mented and multifaceted discipline of architecture.

Again, all this implies the acloption of an extremely broacl
sense for the term "architecture." It is clear that the
validity of the analyses we propose is most evident in the
modern and contemporary periods-from the crisis of feu-
dalism to the present day-where they may be appliecl to
the multiple, changing meanings attachecl to the term
"intellectual labor," which are the result of transforma-
tions within the building industry and are irreducible to
any single common denominator.

Thus difficulties might be avoided by attributing a relative
and flexible meaning to the concept of architecture. That
is to say, it will be necessary to destroy the artifical
mlthology attached to the concept of "the work." But not,
as Foucault proposes, for the purpose of establishing the
ineffable preeminence of the anonymously tttered word,,
nor for the purpose ofresuscitating the slogans so dear to
the first years of the Modern Movement.

The history of contemporary city planning does not at all 7l
coincide u'ith the history of avant-garcle hypotheses. On
the contrary, as several recent philosophical inquiries
have ascertained, the tradition of city planning rests on
foundations that have nothing to do u,ith the avant-garcle;
it rests, instead, on such factors as the nted,icalisation d,e

LcL uille so integral to physiocratic thought; on the late
eighteenth century taxonomy of service spaces; on the
nineteenth century theories of Baumeister, Sttibben,
Eberstadt; on the accomplishments of the American park
Movement, and on English ancl French regionalism. These
factors make necessary a radical reassessment of the in-
terreiationships between city-planning history and the
parallel history of the ideologies of the Modern Movement.
By following this method, many myths ought to crumble
of necessity.

In order to disentangle this skein of artificially confused
threads, u'e shall have to place many inclepenclent histo-
ries alongside each other so that we may recognize, when
such is the case, any mutual interdependencies, or, as
more frequently is the case, any conflicts in their natures.
The "beyond," to u'hich modern architecture tends by
definition, should not be confused with the reality of urban
dynamics. The "productivity of ideology,'is measured only
by its concrete resuits in the history of political economy
as manifested within urban history.

The phenomena which permittecl the clirect comparison
betu'een artistic writings and real procluctivity point to an
extremely complex process whose beginnings cannot eas-
ily be made to coincide with the advent of the Industrial
Revolution. Robert Klein has delineatecl the steps in the
process of the "loss of referent" for the course of modern
art, and Andr6 Chastel has correctly noted the affinity
betu'een Klein's approach and that of Benjamin. ,,This
contradiction [the death of objective reference ancl its
kaleidoscopic transfomationl"-writes Klein-,,is in the
final analysis an epistemological contradiction, comparable
to the aporiae ofthe object ofconsciousness. How can one
affirm, beyond the image, a non-figurative norm, a telos
of figuration according to which one measures the image?
Sooner or later this referent must be macle to desc&d



72 into the work itself; we must have done with any thought
that posits outside of itself a subject and an object, and
whose final word, already uncertain because of its initial
postulate, was psychologism in philosophy and impres-
sionism in art."r2

The relation between referents, values, and aura is im-
mediate; no history can be given of the actual attempts to
reduce the u,ork to the pure presence of the act that
mimes the artistic process, nor can any historical account
be given of modern architecture's successful attempt to
break dou,n the barrier between the Ianguage of forms
and that of existence, except in dialectical juxtaposition
with the historical cycle of classicism. To "acttalize" this
cycle would entail recognizing its structural depth and
individuating, diachronically, its closed systematics. But
it would also entail the understanding of a dual character-
istic within the cycle: the emergence of a mode of intel-
lectual production that we have still not yet fully reckoned
with, and the appearance of a conception of language di-
rected solely toward "r'eferents," which the "dialectics of
the Enlightenment" would undertake to destroy. For this
reason, the history of classicism itself reflects the diffr-
culties of modern art; for this reason, also, the method we
are trying to elaborate must be able to apply itself, with
timely adjustments, to the prehistory of bourgeois civiii-
zation. In other words, the cycle begun by the visual
rationalism introduced by Tuscan Humanism may act as

a rear-view miruor-in which are reflected the ghosts of
the present day's bad conscience-for a history intent on
re searching the be ginnings of capitalist ci a iliz atiott,. 3 3

And in this regard we may even accept the lr,arning for-
mulated by Adorno: "The theory of the aura, when han-
dled in an undialectical manner, leads to abuses. It per-
mits the falsification, through trends and fads, of that
disjointedness in art which is finding its own piace in the
era of mass-technological reproduction. The aura of a work
of art is not only its here and now, as Benjamin would
have it, but everything within the work that transcends
its contemporaneity. . . . Even works that have lost their
charm contain more than would seem proper to their lot.
The "expository value" of these u'orks, u'hich in time

should take the place of their aura-induced "cult value,"
is a mature stage of the exchange process."ra

The result of such reasoning does not really modify by
very much Benjamin's original thesis, which could readily
allow that the "expository value" might be the mature
stage of the exchange process, but only in works which
haven't already incorporated this process within them-
selves. From Adorno's proposition there emanates a nos-
talgia that becomes more evident at the end of his passage

on "expression and construction": "the category of the
fragmentary," he concludes on the subject of the contrast
between the wholeness and disintegration of a work; "is
not that of contingent singularity: the fragment is that
part of the work's totality which resists totality itself."rs

Beyond such nostalgia, there remains the problem of "han-
dling the theory of the aura in a dialectical manner." That
which a u'ork "exposes," even when the work starts from
the desire to lay bare the artistic process in the making,
is only the less vulnerable side of its structure. The sem-
iological approach may be able to turn the laws behind the
production of images back on themselves;36 but shedding
Iight on their implications is the task of another method
of dissection.

The unawareness of the need to combine more analytical
methods has Ied to a historiographical impasse: instead of
clarifying the real resistance posed by the institutions of
the capitaiist system against the hypotheses ofthe world-
wide renovation of the territorial order, historians have
preferred to trace accounts from within the development
of their respective ideoiogies.

It is no accident that the jeremiads on the "crisis of ar-
chitecture" as u,'e11 as the unrealistic proposals for "anti-
classical languages" are seeming increasingly arbitrary
and inoperative. Ifone desires to understand the meaning
of the real transformations that have come about in the
field of planning and design it will be necessary to write
a new history of intellectual labor and its transformation
into purely technical labor (into "abstract labor," that is).
Besides, haven't the productivism of Rodchenko, Mayak-
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ovsky's u'ork for Rosta, and Le Corbusier's and (on the
other side of the coin) Hannes Meyeris predictions already
pointed out the problem posed by the transformation of
artistic activity into labor that is directly channeled into
the productive order?

It is useless to lament a fait accompli; ideology has be-
come reality, even if the romantic dream of intellectuals
who set themselves the task of "guiding, the productive
universe has remained, logically, within the superstruc-
tural sphere of utopia. As historians, our task is to recon-
struct lucidly the course followed by intellectual labor
through modern history, and in so doing, to recognize
contingent tasks that call for a new organization of labor.

The influence of physiocratic thought on eighteenth cen-
tury ideas of urban reform; the birth and development of
company-tou,'ns in the nineteenth century; the birth of
city planning in Bismarck's Gemany and in laissez-faire
America; the experiments of Sir Patrick Geddes and Ray-
mond Unwin, and later of the social-democratic and rad-
ical administrators of German cities; the theoretical work
of the Regional Pianning Association of America; the or-
ganization of Soviet cities during the first five-year plans;
the contradictory reorganization of teruitory realized b1'
Roosevelt's New Deal; the urban renewal of the Kennedl,
era: these are the separate chapters of a succession of
events involving a cliversity of experimentation, all of
them directed toward finding new roles for the u,ork of
the architectural technician, who remains a traditional
architect only in less significant cases. And if anyone
should remark that there often exists a gap betrveen the
traceable history of the above succession of themes and
the forms of the Modern Movement's architecture, we will
respond that it is precisely the same gap that avant-garde
ideology places between its own demands and their trans-
lation into teclutiques. It is a gap which historical writing
does not have the power to fill, but which it must instead
emphasize and make the tangible object of widespread
knowledge.

Sotrrce llote: Tltis text is translated .from the Introduction to
Manfredo Ta.furi's book La sfera e il labirinto (Turin; Einaudi,
1979). It _originallg appeared in a 'shorter 

.form in Casabella,
1t29, October 1977.
Editors' Note: Diane Ghirardo translated the flrst part of the
text, pp. 55-67, and notes 1-23. Stephen Santarelli translated
the remaining part of the text, pp. 67-Z8, and notes 24-36.
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Figure Creclits
1-From Berggasse 1g_, Eclmund Engelman, photographer (Ner,v
Yolk: Basic Books, Inc., 1976).
2-15 From Manfi'eclo Tafuri, "11 'progetto' storico,', CasabellcL,
429, October 1977.
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Phore, FribotLrg C atheclral. C lturclt
and religiotrs cetier. Alberto
Sadorrs, 1931. Alottontetric.

Sartoris: The First Classicist of the Avant-Garde

Oriol Bohigas
Trattslatiort by Siluia KoLbouski

The recognition of Alberto Sartoris in the interpretation 77
of the history of modern architecture has had disconcert-
ing oscillations: he u'as forgotten as architect and as theo-
retician in the episodes whose protagonists were Zevi and
Benevolo-of special significance since their points of view
were informed by the Iocal phenomenon of Italy; then
considered sublime by the Spanish and Latin Americans
who in the fifties and sixties received him as if he rnere
the reincarnation of the pioneers; and finally reconsidered
in historiographic revisions and exhibitions of recent
years, ranging from the articles of Patetta' and Fagiolo2
to the exhibition in Turin3 and the last (1976) Biennale in
Venice. Such fluctuating recognition can doubtless be
understoocl as a result of the typical theoretical interests
of hisloriography, u,hich are often independent of the pos-
sible vaiue of the subject.

In outlining here the revision of Sartoris, we do not intend
to elude the specific critical interests and contemporary
historiographies which permit his revindication as an in-
teresting precedent ofmany current tendencies and preoc-
cupations. But at the same time, u,'e wish to emphasize
the objective value of his u,,ork-architecture and writ-
ings-as a coherent whole whose quality and character-
istic methods constitute an example of a certain personal
independence in spite of his remaining u'ithin the cultural
frameu'ork of the period in u'hich he began his activity.

Tradttion
One manner of interpreting the cultural role of Sartoris's
first works is to present them as the bridge-almost the
only bridge-between Sant'Elia and Gruppo Sette, that
is to say, as the flrst example of the Italian avant-garde,
the first effort to bring the Modern Movement emanating
from central Europe to Italy. This is an accurate chrono-
logical and intentionalist interpretation, but clearly insuf-
flcient. It is true that in his flrst projected works-realized
and written-and in his efforts for cultural promotion, we
find constant reference to the incipient Modern Move-
ment, a pioneering will ancl intent to break the relative
backu'ardness of Italian archiLecture in order to integrate
it u.ith a moclern international attitude. But, in addition,
there is, even from the beginning, an intention to give an



78 "Italian" answer-not only by geographic but by ideolog-
ical extension on cultural and political planes-and a

"Mediter"ranean" ansu'er; so Italian and Mediterranean
were the antithetical movements to which Sartoris had to
refer: the Novecento and Futurism. Both movements
were mixed with a climate of national exaltation-their
seeds had survived in Italy for many years and still pro-
voke the nostalgic air of revolutionary models-but at the
same time they refer indirectly or directly to the Euro-
pean avant-garde. From Futurism to Metaphysical paint-
ing and throughout the architecture of the Novecento, a

similar new formal spirit is found, as is a profouncl sur-
realist vibration, which is the aspect interpreted best in
the historical revisions-for example, the most memorable
issue of Edilizia ModerncL of 1963-and the one most
reutilized, for example, in some aspects of Aldo Rossi's
work.

It must not be forgotten that Italian culture between the
wars invoked reason and tradition from every ideological
category, although in any one ofthem these concepts ll'ere
interpreted in substantially different u'ays. For those of
the Novecento the will to order and reason was uncler-
stood as a Classicist, anti-avant-garde attitude which was
translated into a language of stylistic simplification. For
those who more or less subscribecl to the international
Modern Movement, it u,as a problem of functional ration-
ality and of the restoration of a new language, the con-
sequence of a new methodology. But, for both, tradition
had apparent validity in its roots. Persico was one of the
few architects who-as early as the l930's-protested
against the myth of Mediterraneanism, accusing it of "a
particular aspect of the decadence of our taste ancl gen-

erally of taste in all of Europ€,"4 in his commentary on

the "Programma d'Architettura" of Quadrante and on the
First Italian Exposition of Rational Architecture of 1928.

But Sartoris was an active militant of reason and tradi-
tion, and what for many \,r'as a bungled compromise u'as
for him an innovative effort: the search for the historical-
and Classicist-roots of the Moclern Movement. F rom a

theoretical point of view, his effort was almost singular in
the fleld of architecture, although others mirrored, often

equivocally, the most stylistic characteristics of his work.
The case of De Finetti i-s important in this respect, for his
direct refereuce to the ambiguous lesson of Loos. The
curious house in Pescarenico (1929) of Nino Fiochi is like
a manifesto of superficial rationality laid over a traditional
classical scheme: the changing succession of windows
meant to express a particular functionality are cut out of
a Palladian composition. But most signiflcant are the ar-
chitects who constitute the first group of Turin-among
whom Sartoris himself figures-and who joined cohesively
in the Exposition of 1928: Perona, Montalcini, Chessa,
Cuzzi, the younger Pagano, etc.

Responcling to the complexity of his cultural environmetrt,
Sartoris initiated, almost by himself, an operation in rvhich
he would consistently persist for most of his life: the in-
terpretation of Rationalism-or of Functionalism, to use

a term in whose invention he participated directly-as a

constant in Mediterranean architecture, which in the
tu'entieth century reaches a genuine expression, thanks
precisely to the participation of Latin architects u'ho main-
tain their rationality in the face of the challenge of the
future. Sartoris is surely the flrst architect of the avant-
garde who claims a historical base for the Modern Move-
ment, a base which is none other than the tradition of
Mediterranean Classicism, remodeled on the Futurism of
Sant'Fllia.

In 1932, he publishes his first book, which attempts to
summarize the Modern Movement through the abundant
use of theory and iconography: Gli Elem'enti
dell'Arch.ttettura razion ole.s Up to that moment the only
works published on the subject were the books of Gropius
(1925), Hilberseimer (1926), PlaLz (1927), Hitchcock
(1929), Taut (1929), and Malkiel-Jirmounsky (1930). Tfte
Internotiottal Style of Hitchcock ancl Johnson is contem-
poraneous. Given the partisanism or programmatic char-
acter of the majority of the books mentioned, Sartoris's
work can be considered as the first complete summarizing
effort of the panorama.

An enthusiastic and redemptive attitude characteristic of
avant-garde pioneerism is at the base of all his reasoning.



His optimism vr,ith respect to the social role of design is
explicit: "In reneu'ing art and the art of construction, the
civil spirit is renewed. In realizing the modern house,
modern man is, in a certain u,ay, defined"; an "urbanism
inspirational to the will to form the new spirit of future
generations." The new civic involvements, rationalization
and the economy, and the priority of function are the
slogans of this optimistic avant-garde.

But, "evident forms of beauty and plasticity w-ill never be
negated." Architecture understood primarily as a work of
art locates Sartoris in a sector of the avant-garde which
Le Corbusier himself deflnes in the prologue to the book:
"among human needs there are, we agree, that of keeping
the feet \l,arm, but I am very sensitive to the need to
experience that pieasure u-hich derives from harmony,
pleasure u,hich is rn'orth more than a Iobster to an Amer-
ican, more than a glass of champagne or a fresh salacl."

Artistic quality exists on a privileged plane, taking to the
extreme the Corbusian position. The generalized qualifi-
cations of ambiguous significance, the reference to the
"lyrical and spiritual longing of man," to geometric clarity,
to the "principal rules of beauty at the service of utilitar-
ianism," to "pure art" and "magical reality," take on, in
Sartoris, a tone anaiogous to his critical texts on modern
painting or sculpture, in rvhich he defends with similar
elements an art in u'hich u,ould be found a level of ab-
straction corresponding to his aesthetic judgments.

But the reference to geometric orcler and clarity goes
beyond pure consideration of form and method, in order
to comprehend a certain historical and ideological content.
The new architecture is understood through a "Latin pre-
disposition to geometry u'hich resolves all external and
internal forms of rationalism." The positive and authentic
movement is "that of a return of rationalism to its Euro-
pean origins and to its Mediterranean Hellenic character.',
In the first issue of Quadrante (May 1933) the "Pro-
g'r.amma di architettura" (signed by Bottoni, Cereghini,
Figini, Frette, Griffini, Lingeri, Pollini, Banfi, Belgiojoso,
Peressutti and Rogers) declares likewise, "Affirmation, in
the heart of European rationalism, of a determined Italian

tendency
itv."

Affirmation of Classicism and Mediterrane- 79

These references are quickly converted into the begin-
nings of a lengthy attempt to historify modern architec-
ture in the Mediterranean, and more concretely, in Italy.
The invocation of no less than sixteen "isms" (among those
a curious "Ultraism" credited to Garcia Mercadal y Aizpu-
rua) is only a generalization of Sartoris's real aim: to locate
in the Futurism of Sant'Elia the bases of Rationalism. But
he does not stop there. In his articles of Ig25 to 1936
collected in Intr"odu.zione alla Architettura Moderna6 his
historiographic process of modernity distances even the
nruestti cotnacini. As such, the EncyclopAdie1-whichbe-
grns u,ith a chapter entitled "Perennite de l'art
Moclerne"-could have been called "Histoire de
i'architecture moderne . . . a travers Ies ages" or "Histoire
de I'architecture nouvelle . . . de l'antiquite i nos jours."
That historical modernity pulls away from the comacini
and marks a series of significant steps. Thus emerge Leo-
narclo, Lodoli, Ledoux, Antonelli, Eiffel, and Futurism.

This attitude responds to trn,o very concrete suppositions
vl,hich are actually very ne$. to his epoch. The first is that
of the consideration of rationality as a propulsive constant
of architecture. And this rationality is the fundamental
contribution of Mediterranean architecture. The passing
of rationalism onto a primarily stylistic plane is not, in
other u'ords, a rupture of modern architecture, since it is
rooted in a revision of the architectural discipline as it
appears in illustrative episodes from Lodoli to Ledoux.
Such an effort to found the Modern Movement in history-
the flrst symptoms of which must be found in Kaufman-
is unusual among militant pioneer architects in the move-
ment, who were mostly preoccupied with their "rupturist"
role. Persico, for exampie, lavishes abundant attacks on
Sartoris, and on those who invoke Lodoli or Ledoux, as
contemptible chauvinists. Von Ledour bis Le Corbusier is
referred to as a marginal erudite elucidation, and Pram-
polini is considered as misguided because he takes into
account the importance of Sant'Elia in the formulation of
modern architecture, $,hose orthodoxies of radical neu,-
ness and moralism should not refer even to Futurism.
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2 Group of pubLishirtg hottses,
project. A. Sartoris, 1920.
3 Volu,metric study .fbr tnttuersity
buildinos, Turtn. A. Sartorts, 1921 .

I Study Jbr the plaza of tlr,e Stadium
in Turin. Steel structure for sntall
and ntediu,m sized i.ndustrial
buiLdings. A. Sattoris, 1922.
5 Chapellbar, Jiilurist project.
A. Sartoris, 1920.

8

6 The "sm,alLest house itt tlte world"
for fiue people. A. Sartotis, 1925.
This h,ouse u)as mass-produced in
1978 Jifty-three Ae&rs alter its
design.
7'Brtdge' h,ousing. A. Sart.oris, 1921
8 Supermarket, project. A. Sartoris,
1920. Third scheme.
9 Country house.for a large.family,
Tttritt. A. Sarforis , 1926-1927.
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10 Attisans' pautltort., Turtn.
A. Sartoris, 1926-1927. Second
scheme.
11 "Pauilion in u:ood and steel,"
Turin. A. Surtoris, 1928.
Re-desigrt of the completed artisans'
pauilion.
12 "Pauilion." Re-design o.f'the
completed artisan,s' pauilio,n.
A. Sartoris, 1928.

'l71 ,

13 ArT.tsans' pauiLtott (C onturtidacles
Artisanas Auton omas ), Turitt.
A. Sqt'toris, 1927-1928. The sntall
lcLterol u:irtgs utere for product
exhibttiotts. This was tlte .first
Rationalist bu.ilding in ltaly.
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84 In Italy, Persico u,as the defencler of a theory which was

parallel to that of Pev-strei', rviro cliscernecl the start of the
movement in Morris and the phenomenon of Arts and

Crafts. This would be Sartoris's second supposition: the
desire to negate possible Nordic origins, trot so much for
the possible chauvinism rvhich macle Persico indignant, a-s

for an afflrmation of Mediterranean Classicism against the
mists of Romatrticism and Nordic medievalism, and for a

profounci claim to aesthetic-ancl stylistic-preemil"lence
over ethics ancl sociology. The EncycLop1die begins u'ith
a furious attack against the theses of Piotrcers ot' the

Morlent Mouement, at-rcl rvhen he focuses on the Ruskin
theme, his virulence flares and he brings up the nineteenth
century text of Eugeni d'Ors: "Ruskin has done with
beauty r,vhat Bourget has u'ith psychological adultery, and

Singer u'ith the serving machitre: macle it cheaper' He is
the inventor t-rf a vanity case ftlr travel. At present it is
on sale in all the great department stores of the world.
There is something \\'orse than pianola music' I l'efer to
the uestltetic of pianola. I mean that of Ruskin."E

The Encyclop1clie begins u'ith the attack on Pevstler ancl

ends u.ith a long anti substantial attack on Zevi (such as

we would expect considering the firmness and coherency
of Sartoris's position). it is not only a matter of revindi-
cating Meclitet'raneatr historification as against Zevi the
ne\\' proponent of the Morrisian bases, but of interceding
violently against the alternative promotion of "organic
architecture" as part of Zevi's proclaimed "post-rational-
ism," and even agairtst the u'hole of the work of Wright,
which he consiclers as a betrayal of the grand tradition-
Mecliterranean and Classical, otre must not forget-of au-

thentic architecture. The afflrmatior-r of a "tlational roacl"

to rationalism thus opposes the "post-rational" regional-
ism of organicism: "Carlo Lodoli employs for the flrst time
the term l'aru:hitecture organtqtte." "To speak of Organic
Architecture as a novclty is to break clou'n a door that is
alreacly open, for one can already flnd it, for instance, in
Assisi (Italy) or at Santa Pau (Catalonia)." "The expres-
sion liouctioiicl naturall;' encompasses t'ational atrd or-
ganic." "For a functional architecture . . . to be valid, the
universal elements used in it must attain a level of national

and regional consistency." "Tradition, taketr in the pure

sense of the succession of styles is the reservoir and cru-

cible of the nerv. . . . It is not the weight of tradition that
is to be feared, in other words that plastic and construc-

tive acts become classicizerl, but rather the enslavement
of academicism. The succession of styles is proof that
tradition has never kept novelty from flowering'"

Tradition as a fountain of rejuvenation ("all that is not
traclition is plagiarism," was stated by Eugeni cl'Ors);

Mediterraneanism as Classical base and as origin of ra-
tionality; Functionalism as a total and coherent move-

ment, from Futurism to Organicism, in u'hich one cannot

expect fissures, retrogressions, or "post" attitudes be-

cause in tradition the eternal truths take root which make
possible a total and definitive revolution: these are some

of the elements of Sartoris's thinking, constants u'hich
permit one to read, over the adherence to the European
avant-garcle, the permanence of the political-cultural exj
altations of the Italy' of his epoch, where the insuperable

contraclictions of the avant-garde rn'ere resolved dramati
cally in Futurism, the Novecento, and metaphysical paint-
ing-constants, based not solely on cultural convictions

but on a strateg.v for bringing Rationalism closer to Fas-

cism, making the two compatible in making Rationalism
seem to coincicle with nationalist and monumentalist ob-

sessions garbecl in histot'ical tradition, and, above all, a

relative cultural autarchv toward the ordhte ttltouo.

St yle
"The succession of styles is proof that traclitiorl has never
kept novelty from flowering." This phrase directly sug-

gests the themes of style and stylism characteristic of
Saltoris ancl certain of his cotltemporaries.

There is no doubt that one of the principal intents of
Sartoris's iconographic summaries is that of establishing
the image, of fixing unequivocally the elements of the neu'

style, the referent points of which are always the Classical
and Mecliterranean tradition, understood in the terms al-

leacly cleflned. This stylistic conception has tlvo precise
levels: first, the demonstration that that tradition treed

not imply the acceptance <tf the "other" Fascist architec-
ture, that of a Classicism made simplistic, anti-revolution-



ary, counter-innovative, a Classicism through u,hich, for
the most part, Garnier, Perret, or Le Corbusier can be
read in a Mediterranean key; ancl second, a more compre-
hensive consicleration of stylistic consistencies than ofthe
ideologies or methoclologies implicit in the Modern Move-
ment. That is to say, on the one hancl, piacentini's Archi_
tettura d'oggi is proclaimed as a peremptory, polemical
alternative, and on the other, major references to such
attitudes as those of Taut, May, Hilberseimer, Klein, or
Schumacher are suppressecl, as are the typological and
distributive conquests u'hich in Italy had niade known
certain texts like those of Griffini. As a consequence of
these attitudes, the Sartorian compilations suppress con_
tributions u,hich u'ould conflict rvith their intent to present
a stylistic consistencl,' (is it not in this rvay that the ab_
sence of the Barcelona Pavilion by Mies, or the meager
presence of Wright in Gli Elenten fz lr'oulcl be justified?),
ancl the reproduction of factories and urban settlements
is scarce in comparison u'ith the abunclance of photographs
expressive of style.

Pattetae observes that Sartoris's books ancl articles, in
proposing the cliffusion of a vocabulary ancl the formal
adoption of a language, already indicate ,,the failure of the
ideal and re-energizing character of the Moclern Move-
ment u'as precisely in the proof of its acceptance. . . . If
it is true, as has been noted, that the politicai causes of
dictatorial repression (Italy, Germany) or of bourgeois
conser",atism (France) have succeeclecl in cancelling out
the architecture of the Moclem Movernent from the Eu_
ropean scene, then the phenometron of mannerist formal_
ism in the years 1930-1940 had been undermineci from the
inside through its subversive capacity ancl icleological na_
ture."

But if, from a certain point of view, this afflrmation is
certain, in Sartoris's case one has to admit that the sty_
Iistic pressure \ ras justifled, not simpl-v as a strategy for
confronting a Fascist architecture opposed to the Moclern
Movement, but as a conscious and polemical revindication
of style as an innovative factor in the coul.se of histot.v
and even as a method of "artistic" affirmation u.hich in thl
polemical sayings of Le Corbusier and Gropius is reclucecl

to terms of ambiguous generalities. For Sartoris, style 85
would be the normative end of a figurative thinking whose
profound valiclity would find itself in the same essences as
the Movement.

The concept of styie to which we make reference in this
interpretation is doubtless the same as that which under-
lies the texts and works of Sartoris. That is to say, its
most traclitional meaning, which resides definitively in the
Renaissance and survives the first wave of the great trea-
tises: "a homogeneous group of general principles, lin-
guistic and formal-proportionist rules, and technical pro-
cedures, coclified for use or tradition, ancl associated with
a historical period, rnith an artistic culture, with a deter-
mined symbolic content." 10 This does not even inciude the
qualitative ancl personalized value lr,.hich was introduced
into the term-associated with "112nns1.,,-bv the criti-
cism of the sixteenth century.

This concept is maintained until the inception of the Mod-
ern Movement u.ith tu,o variants rvhich can roughly be
referred to as Art Nouveau and the Secession, reipec-
tivel1,. The former is the u'ill to create a new style with
the character of a rupture, and the latter entails the belief
that the ne\\' group of rules appears along a critical and
evolutionary line rvith respect to the preceding historical
experience. The first evidentlv has a somewhat normative
strain, while the second attempts to maintain the meth_
odological scheme of classical authors. The Motlern Move_
ment, however, in its role which we call orthodox, would
refute the concept of style under a functionalist and soci_
ological hypothesis, according to vuhich a strict and revo_
lutionary modernity is centered in the fact that form is
generated by other causes and not by the establishment
of that "homogeneous group of general principles, linguis_
tic and formal-proportionistic rules,,, proclaiming the ac_
ademic-diclactic conception of compositional treatments in_
effectual ancl retat.dataire.

But Sartoris, in spite of his association with the Modern
Movement, cloes not renounce his fundamental Classical
beliefs. He eviclently agrees that a raclical rupture has
been produced, but believes that the normalization and
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18 Palace of Fine At"ts. Second
scheme, 1929.
19 Studiolhouse .for Jean-Saladin
ucttt Berchern, Poris. A. Sar"toris,
1929. A) second sehente, B)
a,t' o rt ct rrt et ri c o.l' t h e st u cl i o cLtt cl

tttezz0.ttiile.
20 House.for Hettri Fen.ere,
Gerteua. A. Sarloras, 19.10.
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2l Catholic churclt. in Lourtier.
A. Sartoris, 1932. Interior
ar,onometrtc.
25 Projectfm a church in Sarrayer,
Valois. A. Sartoris, 1932.

Perspectiue shouing tlte' suspended
dome.
26 Project for a clrurch in Sarrager,
Valois. Plan.
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21

21 Project for interlocking housing
units for professionals in the liberal
arts. A. Safioris, 1931.
22 Villa Breuleux, Lausanne.
A. Sartoris, 1931.
23 Residence in Chexbres.
A. Sartoris, 1937. Aronom,etric.
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90 codification of a new style are possible-codification as

intended by the Secession, that is, accepting the perma-
nence of some historical laws and even of some origins
rooted in tradition, in structurai permanence, but in ad-
dition to a revolutionary and inventive process such as

that proposed by Art Nouveau. Thus, accepting the func-
tional, social, and productive theses of the Modern Move-
ment, he strove to emphasize the foundation of a new
"homogeneous group of general principles" within a
clearly stylistic scope, an effort which came to systemize
certain partisan aspects of the Constructivist proposals of
De Stijl and of Futurism, by submitting to a process of
historification.

Implicated in this was an afflrmation that sounded het-
erodox: in the new architecture, in spite of everything,
the consistency of a style could be defined, and the affir-
mation of this style was often more important than the
considerations which justified it in extra-disciplinary
terms. The acknowledgment of a "modern style"-in
which were found, inclusively, many fbrmal contributions
deriving from unorthodox lines, u,'hich are often evident
in Sartoris's own work-and the necessity of a continued
consideration of the lar,l's of architectonic composition as

a system either with a certain autonomy or else with an
overtly cultural dependency are tu,o affirmations which
anticipated some of the critical interpretations which in
the last few years have been stated in regarcl to the
Modern Movement.

One must recognize, then, an attitude which, after having
been labeled conformist, mannerist, and at times pa.ss6,

can now be considered as much closer to recent preoccu-
pations of young European and American architecture.
The reinterpretation of neo-Classicism and the Lodoli re-
form as essential contributions to the formation of modern
architecture-in opposition to Pevsner's pioneerist the-
sis-and the attempt to concretize them in clearly stylistic
terms by means of a norm which reclaims an academic
tradition today give Sartoris polemical timeliness.

E clecticism and Atrtottotrty
The stylistic will-or rather, the Classicist codification of

the new architecture, the insistence on aiming at the for-
mulation of a treatise-is also evident in all of Sartoris's
work, in which we can discern tu'o fundamental aspects:
eclecticism as a stylistically unifled response and the au-
tonomy of the architectonic object.

It is impossible to consider the work of Sartoris as be-
Ionging to the orthodoxy of the Modern Movement, under-
stood within the parameters of the Corbusian and Bau-
hausian avant-garde, in spite of his having been its first
disseminator in the Italian context. His continued and
unwavering devotion to Futurism (Sartoris is "an archi-
tect who, after Sant'Elia, can be considered the most
genuine representative of the Futurist architectonic con-
cept," according to Prampolini in the preface to Introclu-
zione alla Architettura Moderna), his intent to recompose
the propositions of De Stijl, his casual encounters with
Art Deco elements, and his ventures into Expressionism
and Constructivism must be interpreted as counter to the
wili to unify and define a style. Likewise, his frequent
recourses to the distributive and typological organizations
lr,,hich the Modern Movement u,as forming must be under-
stood as an acceptance ofthe catalogue ofits own abstrac-
tion of established models. We can almost cali it an
a-critical acceptance in the sense that there is more of a
desire to divulge, codify, and make perfect, to deterrnine
production through style, than to question method or ide-
ology.

The Futurist Capilla-Bar of 1920 (fig. 5) can be interpreted
virtually as a matrix in which the elements and attitudes
of all his work are already activated. The theme is as such
already significant: the ironic double usage generated in
the abstract image of an altar and the function of the
hierarchical distribution of wafers and beers can be re-
lated to an attitude of ambiguous anarchism so character-
istic of an Italian moment in which political and cultural
positions all fall to the equivocal temptations of Futurism
and Fascism. To thematic eclecticism-if such an ironic
extension of the latter term can be permitted----corre-
sponds a formal eclecticism. From the rustic Classical
stylobate to the elements of Art Deco which are confused
with De Stiji premeditations in an effort not to overlook



recent Futurist models, the whole project-significantly
reduced to a colored perspective-indicates the preemi-
nent position of stylistic factors as propaganda for a new
architecture which applies the new concepts of an eternal
artfulness.

The curious group of publishing houses (fie. Z) of the same
year seems to establish a theme already evident in
Sant'Elia: a union of the formal dynamism of a wilful
modernity rvith monumental traces taken from the com-
posite methods of classical modernature and anticipating
certain values of today polemically-polemically?-recon-
sidered of Fascist architecture. This same monumentality
is magnified in the ordering of the plaza of the Stadium of
Turin of 1922 (fi1.4) u,ith metal-structurecl and continuous
glass curtain buildings for small and medium sized indus-
try. In these buildings certain compositional elements are
established which subsist throughout Sartoris's work,
such as, in part, as Fagiolo observecl:rt the bridge, the
macle, and the -stepped buikling. The three are always
utilized in forming part of the same linguistic code u'hich
synthesizes-at times anticipating solutions-the stylistic
formulas of Futurism, Constructivism, ancl the macle-
shaped and pyramidal compositions of the American sk1,-
scrapers best realized in the Art Deco period. These ele-
ments are evident in the project for a supermarket of 1g20
(fig. 8), the volumetric scheme for a university center in
Turin of 1923 (flg. 3), the houses/bridge project of 1921
(fig. 7), the group of si-r tou'ers in Anemasse of the same
year, the studio for an acaclemy of dance in Geneva of
1929 (fig. 14), the first stages of a project for the Palace
of l'ine Arts in Milan of i928 (fig. 17), etc.

The t1'pe of macle rvhich surely synthesized best the for-
mal rupture of the Modern Movement in Sartoris's work
is that of the prism and the cylinder. Fagiolol2 has sum-
marized the significant recurrences of this formal scheme:
Sartoris's project for a group of workshops ancl stuclios
anrl the Maison du Peuple in Vevey of tgZT (fig. 15),
Golosov's project for a commercial center (1926) and work-
ers' club (1928) in Moscou,, and Terragni's Novocomum
(1928). All of these are preceded by Sant'Elia's sketch for
an electric powerhouse (1913-1914) where the large cor-

ner cylindrical chimney penetrates into a rectangular gl
body. With more or less subtlety, Sartoris u'oulcl continue
to use this macle, which serves to reinforce the st.ylistic
stamp of the closed cylindrical stairs, or of the inclepen-
clent boclies u'hich float in a real or virtual space of another
geometric order.

The cylincler in the middle of the interior of the
house/workshop of the painter Jean-Salaclin van Berchem
in Paris of 1930 (fig. 19) generates, moreover, a whole
system of cylinclrical lvalls u,hich resolve unions and which
rvith functional rationales attempt to give space to that
freeclom so common in the work of Le Corbusier. But here
it is not the inimitable ancl sentimental curve loaclecl u,ith
sculptural expressiveness; rather it is a rigorous geomet-
ric formula, a clirectll, communicable model.

The game of asymmetries is also highlv codified in Sar-
toris, u'e might almost say acaclemic, indicating a methocl
of design in which functional analyses resolve themselves
in a rationality typified by the superimposition of a ne\v
artistic expression u'ithout the loss of its revoiutionary
liberty. The plan for Notre-Dame du Phare for Fribourg
of 1931 (fig. 1 [frontispiece]) responcls to a near symmetry
which arises as much from an unadornecl functional dis-
tribution as from the acceptance of types coclifiecl from
Palladio to Durand. But the familiar axonometric of this
steel ancl glass cathedral appears to contradict what the
plan suggests: the axial monumentality is totally unpro-
nounced in an interpretation of asymmetric volumes, as
if searching for a game of macles rvhich in plan did not
exist. The same expressive liberty-contradictory, as
value of that expressiveness-is to be founcl in almost
contemporanerius ."vorks, like the Torre dels Ous of that
other stylist, Jujol, where the reminiscence of that other
sty,le-Modernism-does not prevent the clear application
of the same method. In this sense one must emphasize the
difference between this project and that of the Futurist
church by Fillia (1930) which, in spite of formal similari-
ties, adheres to the suppositions proposed by the Neo-
Futurist-and Constructivist-nlagazine rvhich Fillia him-
self managed in Turin.
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27, 29 Satellite workers' city,
Rebbio, Cortto. A. Sartoris ancl
G. Ten"agni, 1938-1939. The
housittg is attfibtded to Sartoris
'utltile th,e casa del fascio,
adm,ittistratiott buildings, etc. are
a.ttributed to Ten'agrri. The gerrcral
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28 Residence Motand-Pasteur in
Saillon (Vallese). A. Sartoris, lgSS
30 Satellite workers' city, Rebbio,
Como. Low and mediutn rtse
housing.
31 Satellite workers' city, Rebbio,
Cotno. General plan.
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32, 33 "La tnia casa ideale,"
architect's owtt hottse tn FLorence.
A. Sartoris, 1942. Facade and rear
3/+ Residences for aftists in Puerto
de La Cntz, Teneri.fe, Cattary
Islands. A. Sartoris, 1953.
35 Motel at Cttlly, SwitzerLand.
A. Sartorts, 1962-1963.
36 House in Tacoronte, Canary
Islartds. A. Sartoris, 1952.
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96 The symmetry of most of Sartoris's urban projects seems
to be justifierl b1' a typological clarification, carriecl to the
extreme of polemic, as in the case of the project for work-
ers' housing units on pilotis in Geneva of 1926-1927 (fig.
16) u,here he establishes the model of the passage and
dwellings repeated according to a strict module. This
methocl, and often this same moclel, is repeatecl in other
themes, such as the Villa Breuleux in Lausanne of 1931
(f,r1. 22) r,r,'hose plar-r of diagonal symmetry is one of the
most curiousll, raclical proposals of moclern architecture.

There are two extremely significant works in Sartoris's
first epoch u'hich clearlf illustrate his role in the al'ant-
garde: the pavilion for artisan communities in Turin of
1927-1929 (flgs. 10-13) considerecl the first Italian ration-
alist building, and the Catholic chulch in Lourtier of 1932
(fi,g. 2q the flrst modern church built in Su,'itzerland,
which w'as considered a scandal. They are signilicant for
the provocative role u'hich they played, marking the chat'
acteristic avant-garcle attitude of the author, but also be-

cause they express very cautiously and subtly the will to
coclify a Classical style inside the Modern Movement. If
one compares the lr.ork in Turin, above all its principal
facacle, ruith the Villa Savoye, one understands u'ell what
the different features are. The pi,lotis here acquire an-
other signification: they are part of a single skin, of the
continuity of a solid layer over a peclestal u'hich is simplv
punctured, in a poetic more closely related to other CIas-

sicist stylists like 'lerragni or Rossi. The shelves which
shape the corners-ostensibl5r for the functional purpose
of supporting the exhibit of handicraft products-suggest
an interpretation u,hich, following the example Art Deco,
approaches the brutal proportions of the paclded colon-

nades of Ledoux. The differentiated windows, in contrast
to the continuous Corbusian windotl', recompose the plan
of the facacle into a consistent ancl expressive skin. Thc
asymmetrical top of this clearly stylistic sign goes abso-
Iutely contrary to the spontaneous fluidity and function-
alist erpressiveness of the u,alls of the ten'ace-garclen.

The elegant church in Lourtier could be analyzecl u'ith
similar criteria, criteria which can be extencleci to more
modern works, such as Keller, the industrial establish-

ment in Saint-Prex (1959), or the Motel in Cully of 1961-
1963 (fig. 35).

The effort to make concrete a stylistic systemization which
is resolved in compositional relations is also understood in
the absolutely autonomous treatment of the architectonic
object. More than autonomous, Sartoris's projects are in-
different to the environment, or in fact, to possible envi-
ronments, insofar as they are already established as

models. Architecture is understood as a compositional con-

sistency, which flnds its justification in history or in fig-
urative suppositions more than in the situational response

of the landscape or the city. For the Sartoris of the 1920's

and 1930's, not only did the considerations of social urban
structure remain distant, but also those of an architecture
u-ith a commitment to shape the city in the contemporary
sense. Sartoris's projects betoken a ne\\'step toward the
valorization of architecture as a rn'ork of art: the definitive
abandonment of its pretencled capacity to anecdotal and
functional scrvices in order to be elevated to a category
rnhose presence determines u,ithout compromises the fu-
ture of the environment which supports it.

In this attitude of indifference tor,l'ard the environment
one must aiso ir-rclude the indifference to scale. The ma-
jority of Sartoris's projects expressly refuse any scale

reference as determining their size. Any of his axonome-
trics could be interpreted as skyscrapers, as monumental
sculpture, or as a bibelot or a paper\4reight. The faith in
compositional autonom.v rises above the anecdote of size

and functional relation.

DrotL'irtg
If the drawing of architecture is always a substantial orid
expressive part of the idea of architecture which the work
proposes, in Sartoris's case it is easy to deduce that the
drawing is the maximum expression of his proposals of
stylistic revisions. It is not strange that in the past feu,'

years, above a}l after the Turin exhibition, Sartoris's ax-

onometrics have enjoyed a success which extends beyond
the purely architectural ll'orld, serving almost as prece-
dents of that "drarn'n architecture" r,l'hich toclay attempts
to conceptualize the discipline polemically.



Sartoris rvas a s1'stematic practitioner of axonometrics in
the style propoundecl by Theo van Doesburg and Cor vat-r
Esteren around 1920. The clebate over the impact of the
perspective, and the open crisis on historical considera-
tions and on the new forms of representation which the
Cubists maneuverecl polemically, provoked diverse, and
innovative experimer-rts in architectural drau'ing in the
1920's. The axonometric was intendecl to resolve the
theme of the maximum objectivity of representation, ap-
proximating a Cubist simultaneity of resonances. The ef-
ficac-v of the measurable ancl in general the quality of an
instrument of technical and precise communication were
other advantages of the axonometric. But for Sartoris,
most important rvas its distancing of reality: the axono-
metric represented in a single act not a multiple reality,
but the essential ancl categoric traces of that reality. As
such, the architectonic object, autonomous, inclifferent to
any environment, to any circumstances, was deflned solely
as iclea and as stylistic code, in a total and comprehensive
manner, not so as to see, but to unclerstand. To under-
stand everything rnithin the strict limitation of the shad-
ou,less line, which substitutes volumetric fragmentation:
the line explains more because it does not vet contain an.y
anecdotal reality.

The same occurs rvith the use of coior. Many of Sarloris's
colored drawings seem to follow the influence of Neoplas-
ticism and, in reality, that influence cannot be denied. But
there are essential clifferences. The first is that perhaps
those colors should not be interpreted as part of the proj-
ect, that is to say, as proposals to be realized, but rather
as simple indications in the clrau,ing emphasizing the es-
sential traces ll'hich are meant to be communicatecl in
order to convey signiflcance.

Another difference can be found in the form and the planes
on which the color is applied. There is not so much an
effort at Neoplastic decomposition-u,hich never appears
in the structuring of planes in Sartoris's u,ork, as it does
appear, on the other hand, in the work of the Dutch or of
Mies-as at finding an instrument for the qualification of
surfaces, through a secondary process of autonomy of the
component elements of the whole.

In the drawing is focussed, then, the final synthetic 97
expression of Sartoris's overall attitude toward the Mod-
ern Movement, an attitude which-from the juvenile en-
thusiasms of La Sarraz, to today's professorial attitude,
passing through an activist itinerary of conferences, ex-
positions, cultural promotions, equivocal and complicated
political compromises-has branded him as heterodox and
marginal, at times causing him to be accused of a pseudo-
conformist professionalism and perhaps of being a super-
ficial commentator on architecture on behalf of those who
persisted in making architecture an instrument of utopian
redemption. This attitude has not permitted him to arrive
at great achievements, not even to resolve fully his own
architecture, but is today presented as a testimony which
anticipates certain aspects of the critical revision of Ra-
tionalism.
1978
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Source Note: This atlicle was .first published in Spanish in
Arquitecturas Bis, 25, Nouember 1978.
l. Luciano Patetta, "Alberto Sartoris critico e architetto razion-
alista," C ontrospazio, JuneiJuly 1970.
2. Marcello Fagiolo, "Alle origini del Razionalismo italiano. Dis-
egni inediti di Sartoris (1920-1930)," Ottaqono, December 1974,
and "Sartoris: il magico Santuario del super-neo razionalismo
internazionale," Casabella, 395, 1974.
3. Catalogue, edited by Alberto Abriani, of a show at the Gal-
lerie d'Arte Martano, March/April, 1972.
4. Eduardo Persico, "Punto e da capo per l'architettura," Do-
irzirs, November 1934.
5. Alberto Sartoris, GLi elementi d,ell'architettura razionale
(Milan, 1932); the second edition, published in 1935, carries the
title Gli elementi dell'architetttrra .funzionali. Sintesi panor-
am ica dell'arch itett uro mode na (19'35).
6. Sartoris, Introduzione alla Architettura Moderno (Milan,
1943).
7. EncyclopAdie de l'Architecture Nouue\Le. L Ordre et climat
MediterranAens (Milan, 1948); IL Ordre et climat Americains
(Milan 1954); III. Ordre et climat Nordiques (Mi]an, 1957).
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ed. 1918).
9. Patetta, "Alberto Sartoris critico e architetto razionaiista,,'
Controspa zi o, JuneiJuly 1970.
10. R. Nicolini in the section on "style" in Dizionario Enciclo-
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diti di Sartoris (1920-1930)," Ottagono, December 1974."
12. Ibid.
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Documents "An Appreciation of the Author"
from Architectural Record, May lg12

A. D. F. Harnlin

Professor Otto Wagner, Imperial-Royal Surveyor-in- 99
Chief of Buildings for Austr-ia, ancl since 18g4 professor
of Architecture in the Imperial Academy of Fine Arts at
Vienna, is the unquestioned head ancl leacler of his profes-
sion in the Austro-Hungarian Empire ancl one of the most
fertile and original of moclern architectural clesigners. He
u'as born July 13, 1841, at Pentzling, a suburb of Vienna,
and after a course of preparatory stuclies in the Ober
Gymnasium of Kremsmrinster, receivecl his professional
eclucation in the Vienna Polytechnic, the Berlin Bau-Aka-
clemie and the Academy of Arts at Vienna. The earlier
years of his professional career u'er.e sltetrt in the office of
Siccarclsburg and Van der Null, the architects of thc Op-
era House and of many other important buildings. From
1862, u,hen he rvon the first prize for the ,,Kursalon,, in
the Vienna City Park,l until his appointment in 18g4 as
Professor of Architecture in the Imperial Academy of Fine
Arts, he was engagecl in inclependent practice of steadily
inct'easing volume and in-rportance-the miscellaneous
practice of a successful architecl in a great city; but it is
in these last flf'teen 1,ears that he has tvon the preeminent
position he nou' occupies. His appointment to the Kunst-
Akaclemie, not only gave him a new outlet for his artistic
activity ancl an occasion for formulating and giving to the
u.orld, both in print and in the more intimate converse of
the classroom and studio, his thoughts on architecture,
but also a new stimulus ancl direction to his creative ac-
tivity. The result is seen in a series of remarkable build-
ings in Vienna ancl neighborhoocl, in an equally remark-
able portfolio of"projects" or. unexecuted clesigns from his
office, and in a number of pamphlets and articles in which
he set forth his ideas and conceptions of the ar.t of which
he was and is so enthusiastic a devotee. Every one of
these productions bears the impress of a remarkable per-
sonality. They are charactenzed by a striking originality
and an exuberant imagination held in bounds by a culti-
vated taste and a discipline of a thorough training in con-
struction. For it is worth noting that during his years in
the offlce of Siccarclsburg ancl Van der Ntil his most in-
timate association was with the flr'st-named, who was the
practical man, the structural designer of the fir'm, rather
than rnith Van cler Nrill, who was the artist.

w



1 (frontispiece) Vienna
municiTtality. Aertal uiew showing
the open center.from the'Die Gross-
stadt' study.
2 Ottcl Wagner after a pastel portrait
by Kempf (1896).

3 Anherh,aus, uiew from th,e Graben.
Otto Wagner, 1895.

100 As everyone knows, the "Art Nouveau" movement was
just beginning to make itself felt in 1894 or soon after. In
Vienna its advocates took to themseives the name of

Secessionists, and this movement away from tradition and

in favor of freer incliviclual expression in design rapidly
acquirecl strcngth and spread through Austria. It pro-

tlucecl much that u-as merely eccentric ancl bizarre and

some things that reached the limit of extravagance. Pro-
I'essor Wagner, u,ith his sound training and cultivated
taste kneu- holv to ar,oid the extravagances, lr'hile he

hailed u'ith enthusiasm and appropriated the merits of the
ne\\- movement. A thoroughly scientific constructor' he

designecl nothing that cloes not appear to be rationally and

sounclly put together; and a certain dignity and simplicity
of mass, silhouette, ancl proportion characterize all his

works. The details of classic architecture he uses sparingly
ancl as if they rvere plastic to the touch; he is not afraid
of broad flat surfaces and ample walls. His details in gen-

eral are highly original; it is in regarcl to these that his

works offer the most frequent opportunity for criticism.
Some will welcome their originality, their independence
of a1l traclitional prececlents; others rn'ill consicler many of

them freakish and unwarranted, if adequate u'arrant ex-

ists only u'hen ancl rvhere the tleu' and original feature is

a manifest improvement upon the traditional feature
which it is intended to replace. Thus the remarkable
church at the Steinhof, hereu-ith iliustrated (fig' 9), wiil
shock some and please others, but no one will, I think,
denl' the high artistic quality of the rveir and gates at

Nussclorf shown ir-r anothor illustration (fig' 10), or of the
aclmirable elevatetl structure of the Vienna City Railrn'ay,

which so puts to shame everything of like purpose thus
far erected in the United States.

Professor Wagner's fame rests in large measure upon his

stuclies ancl teachings relative to civic design. When, in
1894, shortly after his appointment to the Kunst-Akade-
mie I had the pleasure oI visiting him at that institution,
he put into my hancls a bt'och ure he had recently pub-

lishecl, on the true principles that should control the im-
provement ancl clevelopment of his ou't.t citl'. It had been

prepared to accompany his competition design for the
improvement of the city plan and bore as its title the
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motto inscribecl on the competition drau'ings: ,,Artis 
solcr

donina rtecesstt.as"-"Art knows no mistress but neces-
sity." His design had won the flrst prize, ancl this pam-
phlet embridied the artistic creed on rvhich that clesign
was based.

Professor Wagner. n'as the Presiclent of the Eighth Inter-
nationai Congress of Architect-s at Vienna in 1905 ancl has
been the recipient of numerous honors from his ou'n and
other countries. His seventieth birthday, last Julv, was
the occasion of an impressive tribute of admiration and
affection fi'om his fellorv architects in Austria. He u.as
invited to parlicipate in a proposed congress on city plan-
ning in Neu. York in 1910. This invitation was in pari the
occasion of Professor Wagner's u,riting the articie which
follows, and which u'ill be rearl with interest by every
student of the problem of city planning. It is interesting
as much for what it contains that is inapplicable to Amer_
ican problems, as for rnhat is of universal significance. It
goes so far in the clirection of rvhat is sometimes callecl
municipal paternalism, sometimes state socialism, as al-
most to take arvay an American's breath. It is basecl on
conditions u'hich can only exist under a strongly_central-
ized, not to say imperial, government. The topographical
conclitions uncler u'hich akine the particular scheme it sets
forth is possible exist in Vienna, but hardly in most Amer_
ican cities, and not at all in New york or any maritime
city. It is doubtful rvhether in this country we shall ever._
or at any rate rnithin the lifetime of any now living who
read this paper-reach the situation in which a munici_
pality will expropriate the entire outlying territory for
development on preconceived lines. And yet in the prop-
ositions laid clorvn b1 the Austrian professor there is abun_
dant food for thought for us Americans. The principle of
excess condemnation, so blindly rejected by the electorate
of Nen- York State at the last eiection, is here shown
clearly to be fundamental to any thoroughgoing and ex-
tensive civic improvement. Above all, it seems to me, this
paper exhibits the importance of large views, of the long
look ahead, of taking under rational control many forces
ancl resources u'hich we in America squander by abanclon_
ing them to chance or to speculation. And it emphasizes
the fundamental importance of carefully planned tho_

roughfares and transit facilities, laid oul ahead of the 101
need, not long after the need has become acute; for public
service rather than for speculative profit; facilities which
shall guide urban deveiopment into favorable conditions
and not follow the haphazard grou,th of ragged and un-
related fringes of speculative suburbs.

Perhaps fifty years hence Professor Wagner's propositions
u,ill appear less fantastic and chimerical to Americans
than they will to some who read them for the first time
today.
May 1912

Notes
Soio'ce Note: Tltis "appt.eciatiott" was originolly published un-
der tlte I itIe "'The DeL'elopntettI o.l a Grcat C it g' by' Otto Wogner.
Together u,lth an appreciatiotr o.f"the autltorUi9."n. F. Hainlin,
iri Architectural Record. Vol. Jt, No. i, May 1912, pp. lrSS-
/186.-Ed.
1. The prize did not cart'v rvith it the execution of the project.



l+ Vienna today, same scale as Fig.5
5 Vienna as the erudless'Gross-stadt'
( 19 1 0 I 1 9 1 1 ). Ouerall plan.
6 Vienna municipality, 22nd ward
( 19 10 I 19 1 1 ). Oaerall plan .from th,e

' Die Gro ss - stadt' study .
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"The Development of a Great City"
from Architectural Record, May lg12

Otto Wagner

F ore rrord
A flattering invitation u,.hich came to the author in March,
1910, from Professor A. D. Hamlin of Columbia Univer-
sity, convel,ecl the request to prepare a paper for an in-
ternational congress on municipal art, which it was pro-
posed to hokl in Nerv York under the patronage of the
City and State. This gave the flrst impulse to the prepa-
ration of these pages: while the repeated urgings of an-
other committee to attencl the city-planning exhibition in
Berlin in 1910, ancl later the conferences on the Vienna
Building Ordinance, finally confirmecl the author's clesire
to give to the public his vieu.s on the subject of city
pianning; the more so in vieu' of the contention of the
Association of Austrian Architects that the Vienna con-
ferences had failed to gir.,e aclequate consideration to the
artistic side of their problem as u,ell as to the important
questions of street circulation and building lines.

This paper contains certain propositiotis rn hich the author
feels himself bouncl to present because thus far all the
exhibitions, treatises, and aclclresses on this subiect have
failed to produce definite results.

The consiclerations about to be presented applv to r.ro one
city, but to large cities in general, although there mav be
particular cities which stancl out prominently by reason of
their pressing need for the solution of the problems of
future expansion as u,eil as of the improvement of present
conditions. What follou.s represents neither the radicalism
of the iconoclast nor the ri-ail of the traditionalist on the
subject of city-planning, but proceeds from the fundamen-
tal assumption that the most important element in the
solution of any such problem is the practical fulfllment of
a definite purpose, ancl that art must impress its stamp
upon whatever may result from the accomplishment of
this purpose.

Since our manner of life, our activities, and our technical
and scientific achievements are different from what they
were a thousand years ago or even a short time since, and
are the results of constant development, art must give
expression to the conclitions of our orvn time. Art must
therefore conform its city plan to the needs of the mankincl
of today.

Those favorite catchworcls-"the art of the home," "co- 103
operation in city-planning," "sentiment in city-planning,"
etc.-taken in the sense in rvhich they are used by people
who know and juclge art only from textbooks, are empty
phrases to u,hich such people cling because they are des-
titute of icleas on the real problem of the city plan. Onlv
the true architect can clistinguish betu,een what is old and
beautifui, ancl u'hat is merell, olcl; he rvill favor neither
the ."r,anton destruction of u'hat is beautiful nor the copy-
ing of the antique; nor vl,ill he care for the much lauded
"embellishment" of a city; all architectural extravagaltce
is foreign to his nature.

Our clemocratic existence. in rvhich the masses feel the
pressure of the necessity for economy in their methods of
living, ancl call frir homes at once sanitary and cheap, has
resultecl in a certain uniformity in our. drvelling houses.
This tenciency u,ill therefore flncl expression in the plan of
the future city. Indiviclual dwellings of like cubical con-
tents ancl plan ale cheaper in first cost ancl rental price if
combinecl in houses of many stories than in houses of fern,;
the cost of the lot, of foundations, ancl of roof entering
into account but once. Ancl since the proverb "Time is
money" is truer today than ever before, the increase in
height of residential and office buildings in the city's cen-
ter to seven or eight stories, incleecl, to skyscrapers (if
the city permits) is a natural development.

In an1' given city the number of clu-elling houses must
greatly exceed that of its public buiidings; ancl their con-
tiguous multiplication inevitably results in long and uni-
form block-facades. But our morlern art has turnecl these
to monumental account by the plotting of wicle streets,
and by the introcluction of picturesque interruptions of
their monotony is able to give them their full artistic
effect. There can be no doubt that when Art rightly han-
dles such cases all talk about a "city-pattern" is beside the
mark. This kind of taik is possible only rvhen Art is left
out of the question. Unfortunately the effort to avoid the
uniformity of clrvelling-house types u,hich has resulted
from pt'actical ancl economic consiclerations, has led to an
altogether objectionable and artistically worthless over-
loacling of the exteriors of these utilitarian structures with



7 Kapuzinerkirche ( church). Project

Jbr a design itt white granite blocks,
tiles, and bronze. The cross is

'currled' by the clouds a,nd set in
battds o.f stars fornting th,e cupola.
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purposeless features, meaningless projections, turrets,
gables, columns, ancl ornament; although r,l'ide streets
serve to mitigate someu,'hat the effect of these ungainly
absurdities.

Quite as unjustifiable and as objectionable from an artistic
viewpoint are intentional but unu,arranted curves and ir-
regularities in the layout of streets and squares, intended
solely to produce artificially picturesque vistas. Every
large city possesses of necessity a greater or smaller num-
ber of rnincling and irregular streets; but these have ar-
tistic rvarrant oniy when they result naturally from con-
ditions of circulation, traffic, topography, or the like.

The characteristic impression produced by a city results
from its existing or inherent beauty and its potential
beauty. The city's general "physiognomy" is the most im-
portant consideration in its plan. Upon it depends the
success of the effort to make the first impression as pleas-
ing as possible. This impression is furthermore dependent
on the pulsating iife of the city as a u'hole. With regard
to this it must be remembered as a fundamental fact that
the great majority of the community, including, of course,
visitors to the city (u'e are dealing now with the general
mass) are quite ignorant of artistic matters. Therefore
Art, if she u''ould arouse the interest of and give satisfac-
tion to the average man, must seize upon every opportu-
nity that gives promise of producing a favorable impres-
sion. Industry, trade, fashion, taste, comfort, Iuxury, all
provide media for artistic expression, and must all be
availed of to attract the attention of the average man
toward Art, so that he may be disposed to bestow favor-
able judgment upon ',l.orks of art. The uninterrupted vista
of a main thoroughfare flanked by flne stores displaying
the artistic products of the city and of the country to the
view of the crowds hurrying by; other streets through
which one may stroll for an outing and regale himself to
the extent of his pocketbook; a sufficient number of good
restaurants where one may find both satisfaction and re-
laxation; open squares where public monuments and build-
ings in artistic settings present themselves Lo the gaze of
the beholder, and many other like factors not here enum-
erated-such are the things that give to a city its char-

acteristic physiognomy. To these may be added an effi- 105

cient system of transportation, a faultless street-cleaning
department, living accommodations provided with every
comfort and suited to every social grade-all these are
conditioning factors of a favorable impression on the ar-
tistically indifferent average man. In the application of a
criterion of excellence to these things beauty, that is,
arlistic quality, is the deciding factor; this alone makes it
possible to produce a satisfactory first impression on cit-
izen and stranger alike. Thus impressed, both citizen and
stranger will be better disposed toward the city; less
moved by a hypocritical pretense of art-interest to mar-
tyrize themselves "doing" the art treasures and museums
of the tori,'n.

The more completely a city fulfllls its practical ends, the
better does it minister to the pleasures of its inhabitants;
and the greater the part played by Art in this ministry,
the more beautiful the city. Neatness and scrupulous
cleanliness go hand in hand with Art; city governments
please take notice!

One chance for the influence of Art on the development of
the city, and hence upon its future aspect, is well-nigh
closed in these days, not by the pressure of economy, but
by the complete indifference of the masses to artistic
work, and the consequent lack of artistic creativeness.
The masses have been for ages accustomed to leave all
matters of art to the ruling classes, and they overlook the
fact that the autonomous community having now come
into power, it devolves upon it to provide the necessary
artistic initiative.

On the extreme periphery of a great city private bound-
aries, paths, water courses, small differences of level, a
tree, even a manure pile, may determine the later Iocation
of particular structures. These in turn influence the posi-
tion of roads, squares, etc., so that, at last, out of these
chance beginnings the permanent plan of the citygrows up.

It will never do, hou,ever, to elevate such things to the
plane of determining influences in arbistic development.
For if they were so, what would become of our hopes and
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8 War Ministry, competition project
Otto Wagner, 1907 -1908. E ntry
facad,e sltowing thn Radetzky
Memorial.
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efforts for the ideal city plan, the carefully thought out
placing of public buildings, of parks, of vistas? What u,'ould
become of the scientific layout of circulation, the practical
and economically necessary straight boundaries for build-
ing lots, and last of all, the control of building lines, so
essential in any great city?

From this it may be seen that the forming of the cily
cannot be left to chance. but must be founded on well-
weighed consiclerations. To determine these considera-
tions and point the u'ay b1. ri.hich this goal is to be reached
are the aims of this paper.

There can be no doubt of the fact that the majority of
mankind prefer Iiving in a great city to living in a small
one or in the country. A Iarge proportion of the inhabi-
tants of a great city are forced to do this by their occu-
pations. Profit, social position, comfort, luxury, Iou, death
rate, the presence of all the spiritual and physical neces-
sities of life, possibilities both good and evil of recreation,
ancl lastly Art, are all factors in this tendency. Most of
the forces which favor the growth of great cities are op-
erating with constantly increasing energy.

Economic forces are potent in all this. It should excite no
surprise that city councils favor the grou,th of large cil-
ies.l The exertion of the influence of every city adminis-
trator to encourage the influx of inhabitants and strangers
is therefore a matter of course.

Regulation oJ'the City Plan
The skeleton of a great city is formed by its lines of traffic,
by its rivers, Iakes or bays, its topography and like per-
manent conditions. The regulation or systematizing of the
city plan can, as I have intimated, be carried out by
following a definite principle and scheme. This scheme
falls naturally into two divisions: 1) the regulation of the
old, already existing part, and 2) the regulation of future
development and expansion.

The regulation of the old part is limited to maintaining its
already existing beauty and making use of it advanta-
geously in the city plan.

Conditions of traffic, sanitary requirements, the circum- 107
stance that so much that is beautiful is in private posses-
sion, that many a work has reached the limit of age and
usefulness, and finally social and economic relations-all
these demand a special consideration of each individual
case in the regulation of the old part.

On these grounds the advance determination of future
building lines in the existing parts of the city, however
greatly to be desired, is scarcely practicable. It goes with-
out saying, hou,ever, that in the case of new buildings or
remodelings the city administration should avail itself to
the utmost of any artistic advantages from their proximity
to existing elements of beauty. But it is the new and
undeveloped quarters that can and must be systematized,
if coming events are not to bring the city authorities face
to face rnith the unsurmountable "too late." Regulation on
a large scale of the housing and living conditions of the
future inhabitants, the possibility of conveniences and ap-
pliances at present unknown, the provision of "safety
vaives" for expansion, last and not least the development
of the city's growth along lines of beauty, must all be
taken into account in the scheme.

How important, horn, fraught with terrible responsibility
this duty of foresight in regard to future conditions of
living is, may be gathered from the fact that great cities
double in size in from thirty to fifty years. Hence their
governing bodies are forced to take care that houses,
public buildings, main streets, sanitary arrangements,
etc., shall be properly located in advance; otherwise, in-
stead of the hoped-for ideal, a chaos would result, which
could be restored to order only at enormous expense.

We may consider it axiomatic that the administration of
a great city demands its division into wards. The situation
and boundaries of the wards or boroughs form the foun-
dation of the systematized regulation of the great city.

While it may be wise and proper to lay out each ward or
borough rn ith careful consideration of its schools, business
centers, industrial requirements, and domestic conditions,
there is no use in planning entire wards for particular



9 Churclt at Steinlrof. Otto Wagner,
1906. Front e\euation.
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classes or purposes since u,'orkmen, employees of high and
Iow rank, officials, and so on, will and must make their
homes in their own particular wards. Certain things must
however be common to all wards to a greater or less
degree; for example, parks, (public) gardens, play-
grounds, schools, churches, traffic routes, markets, mu-
nicipal buildings (courts, police buildings, building de-
partment, borough hall), department stores, centers for
the handling of inu'ard and outward bound traffic, ga-
rages, morgues, even theaters, special museums, librar-
ies, barracks, asylums, u,orkshops, public halls, etc.-this
on the ground that, since there are a great number of
public buildings whose usefulness can scarcely be deter-
mined for more than a century in advance, future build-
ings for the same or like purposes can only be provided as
new wards spring into being.

Naturally the wards will be arranged circularly in zones
around the center ofthe city; whether the zones are closed
circles or segments is of no consequence. The distance
from the center of the city u.ill always be the determining
factor in regard to reaching the permissible building limits
or the beginning of rural suburbs.

The division of the wards into zones in most cases natu-
rally arises from the discharge or out-reaching of the
streets that radiate from the city's center.

The maximum population of a ward may be taken exper-
imentally at a hundred to a hundred and fifty thousand.
It need hardly be mentioned that, until this limit is
reached, two or even three such boroughs may have one
administrative center.

A population of from a hundred thousand to a hundred
and fifty thousand corresponds to an area of from five
hundred to a thousand hectares,2 if the houses are built
to the allowed limit of height. The idea of surrounding the
city center with zonal streets from two to three kilometers
apart, and of laying out the wards in the resulting zones,
is therefore in accord with this design.

In any systematic layout special care must be taken that

the chief radial streets have a sufficient width to meet all 109
future demands of traffic, while the zonal streets should
be planned so as to suffice for unlooked for and unknown
requirements. The width of the zonal streets may be set
at from eighty to a hundred meters (262to 328 feet). The
laying out of zonal streets in the already built-up portion
of the city will present great difflculty, but they can be
made in part to coincide with streets already existing, and
need not measure up to the above mentioned dimensions.

Since, as will be shown later, the separate wards or bor-
oughs will be developed at exact intervals fixed in advance
according to a well laid plan, and thus form a group of
small cities around a center, it seems more advisable to
give each separate division its own open spaces, such as
parks, public gardens, and playgrounds, than to plan a
belt of woods and meadows. Such a girdling of the city
forms a hard and fast limitation that is certainly to be
avoided. In the light of our present experience the expan-
sion of a city must be unlimited. Moreover, such a belt
would be spoiled by the inevitable building along the radial
streets that must of necessity intersect it, and thus would
fail of its purpose. The system of city building set forth in
this article is illustrated by two plans and a bird's-eye
view (fig. 1 [frontispiece]). The first of these plans (fig. 5)
presents as an example the future Vienna with its zones
and wards extended in every direction to the limit of a
radius of fourteen kilometers (83/a miles). It is however
needless to say that the length of these radii can be in-
creased at any time, and thus the addition of new zonal
streets is unlimited.

A second plan (fig. 6) shows the proposed development of
the future twenty-second ward of Vienna as it would be
when completely built up. The height of the buildings is
Iimited to twenty-three meters, exclusive of roof-story or
attic, and the minimum width of streets is twenty-three
meters (seventy-five feet).

By applying the propositions made later in this article,
and by systematic planning, it is possible to determine
the fundamental arrangement of each division or borough
with regard to artistic, mercantile, and hygienic consid-



10Weir and gates, Nussdorf. Otto
Wagner, 1895. Section showing the
sluice gates.
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erations before the city administration opens it to devel-
opment. In this way a series of beautiful and at the same
time practically convenient miniature cities will arise.
They will present to posterity an uninterrupted plastic
history of Art, and thus exclude all mechanical uniformity.
A pleasing variety u,ill be presented by such sections as
are devoted predominantly to special purposes, such as
art centers with their nelv collections and schools, or uni-
versity cultural centers u,ith a national library, and so
forth.

The lots destined for public buildings in any ward or bor-
ough can, of course, serve other purposes temporarily
until the actual construction begins.

Apart from buildings for state and national parliaments,
and for great art collections vl,hich must be located near
the municipal center, and apart from those buildings
claimed by the several wards respectively, there will be
in every large city many edifices whose location is abso-
Iutely determined by topographical conditions, ',l,ater
courses, harbors, local requirements, and so on.

In the same way there will be buildings which are suitable
only for particular r,l,ards, such as warehouses ancl facto-
ries, the larger workshops, markets, bazaars, etc.; and
finally, such establishments as must be located at a dis-
tance from the city, such as cemeteries, depots, balloon-
sheds, barracks, fields for sports of all sorts (including
aviation). Cemeteries are, on certain days of the year, so
frequented as to tax all means of transportation to the
Iimit, so that it is obviously better to have two or three.
Distance in this case counts for nothing, for every large
city will soon be in a position to limit the transportation
of corpses to railroads, and it seems therefore proper to
provide each ward with a mortuary station for this pur-
pose.

It cannot fall within the limits of this article to clear up
all questions pertaining to city design, especially that of
the grades and levels of particular cities. This, however,
is certain: that present day connections must in the future
be either elevated above or depressed below the street

level, and that present water supply systems cannot be 111
altered. In the same !r,ay it can only be suggested here
that it is the duty of the city administration to obtain
control of all transit facilities.

This being granted, rapid transit must be provided for in
such manner that there shall be a constant circulation
through the zones, and a constant movement to and fro
through the radial streets, so that any desired point can
be reached with a single change of cars. Elevators should
provide the means of connection between elevated, sub-
way, and street car lines at points of intersection.

The carrying out of the proposals herein set forth insure
to every city, through systematized regulation, an un-
trammeled development for all time, and the ominous "too
late" vanishes from view.

There is one point, however, that must be emphasized in
this connection. Art and the Artist must be governing
factors, in order that the beauty-destroying influence of
the engineer may be forever eliminated, and the power of
the vampire, Speculation, which now makes the autonomv
of the city almost an illusion, may be reduced to a mini-
mum. The means of realizing this and the way in which it
may be effected are illustrated in the following discussion
of the proposals.

E cott omic C on sideratiott s

If the systematization outlined above, and the desired
amelioration of the great city are to be realized, the un-
dertaking demands abundant means. Economy in such an
undertaking is not to be thought of, for the best is in this
case scarcely sufflcient. One might suggest a sort of com-
petition of administrations in relation to the regulation
and amelioration of the city plan. The late able mayor of
Vienna, Dr. Karl Lueger, pointed the way most clearly,
in that under his r6gime the city took over the ownership
and operation of a number of public utilities, such as gas
and electric plants, high-pressure water service, street
railways and control of burials, from which it received
Iarge returns.



11 Villa Wagner, fi,rst project. Otto
Wagner, 1886.
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A further resource is suggested in the following remarks.
A continuous increase in land values follou,-s the growth
of a large city. It is therefore logical that this increase
should accrue to the general weal; that is, to the city.
Movements to'*,ard this end have made the question of
taxes on the increase ofland values a living issue, and this
tax has already become lavu, in Germany. It is doubtful,
however, whether the question can be solved in that way
at all, for it is hard to find the right place to apply the
lever with success, unless the taxes, as is already the case
in Vienna, are to be raised to an enormous flgure.

A simple method of attaining this end of raising sufficient
funds for the city is offered by the very increase of the
city itself, in the city's buying surrounding land which is
little or not at all built up, and holding it until it is ready
to be built on and incorporated into future zones. It is
obvious that this land by being farmed out or leased im-
mediately after its purchase can furnish a sufficient inter-
est on the investment, while at the same time its increase
in value will be in favor of the city.

It is certainly to be expected that the value of such lots,
even if they at first paid scarcely sufficient interest, will
in a short time have increased to such an extent as to far
surpass the original investment and its interest, and to
bring in a proflt amounting even to hundreds of millions.

AII the unoccupied land in the neighborhood of a city, it
may be fairly assumed, can be obtained at a comparatively
low price. The increase of population indicates, however,
that a part of this land will have been built up certainly
within fifty years, and will therefore have reverted to
private ownership again (it is assumed that the city has
obtained ownership by condemnation). This procedure is
followed again and again. It is possible for the city by
regulation of prices, allotments, etc., to direct its growth
in certain directions, to reserve the necessary public lands
in each ward, to limit the present flourishing speculation
in real estate, and with the resulting proflts to carry out
plans for city improvement on a large scale. According to
the illustration here (fig. 6), the future twenty-second
ward of Vienna has, for example, 5.1 million square me-

This total may be still further increased, for the city
administration is in a position to regulate the building up
of the ward in such a way as to encourage apartment
houses of many stories, whereby the land values will, of
course, increase.

The possibility of maintaining municipal apartment houses
and lucrative municipal estabiishments, such, for exam-
ple, as city brickyards, is opened up-establishments
which will be a further source of revenue to the city. Two
things are necessary for the carrying out of such a scheme
by the city: First, a suitable condemnation law, which is
the more easily obtained since every city will support a
movement for its own development into a metropolis; such
a law is moreover the best and surest of tax-reducers;
Second, the creation of a general municipal sinking fund
(Stadt?t)ertzuwachsfonds) by which the house may be re-
lieved of the risks and contingencies of protection, proflt,
and safety.

The advantages to be secured for the community by an
expropriation law fall naturally into two categories: 1) The
expansion of the city; 2) The improvement of the existing
part.

With the proposed legislation to build on, the city author-
ities can seriously consider undertaking those projects
which are in keeping with the development of the city and
are imperiously demanded by a progressive culture.

The greatly increased income will put the city in a position
to erect peoples' clubs and dwelling houses, municipal
sanatoriums, city warehouses, promenades, fountains, ob-
servatories, or belvederes, museums, theaters, waterside
pavilions, valhallas, etc., in short, things which are now
scarcely thought of, but which cannot be omitted from the
plan of the future metropolis.

ters;3 fifty percent of this is held for public purposes and 113
hence there remains 2.5 million square meters (one square
mile), which represents, at an increase of only twenty
kroner per square meter, a gain of 50 million kroner.



12 Villa Wagner, second project.
Otto Wagner, 1912.
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Although the scale of this study is only that of a general
sketch, yet it may justly be maintained that in these
proposals the means are presented of enabling the city to
satisfy the enormous demands of administration, com-
merce, hygiene, and art.

If one examines the plans and the picture presented here
(they are not offered as models to be copied), even the
layman will be convinced that houses built in city wards
thus planned afforcl good, cheap, and sanitary dwellings,
and that the further needs and u,ishes of the city dwellers
can be fully satisfied. And one must admit also that only
in this way is the problem of our future way of living to
be solved.

The longed-for detached house in the still more longed-for
garden city can never satisfy the popular need, since as
a result of the pressure of economy in living expenses, of
the increase and decrease in the size of families, of change
of occupation and position in life, there must be constant
shifting and change in the desires of the masses. The
needs which arise from such changing conditions can be
satisfled only by rented apartment dwellings, and never
by the individual houses.

Last of all, it must be stated clearly and decisively that
homes in buildings on city blocks divided into from four
to six lots, each block fronting on a garden, square or
park, and bounded on three sides by a street twenty-three
meters wide, are in accord ll'ith the demands of our pro-
gressive culture, are healthy, beautiful, comfortable, and
cheap, and are better fitted to our demands than those
whose design is based on fundamentally false principles.
To hark back to tradition, to make "expression" or pic-
turesqueness the controlling consideration in designing
homes for the man of today, is absurd in the light of
modern experience. The number of city dwellers who to-
day prefer to vanish in the mass as mere numbers on
apartment doors is considerably greater than that ofthose
who care to hear the daily "good morning, how are you? "
from their gossipy neighbors in single houses.

However, it is self-evident that the single dwelling wiil

not vanish from the city plan; its presence, however, will 115
be due to the wishes of the upper ten thousancl.

The manner of life which our era has produced u,ill yet
bring to maturity many things of which we can now form
scarcely a conception, such as, for example, the movable
house, the portable house erected on land leased from the
city, ancl many others.

When it is considered that Vienna, for example, in sixty
years, in spite of the most favorable situation, has not
produced a city plan of artistic value except Semper's
outer Burgplatz (after the removal of the city gate and
the remodeling of the castle) and the Schwarzenb ergplatz,
not altogether unobjectionable (the City Hall and Votive
Church squares may be considered failures), while the
Ringstrasse ou,es its existence to a iucky chance; and
when one contrasts u'ith this a future, artistic, rational
planning and disposition ofthe several rvards brought into
systematic relations with each other, the thought must
arise even in circles untouched by Art, that without that
largeness of conception and breadth of vision suggested
by these proposals, and u,-ithout the constant hand and
touch of Art upon every detail, a beautiful city can never
be built.

It will not do to leave the expansion of a city to blind
chance and artistic impotence as in the past, and to con-
sider artistic efforts as superfluous, or to abandon the
development of the city to the most miserable land spec-
ulations. The resulting injury to the inhabitants and gov-
ernment of a city is, from a politico-economical point of
view, nothing short of colossal. It will continue to grow
greater, for the onward march of time will make it ever
more and more irreparable.

May the representatives of the people in city governments
keep particularly before their eyes the fact that a great
city can only fulfill its end-u,'hich is to be the satisfying
dwelling place of a population counted by millions-when
it is a beautiful city, ancl that this is only to be reached
through Art.
1910



Notes

116 So'u"rce Note: ?'his art.icle, repri.ntecl .fronu Architectural Record,
Vctl. 31, No. 5, May 1912, is part o.f a te:tt by Ot,to Wrtgtrcr
origitr,alLy pu.blished bt. Gernmrt in his book Die Grossstadt.
Eine Studie riber diese (Vienrru, 1911).
1. "Es darf daher nicht Wuncler nehmen dass die Stadtvertre-
tungen das Anwachsen der Grossstirdte fbrdern." I take this to
mean that the representatives of every city desire the increase
and exoansion of their ou'n citv to metropolitan dimensions (wit-
ness tlie "Million Clubs" of ci'r1ain sizable American cities).-
Trans.
2. 1,300 to 2,600 acres, or about tu'o to four square miles. This
is equivalent to a population offrom flfty-eight to seventy-seven
to the acre.-Ed.
3. Five hundred and ten hectares, about 1,325 acres, or two
square miles.-Ed.

Figure Credits
1-12 From Heinz Geretsegger and Max Peintner, Otto Wagtw
181+1 -1918 (Salzburg: Residenz Verlag, 1964).
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